







Commencing with the 1991 Town Report, the Town has annually
recognized a resident who has given niuch of their time to the town.
THE 2001 APPRECIATION RECOGNIZES
LEON F HOLMES SR
Fremont Fire Department Member 1958 - Present
Fire Lieutenant
Road Agent 1976 - 1980
Selectman 1983 - 1992
Deputy Forest Fire Warden 1987 - Present
Conservation Commission Alternate 1994 - 1997
Fremont Republican Committee
Library Study Committee
When the Spaulding & Frost mill burned on December 6, 1973, a portion of the fire station
was damaged as well. At the same time, Leon was planning to build a garage at his home
on Sandown Road. Instead, he donated the lumber to rebuild the Fire Station.
Leon is known for his passion for racing, and is also a racecar owner. He loves politics,
playing cards, and playing checkers and "Sorry" with his grandchildren.
His vast knowledge of the Town and people is invaluable. If ever there is a project that
needs assistance, Leon is there to lend a helping hand. He can be seen on Memorial Day
in his Fire uniform, generally driving the "Grand Marshal" car. He is always snuling, has
a laughter so infectious it makes everyone else laugh with him. He is always making
himself available to help whoever needs it.
We seek his advice on many projects in Town, and graciously thank him for countless
hours dedicated to the Town of Fremont.




The 2001 Annual Town Report is dedicated to several members of our commvmity
who served in a variety of capacities over the years.
We remember each of them fondly.
PiELEN SEAVEY was a former schoolteacher and Post Office worker. She was the
Town's Librarian from 1972 to 1982.
NORINE EMERSON had been the Boston Post Cane Holder for the past 11 years. She
was active in the Church and Grange, and her husband was active in tov^n affairs.
Noreen was at one time the School District Treasurer.
PEARL DAVIES was active in the Fire Department Auxiliary, was a member of the Board
of Selectmen in the 1960's, active in the Church and with church suppers, active in the
Grange, and a cook at Ellis School for many years.
RICHARD FROST acted as Town Moderator to assist his son-in-law.
Moderator Ray Bemier.
BESSIE HEALEY was named several years ago, as the First Lady of Fremont. She owned
and operated Bessie's Lunch with her husband Merton for many years.
Into her 90's she continued to work as a Ballot Clerk as she had for many years. She did a
lot in town with Mert, including care of the cemeteries. She too, was active in the Church
and Grange. Her daughter Ruth Anderson and granddaughter Mary Anderson continue
with the tradition of community service.
NELLIE BASSETT was presented with the Boston Post Cane on April 5*. Nellie let her
husband handle the town affairs, and during his 23 year tenure as a Selectman, the
Board's office was at the Bassett Farm Homestead on Scribner Road.
Her daughter Betty Stanley carries on a long tradition of service to the community.
The presence and many contributions of these people to the
Town of Fremont are missed.
'The most important htiman endeavor is the striving for morality in our actions.
Our inner balance, and even our very existence depends on it.
Only morality in our actions can give beauty and dignity to our Uves."
- Albert Einstein
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" Our enemies send other people's children on missions ofsuicide and murder. They embrace
tyranny and death as a cause and a creed. We stand for a different choice, made long ago, on the day of
ourfounding. We affirm it again today. We choosefreedom and the dignity ofevery life. "
- President George W. Bush
January 29, 2002 The President's State of the Union Address
Several of us who work at the Town Hall and Safety Complex are either a Justice of the Peace
or Notary Public. Please call if you should need such services.
Cover Photo Courtesy of Matthew
Thomas
September 15, 2001
39* Army Band Concert
Fremont Safety Complex Lawn
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OFFICE HOURS AND PHONE NUMBERS
**• EMER6ENCV DIAL 9 11 ***
DISPATCH CENTERS
RAYMOND DISPATCH (FIRE, RESCUE AND AMBULANCE)
NON-EMERGENCY NUMBER 895-4222
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT (POLICE) 679-2225
TOWN HALL - 295 MAIN STREET
Telephone (603) 895-2226
Facsimile (603) 895-3149
SAFETY COMPLEX - 425 MAIN STREET
Police Department Business Line (603) 895-2229
FacsimUe (603) 895-1116
Fire Department Business Line(603) 895-9634
Rescue Squad Business Line (603) 895-6719
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER Call Rockingham Dispatch at 679-2225
BUILDING INSPECTOR During Office Hours at Town Hall 895-2226
Second Wednesday 7:00 to 9:00 pm
Other Wednesdays 8:00 to 9:00 pm Home 778-781
Friday 1 :00 to 4:00 pm by appointment
CONSERVATION COMMISSION Contact Chair John Whiteside at 679-5443
FIRE DEPARTMENT Chief Richard Heselton Station 895-9634
PO Box 1 64
Fremont NH 03044-0164
HEALTH OFFICER Gertrude Butler 679-8630
254 North Road
Fremont NH 03044
PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION Contact Renee King at 244-1404
PLANNING AND ZONING BOARDS
PO Box 120
Fremont NH 03044
Contact Meredith Bolduc at 895-2226
Tuesday and Wednesday 9:00 am to 12 noon
POLICE DEPARTMENT




Monday through Friday 9:00 am to 1 2 noon and 1 :00 to 4:00 pm
POST OFFICE
51 Beede Hill Road
Fremont NH 03044
895-2094




Mon Tues Weds Fri
9:30 am to 1 2 noon and 1 :00 to 4:00 pm
Thurs 1:00 to 4:00 pm
SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING COMMIHEE Contact Selectmen's Office
TAX COLLECTOR Mary Anderson
Mailing address: 36 Abbott Road
Fremont NH 03044
Thursday evening





Lori Holmes Tuesday Wednesday Friday
9:30 am to 1 2 noon and 1 :00 to 4:00 pm
Thursday evening 3:00 to 8:00 pm
Third Saturday of the Month 9:30 am to 12 noon
Sue Bonagura 895-4484
TOWN OFFICERS BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
ELECTED OFFICIALS
SELECTMEN
Norman J Martineau 2002
EugeneW Cordes 2003
Richard C Clark 2004
TREASURER
Anrunarie Gilligan (Resigned 6/02)
Kimberly A Dunbar 2002
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Charles Buhrman 2002
Kathryn Braun 2003
Patricia J Martel 2004
MODERATOR
Raymond L Bernier 2002
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Matthew E Thomas 2002
Barbara D Baker 2004
Arm Marie Stackpole 2006
TOWN CLERK
Lori A Holmes 2004
TAX COLLECTOR
Mary A Anderson 2004
ROAD AGENT
Guerwood M Holmes 2002
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
John Hennelly 2002
Barbara D Baker 2003





DonaldW Gates Jr 2003
Thomas A Roy 2004
Judith A Peterson 2004
Mary Jo Dzioba Sch Bd Rep
Richard C Clark Sel Rep
APPOINTED OFFICIALS
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIR
Richard C Clark 2002
CEMETERY SUPERINTENDENT
Donald R Denney 2002
FIRE CHIEF & HEATING INSPECTOR
Richard C Heselton 2002
OVERSEER OF POOR
Susan J Bonagura 2002
HEALTH OFFICER
Gertrude I Butler 2002
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
Eugene D Perreault 2002
BUILDING INSPECTOR/CEO
Eugene D Perreault 2002
BALLOT INSPECTORS
Ruth F Anderson 2002
Theresci Blades (Resigned)





Michael Tuscano Chair 2002
Marilyn Baker 2002
Debra Minnon Alt 2002











Kondice Higginbottom Alt (Resigned)








Kenneth F Pitkin 2002








ZONING BOARD OF ADJ
Thomas A Roy Chair 2002
Jack C Baker 2002
Richard D Butler 2003
Robert Wines 2004
Meredith A Bolduc 2004
EXETER RIVER LOCAL ADV


































Neal R Janvrin Chief
Charles M Rand Lieutenant
Daniel A Whitman
Kevin M Walsh
H Denton Wood IV







Richard C Heselton Chief
Gordon Copp Assistant Chief
Darrell Turner Deputy Chief *
Richard P Johnson Deputy Chief
Thomas A Roy Assistant Chief
Charles D Kimball Captain
Kevin R Zukas Captain *
Richard D Butler Captain *
Leon F Holmes Sr Lieutenant
Charles Rand Lieutenant *
Joseph Nichols Lieutenant


















































August 2001 at a weekly Selectmen's Meeting
Department Heads L to R - Neal Janvrin, Police Chief; Kevin Zukas, Rescue Squad President;
and Richard Heselton, Fire Chief
Tax Collector Mary Anderson (background)
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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TOWN OF FREMONT NH
2002 TOWN MEETING WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fremont in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
FIRST SESSION FOR VOTING: TUESDAY MARCH 12, 2002 TO BE HELD AT THE
FREMONT SAFETY COMPLEX AT 425 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT NEW
HAMPSHIRE
TIME: 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
ARTICLE 1: To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an optional property
tax exemption on residential property for a service-connected total disability? The
optional disability exemption is $1,400, rather than $700.
ARTICLE 3: Are you in favor of replacing Article 111 Section 1 of the Fremont Zoning
Ordinance by adopting the following ordinance proposed by the Planning Board as
follows:
ARTICLE III
Section 1. NON-CONFORMING USES AND STRUCTURES
A. Reconstruction of:
Any non-conforming structure which is completely or substantially destroyed by casualty loss may be replaced with a
similar structure which has the same building footprint dimensions and meets the setbacks of the previously existing
structure. The structure may be rebuilt provided such construction is started within one year of the casualty loss and
complete within two (2) years of the casualty loss. The provisions of the Town of Fremont Building Code, as
amended, shall apply to any reconstruction.
B. Expansion of Non-conforming uses:
Except as noted below, an expansion of a non-conforming use is prohibited except by variance by the Zoning Board
of Appeals.
A variance is not required if the expansion is a natural expansion which does not change the nature of the use, does
not make the property proportionately less adequate, and does not have a substantially different impact on the
neighborhood.
C. Expansion of Non-conforming Structures:
Non-conforming structures may be expanded in accordance with the terms of a special exception issued by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment, which must find the following factors to exist before issuing such a special exception:
1
.
The proposed expansion must intrude no further into any setback area than does the existing structure.
2. The expansion must have no further adverse impact on the view, light and air of any abutter.
3. The expansion must not cause property values to deteriorate.
4. The expansion must not impede existing rights of access or egress.
5. That portion of the proposed expansion, which will intrude into the setback must, in no event, exceed the
footprint square footage of that portion of the structure which presently intrudes into the setback, regardless
of the number of applications made over time under this subsection.
6. In the event the non-conforming structure contains a commercial use, there must be no adverse impact on
access, traffic, parking, hghting or other safety or visibility features of the existing structure.
7. A special exception under this subsection may be granted only as to expansions into the side, front, and rear
setbacks, and is not available for expansions which violate height restrictions of this ordinance.
D. Discontinuance of:
In the event that a non-conforming use is voluntarily discontinued for a period of one year, such non-conforming use
shall be deemed abandoned and shall not be able to resume without compliance with the zoning ordinance or,
alternately, without a variance from the zoning board of adjustment. Voluntary abandonment shall be evidenced by
either of the following:
1
.
Discontinuance of the occupancy or nonconforming use for twelve (12) consecutive months with no
ongoing attempts to sell or lease the property for its non-conforming use; or,
2. Failure to resume the nonconforming use within eighteen (18) months, even though there may be ongoing
efforts to sell or lease the property for its non- conforming use.
£. Continuance of:
1 . All non-conforming structures and uses which predate the adoption or amendment of this ordinance may
continue in their present use. These uses shall run with the land and may be transferred by sale or lease by
present owner to future owners or lessees, subject to the other terms of this Ordinance which limit such non-
conforming uses.
2. All new uses, changes of uses, expansion of uses or resumption of uses previously discontinued shall not be
permitted until the property owner or authorized lessee has first made application to the Town of Fremont
Code Enforcement Officer for an administrative decision seeking a determining whether a permit is required
for such new, change, expansion or resumption of the non-conforming use or non-conforming structure
under the terms of this ordinance. If a permit or other application is required, such use may not proceed
until such application has been made a processed as required by town regulations and ordinances.
The Planning Board recommends this article.
ARTICLE 4: Are you in favor of replacing Article III Section 5 of the Fremont Zoning
Ordinance by adopting the following ordinance proposed by the Planning Board as
follows:
ARTICLE III, SECTION 5
MANUFACTURED HOUSING USE REGULATIONS
1
.
No new manufactured housing parks or expansions of existing manufactured housing parks shall be
permitted.
2. Manufactured housing shall be allowed on individual lots under the following conditions:
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A. All permanent manufactured housing shall be placed on a permanent foundation or on foundation
piers.
B. The design and construction of the permanent foundation of permanent foundation piers shall
comply with current amended Building Codes at the time of construction.
C. All manufactured housing to be placed on lots within the Town of Fremont shall be certified as
US Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD) approved.
D. All manufactured housing shall comply with lot dimensions, setbacks, and other applicable
requirements of Article IV of this ordinance.
E. All manufactured houses (mobile homes) located on any lot within the Town of Fremont shall be
placed, estabhshed, used and/or occupied as a single family detached dwelling.
3. The temporary placement of manufactured housing on conforming lots may be permitted by the Board of
Selectmen.
4. The Board of Selectmen shall set the conditions and criteria by which the tetrqporary placement of
manufactured housing shall be permitted on a conforming lot.
CURRENT TEXT TO BE REMOVED AND REPLACED WITH ABOVE.
Section 5. (Pertaining to Trailer Canq)s) Definitions:
4-: TRAILER: shall mean a mobile home which doe s not have a toilet and a bathtub or shower.
2-. The term TRAILER COACH shall mean any vehicle used or intended to be used for living or sleeping
purposes which is or may be equipped with whee l or wheels or similar devices for the ptirpose of
transporting the imitv
5t MOBILE HOME: a transportable single family dwelling unit suitable for year round occupancy, containing
the same type of water supply, waste disposal and electrical conveniences as in conventional housing.
4-. MOBILE HOME PARK:—A parcel of land planned and in^roved for the placement of mobile homes,
trailer coaches or trailers for non transient use .
Section 5A. The use , rental or maintenance of mobile homes, trailer coaches, or trailers, or the storage of more than
one mobile home , trailer coach or trailer shall be prohibited within the Town of Fremont, except in approved areas.
However, the Board of Selectmen may issue a temporary permit not to exceed thirty (30) days for a single mobile
home or trailer coach not to exceed thirty (30) feet in length to be placed upon a lot in any district and used by the
owner, his immediate family or guests. Permit not renewable within a calendar year.
Section 5B. An approved area for Mobile Home Parks and Trailer courts or individual Mobile Home sites shall be
bounded on the southerly side by a line four hundred (iOO) feet north and paralle l to State Route 107, on the westerly
side by the Fremont Raymond boundary line , on the easterly side by the Range Line shown on the Town Map as the
line between lots 3 2 & 3 15 and on the northerly side by a line fotir hundred (^00) feet south of a line paralle l to the
Shirkin Road. Individually owned Mobile Home sites within the approved area shall have a minimum road frontage
of one hundred fifty (150) feet and a lot size of not less than one (1) acre .
Section 5C. Before granting a permit for a Mobile Home site or Mobile Home Park, the Board of Selectmen shall
request in ^vriting the approval of the Planning Board. No permit shall be granted unless the developer first satisfies
the Planning Board with sur\'ey plan and specifications that the park s ite will meet all the requirements of Section 5
of this Ordinance and the Land Subdivision Regulations of the To\vn of Fremont, and the developer posts an
adequate bond to the Town to assure compliance with such plans, specifications and requirements.
Section 5D. Mobile Home Parks may be allowed only when the follo^ving minimum requirements are fulfilled:
4-; No Mobile Home Park shall be located on a tract of land smaller than twenty five (25) acres.
2. The park site shall bo [niitnhl "
<>"- rgr.jHnntinl hnilding purpo ses as oet forth in Section 7, Paragraphs A M
inelusive of the Land subdivision regulations, Towti of Fremont.
2^ No park site shall be developed iinl " ^'- -iHfgnntP nrrn r.r. for trail ers and attached vehicles, fire fighting
equipment, fue l delivery, refuse collection and other vehicles is provided.
4, Roads shall have a minimum width of fift>' (50) feet with the center twenty (20) feet paved or hard surfaced.
5, No Mobile home space shall contain less than twenty thousand (20,000) square feet.
6: Clearance between adjacent mobile homes shall not be less than thirty (30) feet.
q-, Front yard setback shall not be le ss than thirty (30) feet.
g, Each mobile home site shall be provided with a suitable wire mesh reinforced concrete pad not less than
five (5) inches thick laid over at least five (5) inches deep crushed stone or grave l.
9^ Each site shall be provided with suitable and approved connections to metered e lectricity, pure water at a
rate of not less than four hundred eight>' (180) gallons per day and a sewage system that meets State Board
of Health requirements. Electrical power outlets shall be weatherproof and comply with State Electrical
Codes. Fue l tanlcs shall be properly connected and racks to support such tanlcs shall bo of a design which
will prevent accidental overturning.
y^. The Mobile Home Park shall have at least twent>' (20) spaces available for occupancy according to Article
5D before a Certificate of occupancy is issued.
44, The Mobile Home Park shall be screened from adjacent propert>' by a suitable fence , wall or living fence of
not less than six (6) fee t in height.
4i The initial fee for a Mobile Home Park permit shall be fif^y ($50.00) dollars. Renewal of such permit
thereafter shall be fift>' dollars ($50.00) per year.
4^, No principal buildings for dwelling purposes or commercial use other than mobile home s shall be located in
a Mobile Home Park.
This article is recommended by the Plarming Board.
ARTICLE 5: Are you in favor of adding a new Article XIV to the Fremont Zoning
Ordinance by adopting the following ordinance proposed by the Planning Board:
ARTICLE XIV
IMPACT FEES FOR PUBLIC CAPITAL FACILITIES ORDINANCE
Section 1. AUTHORITY AND APPLICABILITY
A. This Section is authorized by New Hampshire RSA 674:21 as an innovative land use control. The
administration of this Section shall be the responsibility of the Planning Board. This Section, as well as
regulations and studies adopted by the Planning Board consistent with and in furtherance of this Section,
shall govern the assessment of impact fees imposed upon new development in order to meet the needs
occasioned by that development for the construction or improvement of capital facilities owned or operated
by the Town of Fremont or the Fremont School District.
B. The public facilities for which impact fees may be assessed in Fremont may include water treatment and
distribution facilities; waste water treatment and disposal facilities; sanitary sewer; stormwater, drainage and
flood control facilities; public road systems and rights-of-way; municipal office facilities; public school
facilities; the proportional share of capital facilities of a cooperative or regional school district of which
Fremont becomes a member; public safety facilities; solid waste collection, transfer, recycling, processing
and disposal facilities; public library facilities; and public recreation facilities not including public open
space.
C. Prior to assessing an impact fee for one or more of the public facilities enumerated above, the Planning
Board shall have adopted such studies or methodologies and related fee schedules that provide for a process
or method of calculating the proportionate share of capital improvement costs that are attributable to new
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development. Such calculations shall reasonably reflect the capital cost associated with the increased
demand placed on capital facility capacity by new development.
D. The following regulations shall govern the assessment of impact fees for public capital faciUties in order to
accommodate increased demand on the capacity of these facilities due to new development.
Section 2. FINDINGS
The Town ofFremont hereby finds that:
A. The Town of Fremont is responsible for and committed to the provision of public facilities and services and
standards determined by the Town to be necessary to support development in a manner which protects and
promotes the public health, safety and welfare;
B. Capital facilities have been and will be provided by the Town;
C. The Town's legislative body has authorized the Planning Board to prepare and amend a Capital
Improvements Program per NH RSA 674:5-8, and the Planning Board has prepared and adopted said
program.
D. An impact fee ordinance for capital facilities is consistent with the goals and objectives of the Master Plan
and the Capital Improvements Program of the Town of Fremont;
E. New development in Fremont will create the need for the construction, equipping, or expansion of pubhc
capital facilities in order to provide adequate facilities and services for its residents, businesses, and other
needs occasioned by the development of land;
F. Impact fees may be used to assess an equitable share of the growth-related cost of public facility capacity to
new development in proportion to the facility demands created by that development;
G. In the absence of impact fees, anticipated residential and non-residential growth and associated capital
improvement costs could necessitate an excessive expenditure of public funds in order to maintain adequate
facility standards and to promote and protect the public health, safety, and welfare;
H. Impact fees assessed pursuant to this Section will not exceed the costs of:
1
.
Providing additional public capital facilities necessitated by new development in Fremont; and/or
2. Compensating the Town of Fremont or the Fremont School District for facility capacity that it provide in
anticipation ofnew development in Fremont.
Section 3. DEFINITIONS
A. The applicant for the issuance of a permit that would create new development as defined in this
section.
B. New Development. An activity that results in:
1. Subdivision, site development, building construction or other land use that results in an increase in
demand for capital improvement facilities as identified in the Planning Board's impact fee schedules; or,
2. The conversion of an existing use to another use if such change creates a net increase in the demand on
public capital facilities that are the subject of impact fee assessment methodologies adopted by the
Planning Board.
New development shall not include the replacement of an existing mobile home, or the reconstruction of a structure
that has been destroyed by fire or natural disaster where there is no change in its size, density or type of use, and
where there is no net increase in demand on the capital facilities of the Town of Fremont.
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Section 4. COMPUTATION OF IMPACT FEE
A. The amount of each impact fee shall be assessed in accordance with written procedures or methodologies
adopted and amended by the Planning Board for the purpose of capital facility impact fee assessment in
Fremont. These methodologies shall set forth the assumptions and formulas comprising the basis for
impact fee assessment, and shall include documentation of the procedures and calculations used to establish
inqjact fee schedules. The amount of any impact fee shall be computed based on the municipal capital
improvement cost of providing adequate facility capacity to serve new development. Such documentation
shall be available for public inspection at the Planning offices of the Town of Fremont.
B. In the case of new development created by the conversion or modification of an existing use, the impact fee
assessed shall be computed based upon the net increase in the impact fee assessment for the new use as
compared to the impact fee that was, or would have been, assessed for the previous use in existence on or
after the effective date of this Section.
Section 5. ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT FEES
A. Impact fees shall be assessed on new development to compensate the Tovm of Fremont for the proportional
share of the public capital facility costs generated by that development.
B. Any person who seeks a permit for new development, including permits for new or modified service
connections to the public water system or public wastewater disposal system that would increase the
demand on the capacity of those systems, is hereby required to pay the public capital facility impact fees
authorized under this Section in the manner set forth herein, except where all or part of the fees are waived
in accordance with the criteria for waivers established in this Section.
Section 6. WAIVERS
The Planning Board may grant full or partial waivers of impact fees where the Board finds that one or more of the
following criteria are met with respect to the particular capital facilities for which impact fees are normally assessed.
A. A person may request a fiill or partial waiver of school facility impact fees for those residential units that are
lav/fully restricted to occupancy by senior citizens age 62 or over. The Planning Board may waive school
impact fee assessments on age-restricted units where it finds that the property will be bound by lawful
deeded restrictions on occupancy for a period of at least 20 years.
B. The Planning Board may agree to waive all or part of an impact fee assessment and accept in lieu of a cash
payment, a proposed contribution of real property or facility improvements of equivalent value and utility to
the public. Prior to acting on a request for a waiver of impact fees under this provision that would involve a
contribution of real property or the construction of capital facilities, the Planning Board shall submit a copy
of the waiver request to the Board of Selectmen for its review and consent prior to its acceptance of the
proposed contribution. The value of contributions or improvements shall be credited only toward facilities
of like kind, and may not be credited to other categories of impact fee assessment. Full or partial waivers
may not be based on the value of exactions for on-site or off-site improvements required by the Planning
Board as a result of subdivision or site plan review, and which would be required of the developer
regardless of the impact fee assessments authorized by this Section.
C. The Planning Board may waive an impact fee assessment for a particular capital facility where it finds that
the subject property has previously been assessed for its proportionate share of public capital facility
impacts, or has contributed payments or constructed capital facility capacity improvements equivalent in
value to the dollar amount of the fee(s) waived.
D. The Planning Board may waive an impact fee assessment where it finds that, due to conditions specific to a
development agreement, or other written conditions or lawful restrictions applicable to the subject property,
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the development will not increase the demand on the capacity of the capital facility or system for which the
impact fee is being assessed.
E. A feepayer may request a full or partial waiver of the amount of the impact fee for a particular development
based on the results of an independent study of the demand on capital facility capacity and related costs
attributable to that development. In support of such request, the feepayer shall prepare and submit to the
Planning Board an independent fee calculation or other relevant study and supporting documentation of the
capital facility impact of the proposed development. The independent calculation or study shall set forth the
specific reasons for departing fi'om the methodologies and schedules adopted by the Town. The Planning
Board shall review such study and render its decision. All costs incurred by the Town for the review -of
such study, including consultant and counsel fees, shall be paid by the feepayer.
A person may request a full or partial waiver of impact fees, other than those that expressly protect public health
standards, for construction within a plat or site plan approved by the Planning Board prior to the effective date of this
Section (insert date of ordinance posting). Prior to granting such a waiver, the Board must find that the proposed
construction is entitled to the four year exemption provided by RSA 674:39, pursuant to that statute.
Section 7. PAYMENT OF IMPACT FEE
A. No permit shall be issued for new development as defined in this Section until the impact fee has been
assessed by the Building Inspector. The feepayer shall either agree to pay the impact fee prior to issuance
of a building permit or shall post a performance guarantee acceptable to the Planning Board with the
Planning Board prior to the issuance of any building permit to ensure payment of all fees. The Building
Inspector shall not issue a certificate of occupancy for the development on which the fee is assessed until
the impact fee has been paid in full, or has been waived by the Planning Board. In the interim between
assessment and collection, the Plarming Board may authorize another mutually acceptable schedule for
payment, or require the deposit of an irrevocable letter of credit or other acceptable performance and
payment guarantee with the Town of Fremont.
B. Where off-site capital improvements have been constructed, or where such improvements will be
constructed simultaneously with new development, and where the Town has appropriated necessary funds
to cover such portions of the work for which it will be responsible, the Building Inspector may collect the
impact fee for such capital facilities at the time a building permit or a permit to connect to the public water
or public wastewater system, is issued.
Section 8. APPEALS UNDER TfflS SECTION
A. A party aggrieved by a decision under this Section may appeal such decision to the Superior Court as
provided by RSA 676:5, III and RSA 677:15, as amended.
Section 9. ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS COLLECTED
A. All fimds collected shall be properly identified and promptly transferred for deposit into separate impact fee
accounts for each type of public capital facility for which impact fees are assessed. Each impact fee account
shall be a non-lapsing special revenue fimd account and under no circumstances shall such revenues accme
in the General Fimd. The Town Treasurer shall have custody of all accoimts.
B. The Treasurer shall record all fees paid, by date of payment and the name of the person making payment,
and shall maintain an updated record of the current ownership and tax map reference number of properties
for which fees have been paid imder this Section for each permit so affected for a period of at least ten (10)
years from the date of receipt of the intact fee payment associated with the issuance of each permit.
C. Impact fees collected may be spent from time to time by order of the Board of Selectmen and shall be used
solely for the reimbursement of the Town or the Fremont School District in the case of school impact fees,
for the cost of the public capital improvements for which they were collected, or to recoup the cost of
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capital improvements made by the Town or the Fremont School District in anticipation of the needs for
which the impact fee was collected.
D. In the event that bonds or similar debt instruments have been or will be issued by the Town of Fremont or
the Fremont School District for the funding of capacity-related improvements, impact fees from the
appropriate related capital facility impact fee accounts may be applied to pay debt service on such bonds or
similar debt instruments.
E. At the end of each month, the Treasurer shall make a report giving a particular account of all impact fee
transactions during that month. At the end of each fiscal year, the Treasurer shall make a report to the
Board of Selectmen and Planning Board, giving a particular account of all impact fee transactions during
the year.
Section 10. USE OF FUNDS
A. Funds withdrawn from the capital facility impact fee accounts shall be used solely for the purpose of
acquiring, constructing, equipping, or making improvements to public capital facilities to increase their
capacity, or to recoup the cost of such capacity improvements.
B. Impact fee monies, including any accrued interest, that are not assigned in any fiscal period shall be
retained within the same public capital facilities impact fee account until the next fiscal period except
where a refund is due.
C. Funds may be used to provide refunds consistent with the provisions of this Section.
Section 11. REFUND OF FEES PAID
A. The current owner of record of property for which an impact fee has been paid shall be entitled to a refund
of that fee, plus accrued interest where:
1
.
The impact fee has not been encumbered or legally bound to be spent for the purpose for which it was
collected within a period of six (6) years from the date of the full and final payment of the fee; or
2. The calculation of an impact fee has been predicated upon some portion of capital improvement costs being
borne by the municipality, and the legislative body has failed to appropriate the municipality's share of the
capital improvements with six (6) years of complete and final payment of the impact fee assessed.
B. The Board of Selectmen shall provide all owners of record who are due a refimd written notice of the
amount due, including accrued interest, if any, and shall promptly cause said refund to be made.
Section 12. ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS
Payment of the impact fee under this Section does not restrict the Town or the Planning Board from requiring other
payments from the feepayer, including such payments relating to the cost of the extension of water and sewer mains
or the construction of roads or streets or other infrastructure and public capital facilities specifically benefiting the
development as required by the subdivision or site plan review regulations, or as otherwise authorized by law.
Section 13. SCATTERED OR PREMATURE DEVELOPMENT
Nothing in this Section shall be construed so as to limit the existing authority of the Fremont Planning Board to deny
new proposed development which is scattered or premature, requires an excessive expenditure of public funds, or
otherwise violates the Town of Fremont Zoning Ordinance, or the Fremont Planning Board Site Plan Review
Regulations or Subdivision Regulations, or which may otherwise be lawfully denied.
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Section 14. REVIEW AND CHANGE IN METHOD OF ASSESSMENT
The methodologies adopted by the Planning Board for impact fee assessment, and the associated fee schedules, shall
be reviewed periodically and amended as necessary by the Planning Board. Such review shall take place not more
than five years from the initial adoption of this Section, nor more frequently than annually, except as required to
correct errors or inconsistencies in the assessment formula. Failure to conduct a periodic review of the methodology
shall not, in and of itself, invalidate any fee imposed. Any proposal for changes in the impact fee assessment
methodology or the associated fee schedule shall be submitted to the Board of Selectmen for its review and comment
prior to final consideration of the proposed changes by the Planning Board. The review by the Planning Board and
Board of Selectmen may result in recommended changes or adjustments to the methodology and related fees based
on the most recent data as may be available. No change in the methodology or in the impact fee schedules shall be
adopted by the Planning Board until it shall have been the subject of a public hearing noticed in accordance with
RSA 675:7.
This article is recommended by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 6: Are you in favor of adding a new Article XV to the Fremont Zoning
Ordinance by adopting the following ordinance proposed by the Planning Board:
ARTICLEXV
PERSONAL WIRELESS SERVICES FACILITIES ORDINANCE
Section 1. AUTHORITY
This ordinance is adopted by the Town of Fremont at the (YEAR) Town Meeting, in accordance wdth the authority
as granted in New Hampshire Revised Statutes Armotated 674:16 and 674:21, procedurally under the guidance of
675:1, II and in accordance with RSA 12-K.
Section 2. PURPOSE AND GOALS
This Ordinance is enacted in order to effectuate the following goals and standards in permitting the siting of Personal
Wireless Services Facilities (PWSF) in accordance with federal and state law:
A. To facilitate the review and approval of personal wireless services facilities by the Town's Planning Board
in keeping with the Tovra's existing ordinances and established development patterns, including the size and
spacing of structures and open spaces. This ordinance is intended to be applied in conjunction with other
ordinances and regulations adopted by the Town, including historic district ordinances, site plan review
regulations and other local ordinances designed to encourage appropriate land use, environmental
protection, and provision of adequate infrastructure development.
B. Preserve the authority of Fremont to regulate and to provide for reasonable opportunity for the siting of
PWSF.
C. Reduce adverse impacts such facilities may create, including, but not limited to; impacts on aesthetics,
envirorunentally sensitive areas, historically significant locations, flight corridors, health and safety by
injurious accidents to person and property, and prosperity through protection of property values. To
minimize the visual and environmental impacts of personal wireless services facilities by avoiding the
deployment ofPWSF' s that service substantially the same service area.
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D. Require, where technically feasible, co-location and minimal impact siting options through an assessment of
technology, current locational options, future available locations, iimovative siting techniques, and siting
possibilities beyond the political jurisdiction of the Town.
E. Permit the construction of new PWSF only where all other reasonable opportunities for co-location have
been exhausted.
F. Require the configuration of PWSF in a way that minimizes the adverse visual impact of the facilities and
antennas.
G. Require cooperation and co-location, to the highest extent possible, between competitors in order to reduce
cumulative negative impacts upon the Town of Fremont.
H. Provide constant maintenance and safety inspections for any and all facilities.
I. Provide for the removal of abandoned facilities that are no longer inspected for safety concerns and code
compliance. Provide a mechanism for the Town of Fremont to remove these abandoned towers to protect
the citizens from imminent harm and danger.
J. Provide for the removal or upgrade of facilities that are technologically outdated.
K. The regulation of personal wireless services facilities is consistent with the purpose of the Fremont Master
Plan to fiirther the conservation and preservation of developed, natural and undeveloped areas, wildlife,
flora and habitats for endangered species; the preservation and protection of the natural resources of
Fremont; balanced economic growth; the provision of adequate capital facilities; the coordination of the
provision of adequate capital facilities with the achievement of other goals; and the preservation of
historical, cultural, archaeological, architectural and recreational values.
Sections. APPLICABILITY
A. Public Property.
Antennas or towers located on property owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by the Town may be
exempt from the requirements of this ordinance. This partial exemption shall be available if a license or
lease authorizing such antenna or tower has been approved by the goveming body and the governing body
elects subject to state law and local ordinance, to seek the partial exemption from this Ordinance and
provided that the facility will be at least partially available for public purpose.
B. Amateur Radio; and/or Receive-Only Antennas.
This ordinance shall not govem any tower, or the installation of any antenna that is under 70 feet in height
and is owned and operated by a federally-licensed amateur radio station operator or is used exclusively for
receive only antennas. This ordinance adopts the provisions and limitations as referenced in RSA 674:16,
IV.
Modification of existing amateur radio facilities for commercial use shall require full town review in
accordance with this ordinance.
C. Essential Services & Public Utilities.
PWSF shall not be considered infrastructure, essential services, or public utilities, as defined or used




A. "Above Ground Level (AGL)" A measurement of height from the natural grade of a site to the highest point
ofa structure.
B. "Alternative tower structure" Innovative siting techniques that shall mean man-made trees, clock towers,
steeples, light poles, and similar alternative-design mounting structures that camouflage or conceal the
presence of antennas or towers.
C. "Antenna" The surface from which wireless radio signals are sent and received by a personal wireless
service facility.
D. "Average tree canopy height" Means the average height found by inventorying the height above ground
level of all trees over a specified height within a specified radius.
E. "Carrier" Means a person that provides personal wireless services.
F. "Co-location" The use of a single mount on the ground by more than one carrier (vertical co-location)
and/or several mounts on an existing building or structure by more than one carrier.
G. "Elevation" The measurement of height above sea level.
H. "Enviroimiental Assessment (EA)" An EA is the document required by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) when a personal wireless service
facility is placed in certain designated areas.
G. "Equipment shelter" Means an enclosed structure, cabinet, shed vault, or box near the base of a mount
within which are housed equipment for PWSFs, such as batteries and electrical equipment.
H. "FAA" An acronym that shall mean the Federal Aviation Administration.
I. "FCC" An acronym that shall mean the Federal Commuirications Commission.
J. "Fall Zone" The area on the ground within a prescribed radius from the base of a personal wireless service
facility. The fall zone is the area within which there is a potential hazard from falling debris (such as ice) or
collapsing material.
K. "Functionally Equivalent Services" Cellular, Personal Communication Services (PCS), Enhanced
Specialized Mobile Radio, Specialized Mobile Radio and Paging.
L. "Guyed Tower" A monopole or lattice tower that is tied to the ground or other surface by diagonal cables.
M. "Height" Shall mean, when referring to a tower or other structure, the distance measured from ground level
to the highest point on the tower or other structure, even if said highest point is an anteima.
N. "Lattice Tower" A type of mount that is self-supporting with multiple legs and cross-bracing of structural
steel.
O. "Licensed Carrier" A company authorized by the FCC to construct and operate a commercial mobile radio
services system.
P. "Monopole" The type of moimt that is self-supporting with a single shaft of wood, steel or concrete and a
platform (or racks) for panel antennas arrayed at the top.
Q. "Mount" Means the structure or surface upon which antennas are mounted and include roof-mounted, side-
mounted, ground-mounted, and structure-mounted types.
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R. "Omnidirectional (whip) antenna" A thin rod that beams and receives a signal in all directions.
S. "Panel Antenna" A flat surface antenna usually developed in multiples.
T. "Personal Wireless Service Facility" or "PWSF" or "facility" means any "PWSF" as defined in the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7)(C)(ii), including facilities used or to be used
by a licensed provider of personal wireless services.
U. "Personal Wireless Services" Means any wireless telecommunications services, and commercial mobile
services including cellular telephone services, personal communications services, and mobile and radio
paging services as defined in the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, 47 U.S.C. section 332
(c)(7)(C)(i).
V. "Planning Board or Board" Shall mean the Town of Fremont Planning Board and the regulator of this
ordinance.
W. "Preexisting towers and antennas" Shall mean any tower or antenna lawfully constructed or permitted prior
to the adoption of this ordinance. Shall also mean any tower or antenna lawfully constructed in accordance
with this ordinance that predates an application currently before the Board.
X. "Radio frequency radiation" Means the emissions from personal wireless service facilities.
Y. "Security Barrier" A locked, impenetrable wall or fence that completely seals an area from unauthorized
entry or trespass.
Z. "Separation" The distance between one carrier's array of antennas and another carrier's array.
AA. "Stealth Application" Means, for a PWSF, designed to look like a structure which may commonly be found
in the area surrounding a proposed PWSF such as, but not limited to, flagpoles, light poles, traffic lights, or
artificial tree poles. Also means, for a personal wireless service facility one that is disguised, hidden, part of
an existing or proposed structure, or placed within an existing or proposed structure. (Stealth application is
often referred to as "camouflaged" technology.)
BB. "Telecommunications Facilities" Shall mean any structure, antenna, tower, or other device which provides
commercial mobile wireless services, unlicensed wireless services, cellular phone services, specialized
mobile radio communications (SMR), and personal communications service (PCS), and common carrier
wireless exchange access services.
CC. "Tower" Shall mean any structure that is designed and constructed primarily for the purpose of supporting
one or more antennas, including self-supporting lattice towers, guy towers, or monopole towers. The term
includes radio and television transmission towers, microwave towers, common-carrier towers, cellular
telephone towers, alternative tower structures, and the like.
Section 5. CONDITIONAL USE PERMITS
A. All proposals considered for development under the Personal Wireless Facilities Ordinance shall obtain a
Conditional Use Permit from the Planning Board. The conditional use permit shall clearly set forth all
conditions of approval and shall clearly list all plans, drawings and other submittals that are part of the
approved use. Everything shown or otherwise indicated on a plan or submittal that is listed on the
conditional use permit shall be considered to be a condition of approval. Construction shall not deviate from
the stated conditions without approval of the modification by the Planning Board.
B. All applicable standards in this ordinance must be met and/or impacts mitigated to the satisfaction of the
Planning Board prior to the granting of a Conditional Use Permit.
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C. Decisions.
Possible decisions rendered by the Planning Board, include Approval, Approval with Conditions, or Denial.
All decisions shall be rendered in writing, and a Denial shall be in writing and based upon substantial
evidence contained in the written record.
Section 6. SITING STANDARDS
A. Use Regulations:
A personal wireless service facility shall require a conditional use permit in all cases and may be permitted
as follows:
1. A personal wireless service facility may locate on any existing guyed tower, lattice tower,
monopole, electric utility transmission tower, fire tower, water tower, cupola or steeple. Such
facilities may locate by Conditional Use Permit in all zoning districts within the Town.
2. A personal wireless service facility involving construction of one or more ground or building
(roof or side) mounts shall require a Conditional Use Permit and may locate in all zoning districts
within the Town.
3. A personal wireless service facility that exceeds the height restrictions of Section VI (d) may be
permitted by Conditional Use Permit in a designated Wireless Service Overlay District.
4. Principal or Secondary Use: An applicant who successfully obtains permission to site under this
ordinance as a second and permitted use may construct PWSF in addition to the existing permitted
use. PWSF may be considered either principal or secondary uses. A different existing use or an
existing structure on the same lot shall not preclude the installation of an antenna or tower on such
lot. For purposes of determining whether the installation of a tower or anteima complies with local
development regulations, including but not limited to set-back requirements, lot-coverage
requirements, and other such requirements, the dimensions of the entire lot shall control, even
though the antennas or towers may be located on leased parcels within such lots. PWSF that are
constructed in accordance with the provisions of this ordinance shall not be deemed to constitute
the expansion of a nonconforming use or structure. Nor shall such facilities be deemed to be an
"accessory use".
B. Location:
Applicants seeking approval for personal wireless services facilities shall comply with the following:
1. If feasible, personal wireless services facilities shall be located on existing structures, including
but not limited to buildings, water towers, existing telecommunications facilities, utility poles and
towers, and related facilities, provided that such installation preserves the character and integrity
of those structures. In particular, applicants are urged to consider use of existing telephone and
electric utility structures as sites for one or more personal wireless service facilities. The applicant
shall have the burden of proving that there are no feasible existing structures upon which to
locate.
2. The applicant proposing to build a new tower shall submit an agreement with the Town that
maximizes allowance of co-location upon the new structure. Such statement shall become a
condition to any approval. This statement shall, at a minimum, require the applicant to supply
available co-location for reasonable fees and costs (prevailing rates) to other telecommunications
providers. Failure to provide such an agreement is evidence that the applicant's proposed facility
will not integrate with the overall telecommunications facility planning of the Fremont, and
grounds for a Denial.
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3. The applicant shall submit the engineering information detailing the size and coverage required
for the facility location. The Planning Board may have this and any other information reviewed
by a consultant for verification of any claims made by the applicant regarding technological
limitations and feasibility for alternative locations. Cost for this review shall be borne by the
applicant in accordance with 676:4 I (g).
4. If the applicant demonstrates that it is not feasible to locate on an existing structure, personal
wireless services facilities shall be designed so as to be camouflaged to the greatest extent
possible, including but not limited to: use of compatible building materials and colors, screening,
landscaping and placement within trees.
5. The applicant shall submit docimientation of the legal right to install and use the proposed facility
mount at the time of application for a building permit and/or conditional use permit.
C. Co-location
1. Licensed carriers shall share personal wireless services facilities and sites where feasible and
appropriate, thereby reducing the number of personal wireless services facilities that are stand-
alone facilities. All applicants for a Conditional Use Permit for a personal wireless service facility
shall demonstrate a good faith effort to co-locate with other carriers. Such good faith effort
includes:
a. A survey of all existing structures that may be feasible sites for co-locating personal wireless
services facilities;
b. Contact with all the other licensed carriers for commercial mobile radio services operating in
the County; and
c. Sharing information necessary to determine if co-location is feasible under the design
configuration most accommodating to co-location.
2. In the event that co-location is found to be not feasible, a written statement of the reasons for the
infeasibility shall be submitted to the Town. The Town may retain a technical expert in the field of
RF engineering to verify co-location at the site is not feasible or is feasible given the design
configuration most accommodating to co-location. The cost for such a technical expert will be at
the expense of the applicant. The Town may deny a Conditional Use Permit to an applicant that
has not demonstrated that co-location is not feasible.
3. If the applicant does intend to co-locate or to permit co-location, the Town shall request drawings
and studies which show the ultimate appearance and operation of the personal wireless service
facility at full build-out.
4. If the Planning Board approves co-location for a personal wireless service facility site, the
Conditional Use Permit shall indicate how many facilities of what type shall be permitted on that
site. Facilities specified in the Conditional Use Permit approval shall require no further zoning
approval. However, the addition of any facilities not specified in the approved Conditional use
permit shall require a new Conditional Use Permit.
D. Height Requirements:
L Height. General: Regardless of the type of mount, personal wireless services facilities shall be
no higher than ten feet above the average height of buildings or trees within 300 feet of the
proposed facility. In addition, the height of a personal wireless service facility shall not exceed
by more than ten feet the height limits of the zoning district in which the facility is proposed to
be located, unless the facility is completely camouflaged such as within a flagpole, steeple,
chimney, or similar structure. Personal wireless services facilities may locate on a building
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that is legally non-conforming with respect to height, provided that the facilities do not project
above the existing building height.
2. Height Ground-Moimted Facilities: Ground-mounted personal wireless services facilities
shall not project higher than ten feet above the average building height or, if there are no
buildings within 300 feet, these facilities shall not project higher than ten feet above the
average tree canopy height, measured from average ground level (AGL). If there are no
buildings within 300 feet of the proposed site of the facility, all ground-mounted personal
wireless services facilities shall be surrounded by dense tree growth to screen views of the
facility in all directions. These trees may be existing on the subject property or planted on site.
3. Height. Side- and Roof-Mo\mted Facilities: Side- and roof-mounted personal wdreless
services facilities shall not project more than ten feet above the height of an existing building
nor project more than ten feet above the height limit of the zoning district within which the
facility is located. Personal wireless services facilities may locate on a building that is legally
non-conforming with respect to height, provided that the facilities do not project above the
existing building height.
4. Height Existing Structures: New antennas located on any of the following structures existing
on the effective date of this ordinance shall be exempt from the height restrictions of this
ordinance provided that there is no increase in height of the existing structure as a result of the
installation of a personal wireless service facility: water towers, guyed towers, lattice towers,
fire towers and monopoles.
5i Height. Existing Structures. (Utility): New antermas located on any of the following existing
structures shall be exempt from the height restrictions of this ordinance provided that there is
no more than a twenty foot (20') increase in the height of the existing structure as a result of
the installation of a personal wireless service facility: electric transmission and distribution
towers, telephone poles and similar existing utility structures. This exemption shall not apply
in historic districts.
6^ Height Wireless Facility Overlay Districts: Where the town establishes Wireless Facility
Overlay Districts (as designated on the town zoning map), personal wireless services facihties
of up to 150 feet in height may be permitted by Conditional Use Permit. Monopoles are the
preferred type ofmount for such taller structures. Such structures shall con^ly with all setback
and Conditional Use Permit regulations set forth in this Ordinance.
Setbacks:
1. All personal wireless services facilities and their equipment shelters shall comply with the
building setback provisions of the zoning district in which the facility is located.
2. In order to ensure public safety, the minimum distance from the base of any ground-mounted
personal wireless service facility to any property line, road, habitable dwelling, business or
institutional use, or public recreational area shall be the height of the facility/mount including
any antennas or other appurtenances. This setback is considered a "fall zone".
3. In the event that an existing structure is proposed as a mount for a personal wireless service
facility, a fall zone shall not be required, but the setback provisions of the zoning district shall
apply. In the case of pre-existing non-conforming structures, personal wireless services
facilities and their equipment shelters shall not increase any non-conformities.
4. Towers over 90 feet in height shall not be located within one-quarter mile of any existing
tower that is over 90 feet in height.
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5. In reviewing a Conditional Use Permit application for a personal wireless service facility, the
Planning Board may reduce the required fall zone and/or setback distance of the zoning
district, if it fmds that a substantially better design will result from such reduction. In making
such a finding, the Planning Board shall consider both the visual and safety impacts of the
proposed use.
Section?. DESIGN STANDARDS
Visibility/Camouflage: Personal wireless services facilities shall be camouflaged as follows:
A. Camouflage by Existing Buildings or Structures:
1. When a personal wireless service facility extends above the roof height of a building on which it is
mounted, every effort shall be made to conceal the facility within or behind existing architectural
features to limit its visibility from public ways. Facilities mounted on a roof shall be stepped back
from the front facade in order to limit their impact on the building's silhouette.
2. Personal wireless services facilities which are side mounted shall blend with the existing building's
architecture and shall be painted or shielded with material which is consistent with the design
features and materials of the building.
B. Camouflage by Vegetation:
If personal wireless services facilities are not camouflaged from public viewing areas by existing buildings or
structures, they shall be surrounded by buffers of dense free growth and understory vegetation in all directions to
create an effective year-round visual buffer. Ground-mounted personal wireless services facilities shall provide a
vegetated buffer of sufficient height and depth to effectively screen the facility. Trees and vegetation may be
existing on the subject property or installed as part of the proposed facility or a combination of both. The Plarming
Board shall determine the types of trees and plant materials and depth of the needed buffer based on site
conditions.
C. Color:
1. Personal wireless services facilities which are side-mounted on buildings shall be painted or
constructed of materials to match the color of the building material directly attached thereto.
2. To the extent that any personal wireless services facilities extend above the height of the vegetation
immediately surrounding it, they shall be painted in a color determined best to blend in with the




Equipment shelters shall be located in underground vaults; or
2. Equipment shelters shall be designed consistent with architectural styles and materials per the
town's site plan review regulations.
3. Equipment shelters shall be camouflaged behind an effective year-round landscape buffer, equal to
the height of the proposed building, and/or wooden fence. The Planning Board shall determine the
style of fencing and/or landscape buffer that is compatible with the neighborhood.
E. Lighting and Signage:
1. Personal wireless services facilities shall be lighted only if required by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). Lighting of equipment structures and any other facilities on site shall be
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shielded from abutting properties. There shall be total cutoff of all light at the property lines of the
parcel to be developed.
2. Signs shall be limited to those needed to identify the property and the owner and warn of any
danger. All signs shall comply with the requirements of the Town's sign regulations.
3. All ground mounted personal wireless services facilities shall be surrounded by a security barrier.
F. Historic Buildings and Districts:
1
.
Any personal wireless services facilities located on or within an historic structure, as designated by
the town, shall not alter the character-defining features, distinctive construction methods, or
original historic materials of the building.
2. Any alteration made to an historic structure to accommodate a personal wireless service facility
shall be fully reversible.
3. Personal wireless services facilities within an historic district shall be concealed within or behind
existing architectural features, or shall be located so that they are not visible from public roads
and viewing areas within the district.
G. Scenic Landscapes and Vistas:
1. Any personal wireless service facility that is located within 300 feet of a scenic vista, scenic
landscape or scenic road, as designated by the town shall not exceed the height of vegetation at
the proposed location. If the facility is located farther than 300 feet from the scenic vista, scenic
landscape or scenic road, the height regulations described elsewhere in this ordinance will apply.
H. Environmental Standards:
1. Personal wireless services facilities shall not be located in wetlands. Locating of wireless facilities
in wetland buffer areas shall be avoided whenever possible and disturbance to wetland buffer areas
shall be minimized.
2. No hazardous waste shall be discharged on the site of any personal wireless service facility. If any
hazardous materials are to be used on site, there shall be provisions for full containment of such
materials. An enclosed containment area shall be provided with a sealed floor, designed to contain
at least 1 10% of the volume of the hazardous materials stored or used on the site.
3. Ground-mounted equipment for personal wireless services facilities shall not generate noise in
excess of 50 db at the property line.
4. Roof-mounted or side-mounted equipment for personal wireless services facilities shall not
generate noise in excess of 50 db at ground level at the base of the building closest to the antenna.
5. Back-up power generation equipment may exceed the required decibel levels if necessary to
maintain power to the PWSF during temporary power outages.
I. Safety Standards:
1. All equipment proposed for a personal wireless service facility shall be authorized per the FCC
Guidelines for Evaluating the Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation (FCC
Guidelines)
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2. Towers shall be enclosed by security fencing not less than six feet in height and shall also be
equipped with an appropriate anti-climbing device.
3. To ensure the structural integrity of towers and antennas, the owner of a tower shall ensure that it is
maintained in compliance with standards contained in applicable local building codes. If, upon
inspection, the Town concludes that a lower fails to comply with such codes and standards and
constitutes a danger to persons or property, then upon notice being provided to the owner of the
lower, the owner shall have 30 days to bring such tower into compliance with such standards. If
the owner fails to bring such tower into compliance within 30 days, such action shall constitute an
abandonment and grounds for the removal of the tower or antenna as abandoned, in accordance
with §XI1 at the owners expense through execution of the posted security.
J. Modifications
A modification of a personal wireless service facility may be considered equivalent to an application for a
new personal wireless service facility and will require a Conditional Use Permit when the following events
apply:
1, The applicant and/or co-applicant wants to alter the terms of the Conditional Use Permit by
changing the personal wireless service facility in one or more of the following ways:
(a) Change in the number of facilities permitted on the site;
(b) Change in technology usetl for the personal wireless service facility.
2. The applicant and/or co-applicant wants to add any equipment or additional height not specified in
the original design filing.
K. Reconstruction or Replacement of Existing Towers and Monopoles
Guyed towers, lattice towers, utility towers and monopoles in existence at the time of adoption of this
Ordinance may be reconstructed, altered, extended or replaced on the same site by Conditional Use Permit,
provided that the Planning Board finds that such reconstruction, alteration, extension or replacement will
not be substantially moic ticti imeulal to the iieigliborlu)t)d and/or the Town than the existing structure. In
making such a determination, the Planning Board shall consider whether the proposed reconstruction,
allcialion, extension or replacement will create public benefits such as opportimities for co-location,
improveniciits ni public safely, and/or reduction in visual and environmental impacts. No reconstruction,
alteration, extension or replacement shall exceed the height of the existing facility by more than twenty (20)
feet.
Section 8. STATK RKQIUKKMKN I S (RSA 12-K)
All wireless carriers or their appointed agents doing business, or seeking to do business, in the Town of Fremont
shall:
A. Be allowed to construct new ground-mounted PWSF, provided that these PWSF comply with municipal
regulations for maximum height or maximum allowed height above the average tree canopy height, subject
to any exceptions, waivers, or variances alloweil or granted by the Town.
B. Comply with all applicable state and municipal land use regulations.
C. Comply with all federal, slate and municipal statutes, rules and regulations, including federal radio
frequency radiation emission regulations and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended.
I) Provide information at the time of application to construct an externally visible PWSF to tlie tov/n of
FremonI am! lo llic Nil Office of Stale Planning, as follows:
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1. A copy of their license from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) proving that they are
eligible to deploy their systems in this geographical area and that this deployment falls under the
jurisdiction of the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996; or a copy of their contract with a
person with such a license, and a copy of that license.
2. Detailed maps showing all of the current externally visible tower and monopole PWSF locations in
the state within a 20 mile radius of the proposed externally visible PWSF, both active and inactive.
3. Site descriptions for each of the above locations showing the antenna height and diameter, and
showing all externally visible structures.
4. A description of why less visually intrusive alternatives for this facility were not proposed.
E. A wireless carrier seeking approval to deploy a wireless communication facility shall be required to pay
reasonable fees, including regional notification costs, imposed by the municipality in accordance with RSA
676:4, 1(g).
F. Regional Notification: Any municipality or state authority or agency which receives an application to
construct a PWSF which may be visible from any other New Hampshire municipality within a 20 mile
radius shall provide written notification of such application and pending action to such other municipality
within the 20 mile radius.
The applicant shall be responsible for determining the towns within the 20-mile radius for purposes of
notification and shall provide the Planning Board with a list of these town along with their mailing
addresses. . ^
This notification shall include sending a letter to the governing body of the municipality within the 20 mile
radius detailing the pending action on the application and shall also include publishing a notice in a
newspaper customarily used for legal notices by such municipality within the 20 mile radius, stating the
specifics of the application, the pending action, and the date of the next public hearing on the application.
Such notice shall be published not less than 10 days nor more than 21 days prior to the public hearing date.
Municipalities within the 20 mile radius and their residents shall be allowed to comment at any public
hearing related to the application. Regional notification and comments from other municipalities or their
residents shall not be construed to imply legal standing to challenge any decision.
Section 9. FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
A. All towers must meet or exceed current standards and regulations of the FAA, FCC, and any other agency
of the federal government with the authority to regulate towers and antennas. If such standards and
regulations are changed, then the owners of the towers and antennas governed by this ordinance shall bring
such towers and antennas into compliance with such revised standards and regulations within six (6) months
of the effective date of such standards and regulations, unless a more stringent compliance schedule is
mandated by the controlling federal agency. Failure to bring towers and antennas into compliance with
such revised standards and regulations shall constitute grounds for the removal of the tower or antenna as
abandoned, in accordance with §XII, at the owners expense through the execution of the posted security.
B. The applicant shall submit written proof that an evaluation has taken place, as well as the results of such
evaluation, satisfying the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) further referenced
in applicable FCC rules. If an Environmental Assessment (EA) or an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) is required under the FCC rules and NEPA, submission of the EA or EIS to the Board prior to the





Where the Planning Board finds that extraordinary hardships, practical difficulties, or unnecessary and
unreasonable expense would result from strict compliance with this ordinance or the purposes herein may
be served to a greater extent by an alternative proposal, it may approve waivers to the ordinance. The
purpose of granting waivers under provisions of this ordinance shall be to insure that an applicant is not
unduly burdened as opposed to merely inconvenienced by said ordinance. The Board shall not approve any
waiver(s) unless a majority of those present and voting shall find that all of the following apply:
1. The granting of the waiver will not be detrimental to the public safety, health or welfare or
injurious to other property and will promote the public interest.
2. The waiver will not, in any marmer, vary the provisions of the Fremont Zoning Ordinance (other
than the terms of this ordinance), Fremont Master Plan, or Official Maps.
3. Such waiver(s) will substantially secure the objectives, standards and requirements of the
ordinance.
4. A particular and identifiable hardship exists or a specific circumstance warrants the granting of a
waiver. Factors to be considered in determining the existence of a hardship shall include, but not
be limited to:
(a) Topography and other site features
(b) Availability of alternative site locations
(c) Geographic location of property
(d) Size/magnitude of project being evaluated and availability of co-location.
B. Conditions
In approving waivers, the Board may impose such conditions as it deems appropriate to substantially secure
the objectives of the standards or requirements of these regulations.
C. Procedures
A petition for any such waiver shall be submitted in writing by the applicant. The petition shall state fully
the grounds for the waiver and all of the, facts relied upon by the applicant.
Section 1
1
. APPEALS UNDER THIS SECTION
A party aggrieved by a decision under this ordinance may appeal such decision to the New Hampshire Superior
Court as provided by RSA 676:5, III and RSA 677:15, as amended.
Section 12. BONDING AND SECURITY AND INSURANCE
Recognizing the extremely hazardous situation presented by abandoned and unmonitored towers, the Planning Board
shall set the form and amount of security that represents the cost for removal and disposal of abandoned towers in the
event that the tower is abandoned and the tower ovmer is incapable and unwilling to remove the tower in accordance
with §XIII, all security will be required to be maintained by the Town for the life of the tower. Bonding and surety
shall be consistent with the provision in the subdivision or site plan review regulations. Furthermore, the Plarming
Board shall require the submission of proof of adequate insurance covering accident or damage.
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NOTES
b. Beede Hill Road - shim and overlay hottop from NH DOT Section to Shirkin
Road ($24,230)
c. Vetter Drive - shim and overlay hottop ($20,840)
d. Sunny Lane - grade and lay three inches of hottop ($8,289)
e. Abbott Road - overlay with hottop ($18,105)
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Tov^n will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-
seven thousand five hundred dollars ($27,500) to repair, grade and pave the parking lot
area adjacent to the Bonis Memorial Fields and NH Recreation Trail on Main Street.
The State of NH to reimburse the Town one-half of said cost. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen
thousand dollars ($15,000) to purchase a set of Jaws for the Fremont Fire Department.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty
thousand five hundred dollars ($60,500) to be placed in existing Capital Reserve Funds
for the following purposes. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).
a. Police Cruiser $10,000
b. Radio Communication Equipment $5,000
c. Emergency Management Vehicle $3,000
d. Fire Truck $12,500
e. Property Revaluation $15,000
f. Rescue Vehicle $5,000
g. Highway Building $10,000
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Highway Equipment and to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to be placed in this fund. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required).
ARTICLE 14: To hear the report of the Budget Committee and take any action the
Town deems necessary.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one
million six hundred six thousand thirty-four dollars ($1,606,034.00) for general
municipal operations, exclusive of all other warrant articles already voted. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
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ARTICLE 16: By petition of more than 25 registered voters. To see if the Town will vote
to go to the "Pay-per-Bag" user fee system of paying for solid waste disposal and raise
and appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000) to purchase the necessary
stickers for the first year of operation. If this article passes, the Effective date of "Pay-
per-Bag" will be January 1, 2003. The Selectmen and Budget Committee do not
recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 17: By petition of more than 25 registered voters, To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of seventeen thousand dollars ($17,000) for the
creation of a Fremont Town Information Charmel. This Channel shall include all the
benefits of local programming, namely public access, education and government (PEG)
as provided for under the Federal Communications Act of 1996. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee do not recommend this appropriation.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title for one thousand nine
hundred fifty-eight feet (1,958') of Cavil Mill Road as designated on Plan # D-27417
from MDR Corporation, with a two year maintenance bond to be held by the Town.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title for five thousand one
hundred seventy-five feet (5,175') of Karlin Road and eight hundred seventy-five feet of
Round Robin Loop as designated on Plan # D-25214 from Torromeo Industries and
Henry Torromeo, with a two year maintenance bond to be held by the Town.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to enter into a lease
arrangement with the People's United Methodist Church for use of a portion of the land
behind the old Library (parcel 03-048) as additional parking area for the Church.
ARTICLE 21: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this Seventh day of February in the Year of





Norman J Nfertineau Jr
/
Norman J Martineau Jr ^
Selectmen
Town of Fremont New Hampshire
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397




BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for tke Ensuing Year January 1, 2Q02 to December 31^_0_02_
or Fiscal Year From to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use tnis torm to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating hudget and all special and individual 'warrant articles must he posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted 'with the wrarrant. Another copy must be
placed on rile 'with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department oi Revenue Administration
at the above address.
We Certify This Form Was Posted on (Date): 15 February 2002
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign in ink.
^t^t^fTtZX
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Budget - Town/City of FREMnNT
1 O
FY 2002
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE
MS -7
Actual ESTIMATED
WARR. Estimated Revenues Revenues REVENUES
ART.# Prior Year Prior Year ENSL'INC YEAR
TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3120 Land Uae Change Tmxaa 30,000 30,629 30,000
31B0 R«aidant Taxoa
31B5 Timber Taxtta 8,000 10,588 9,500
31Be Payment 3.n Lj.eu of Tajcea
3169 Other Taxea
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 25,500 13,384 20,000
Inventory Penalties
3187 Excavation Tax ($.02 centa per cu yd) 2,000 2,539 2,500
3188 Excavation Activity Tax 19,000 20,165
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 Bu8in*aa Ldc«na«a 6 P«rmita
3220 Motor V«hi.cl« Parmit Fo«a 482,500 520,421 553,500
3230 Building Parmits 28,250 27,870 28,000
3290 Other Licanana, Parmits C Fees 9,500 7,794 8,000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3351 Shared Ravanuaa 30,000 14,661 15,000
3352 MoaJ-a £ Rooioa Tax Distribution 75,000 106,131 105,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 61 ,645 61,645 63,799
3354 Watar Pollution Grant
3355 Houaing £ Ccanmunity Davalopmant
3356 Stat* fi Fadaral Foraat Land Rainburaamant
3357 Flood Control Ralnburaafflant
3359 Othar (Including Railroad Tax)
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3401-3406 Incoma from Dapartnwnta
1(5 87,190 96,406 105, 198
3409 Othar Chargaa 21 ,828 27,406 49,330
MISCELLANEOUS REVEIWES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 1 ,300 2,405 2,800
3502 Interest on Inveatments 29,000 30,046 25,000
3503-3509 Other 3,500 3,932 3,000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 FrcQ Capital Projects Funds
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Budget - Town/City of _ FREMONT FY 2002 MS-7
1 •? ^ =, 4=_= 'i = fi
Actual ESTIMATED
WARR. Eslitnated Revenues Revenues REVENUES
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE ART.« Prior Year Prior Year ENSUING YEAR
INTERFLiND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx





391S From Capital Raaarva Punda
7 110,900 113,926 12,000
3916 From Truat & Agancy Pujids 3,100 3,100 2,800
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3934 Proc. from Long T«rm Bonds £ Notaa
7 995,500 995,500 293,000
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 100,000 100,000 100,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 2,123,713 2,189,549 1 ,428,427
"BUDGET SUMMARY"
SUBTOTAI. 1 Appropriations Raeonmended (from page 5)
SUBTOTJVI. 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 6)
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 6)
TOTAI. impropriations Recommended
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues t Credits (from above, column 6)

















*E 1 fi 4 fi 8 4
Moximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18: '.
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
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BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21) Revised2ooo
VERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Fremont FISCAL YEAR END 12/31/02






2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
100,500
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes 85,131
4. Capital Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
305,000
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2-5) < 490,631 >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6)
1,643,867
8. Line 7 times 10% 164,386
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1+8) 2,298,884
Line 8 is the maximum allowable increase to budget committee's recommended budget. Please enter
this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
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NARRATIVE FOR THE 2002 TOWN MEETING WARRANT
The following narrative seeks to provide additional information for voters
pertaining to the articles proposed in the Town Meeting Warrant.
VOTE AT THE POLLS ON TUESDAY MARCH 12, 2002 FROM 8:00 AM TO 7:00
PM AT THE SAFETY COMPLEX AT 425 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT:
Article 1 The ballot contains all persons running for an elected position within the
Town. There is a separate ballot for officials running for Fremont School District offices;
and a ballot for Zoning Amendments. Sample ballots will be posted at the Town Hall,
Safety Complex and Post Office for viewing before Election Day. You can vote by
absentee ballot on Town Articles 1 through 6; only, and on the School District Election
ballot. The remainder of the Town Meeting deliberation takes place on Saturday March
17, 2001 and cannot be done by absentee vote. This includes Articles 7 through 21.
Article 2 will also be voted upon by ballot, at the polls on March 12, 2002. This article
will be on the bottom of the election ballot, and proposes to change the amount of the
permanently and totally service-related disabled tax credit from $700 to $1,400.
Article 3 will also be voted upon by ballot, at the polls on March 12, 2002. This article
clarifies the criteria for non-conforming uses and structures. It makes re-use of many
non-conforming structures easier with clear outlines permissible for reconstruction
when that structure has been completely or substantially destroyed by casualty loss.
Article 4 will also be voted upon by ballot, at the polls on March 12, 2002. This article
completely revamps the manufactured housing park provisions previously in the
Zoning Ordinance. No new parks or expansions of existing parks would be allowed if
this passes. Single mobile homes will still be allowed on individual lots and must
conform to all requirenients of any other form of construction.
Article 5 will also be voted upon by ballot, at the polls on March 12, 2002. This article
will create an Impact Fee Ordinance. This will aid the Planning Board in developing
impact fees for new developments to help to pay for future municipal and school
improvements or construction occasioned by that development. If this ordinance is
adopted, the Planning Board will continue their work with the Rockingham Planning
Commission to develop fair and equitable impact fees.
Article 6 will also be voted upon by ballot, at the polls on March 12, 2002. This article
will create criteria for development of wireless service facilities, including wireless
conununication towers. Currently any such development is regulated through Site Plan
Review. This will create an outline of the requirements for such development, and
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create regulations for permittirig the siting of personal wireless service facilities in
accordance with federal and state law.
VOTE AT ELLIS SCHOOL GYMNASIUM AT 432 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT
NH AT THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING SATURDAY MARCH 17, 2001
BEGINNING AT 5:00 PM
All remaining articles (numbered 7 through 21) will be acted upon at the recessed
session of Town Meeting, which begins at 5:00 pm on Saturday March 16, 2002. This part
of the meeting is held at the Ellis School at 432 Main Street, in the gymnasium.
By law, any warrant article requesting funds must be considered by the Selectmen
and Budget Committee, and each must make a recommendation on the proposed
expenditure. This recommendation is noted at the end of each article.
Article 7 requests funding for further construction and renovations to ballfields at the
Joe Bonis Memorial Park at 563 Main Street. The gross budget is $305,000 and includes
site work for three fields, an irrigation system, 40 x 40 concrete building, septic system,
well, and parking areas, and By State Statute (NH RSA 33:8-a) this article has to be the
first one in the deliberative session. After all discussion ceases on this article, the polls
have to be open for a paper vote (with 2/3 majority) for one hour.
The Parks & Recreation Commission is currently working on a NH DRED grant
application that could yield as much as $100,000 in grant funding toward the project.
The grant results will not be known until after Town Meeting, so the price is proposed
to be bonded for a five year period in the amount of $293,000. The remaining $12,000
for the project will come from the existing Capital Reserve Fund for Field Development.
Article 8 requests funding ($10,500) for purchase of a four-wheel OHRV and fund
police patrols to begin to address OHRV problems that face Fremont. The OHRV will
be a four-wheel drive unit. The formerly issued three-wheel OHRV's (on loan from the
State of NH), have been found to be unsafe, and can no longer be sold in the State of
New Hampshire.
The patrol, if funded, includes 16 hours per week for 26 weeks. This would be
focused on the highest use times of the year. This OHRV can also be used by the other
emergency service departments, in case of a rescue or fire that would be difficult to
reach on foot or with a full-size vehicle. The Police and Fire Departments are also
looking into grant in aid programs, or other funding sources which may offset some of
these costs.
Article 9 requests funding ($104,964) for five (5)-highway shim and overlay paving
projects as follows:
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a. ($33,500) to shim and overlay North Road from Beede Hill Road to Leavitt Road;
b. ($24,230) to shim and overlay hottop on Beede Hill Road from the NH DOT section
(near house #388) to Shirkin Road;
c. ($20,840) to shim and overlay hottop on Vetter Drive;
d. ($8,289) to grade and lay three inches of hottop on Sunny Lane;
e. ($18,105) to shim and overlay a final coat of hottop on Abbott Road.
Article 10 requests funding ($27,500) to grade and pave the parking lot area adjacent to
the Joe Bonis fields and the NH Recreation Trail on Main Street. The purpose of the
project is to improve the parking area and reduce the dust from the ATV use. The
Selectmen have entered into a Grant in Aid with the State of NH to be reimbursed for
half of the total project cost, or $13,750. The cost to taxpayers will therefore only be not
more than $13,750.
Article 11 requests funding ($15,000) to purchase a set of Jaws of Life for the Fremont Fire
Department. Currently mutual aid is called from surrounding towr\s when jaws are
needed at a motor vehicle accident, or other extrication. Having a set of jaws in town
would save valuable time in emergency situations.
Article 12 requests funding ($60,500) for seven already existing capital reserve accounts.
Each fund has already been established for future use. These funds will add to what has
already been set aside. These funds accrue over time and are then used to fund larger
capital purchases when needed. To see the amount already established in each of these
funds, refer to the annual report of the Trustees of Trust Funds in the Town Report.
Article 13 requests funding ($5,000) to establish a new capital reserve fund for the future
purchase of highway equipment. Currently the Town purchases plows and sanders for
winter use. We are beginning to think about future needs as well, which could include
the Town owning other trucks or equipment.
Article 14 is the opportunity for the Budget Committee to make their report on the 2002
municipal budget process and appropriations.
Article 15 is the total operating budget for the Town; the master budget article. This
number is the sum total of all operating budgets, and excludes any special warrant
articles already voted. The full budget can be found on the State Form MS-7, that begins
on page 30 of this Town Report. The appropriation recommended by the Selectmen and
Budget Committee for the general operations of the Town is $1,606,034.00.
Following are some highlights of changes in municipal operating budgets:
Executive: 2.9% wage increases, increased postage, increased newsletter circulation. Town Clerk
increase in office hours
Election and Registration: Three elections this year instead of just town elections, computer
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software support for new BMSI program
Financial Administration: Decrease in Mortgage Research (few properties liened), increase in
Treasurer Stipend, reduced audit cost, as no Treasurer audit is needed this year
Personnel Administration: FICA & Medicare up with wage increases, medical insurance costs
increases and some coverage changes. Wage & Salary Survey to be done by NHMA
Planning Board: Added Circuit Rider Planner, increase in Secretary hours
General Government buildings: renovations for office space in Town Hall, pave rear parking lot
and continue with front yard work
Other General Government: more town reports to print and mail
Police Department: wage increases, more time budgeted for investigations, new copy machine
purchase
Police Special Details: increased to cover anticipated details available (all of these costs are
offset by revenue and therefore have no tax impact
Fire Department: added detail line (Grassdrag detail - all offset by revenue)
Building Inspection: convert to a permanent part-time Building Inspector/Code Enforcement
Officer position for 24 hours per week salaried (revenues increased to cover added costs)
Rescue Squad: purchase a computer for the office, purchase of uniforms and gear (not
budgeted before), increased supplies for many new members, increase in the Point Plan
system for full year
Highways and Streets: increase in summer equipment hire to do more projects, mowing, repair
projects, budget down $60,000 overall from previous year
Solid Waste Collection: annual contract increase of 2.5%
Solid Waste Disposal: increased $19,000 to keep up with Bulky Disposal costs and increased
tonnage (tipping fees)
Landfill Closure: five year renewal of Groundwater Management permit is due
Health: increase in HO salary by $150 to compare with Welfare Director
Direct Assistance: increased based on current economic indicators and ongoing cases
Vendor Payments to Social Service Agencies: a couple of agencies up based on usage by
Fremont residents
Parks & Recreation: wage increases for summer help
Library: increase in hours for V2 year when new library opens, increase in building operating
costs in new building, added books and supplies
Conservation Commission: Spruce Swamp Conservation Project new line item
Debt Service: first year of repayment on library bond, along with Safety Complex bond; TAN
interest Increased by $2,000 •
Article 16 submitted by petition, to consider conversion to a pay-per-bag trash collection
system.
Article 17 submitted by petition, to consider a town information channel.
Article 18 was requested by MDR Corporation, who developed the Cavil Mill Road
subdivision, located off of Sandown Road in Fremont. The roadway known as Cavil Mill
has been completed to town specifications and inspected by the Town's Engineer and
Road Agent and found to be in compliance with the Subdivision Regulations. The only
item remaining is installation of a fire cistern tank. This is due to be completed, or a bond
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in place, by Town Meeting. An affirmative vote makes Cavil Mill Road a town-accepted
roadway.
Article 19 was requested by Torromeo Industries, who developed the Mason's Comer
subdivision, located off of North Road in Fremont. The roadways known as Round Robin
Loop and Karlin Road have been completed to town specifications and inspected by the
Towm's Engineer and Road Agent and found to be in compliance with the Subdivision
Regulations. An affirmative vote makes Round Robin Loop and Karlin Road town-
accepted roadways.
Article 20 seeks the Town Meeting authorization for the Board of Selectmen to enter into
a lease arrangement with the chvirch for use of a portion of the land behind the old library
on Beede Hill Road. The church has requested this be placed on the warrant for
consideration to improve their access and parking situation
Article 21 is the meeting's closure article, to see if there is any other business to be
transacted that may legally come before the voters.
We hope this information is helpful to your understanding of the issues to be
voted upon at the annual town meeting. If you have specific questions that might be
answered in advance of the deliberation session on March 16, 2002 please feel free to call
our office at 895-2226.
Gene Cordes
Richard C Clark
Norman J Martineau Jr
Fremont Board of Selectmen
-••''..
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TOWN OF FREMONT NH
2001 TOWN MEETING MINUTES
FIRST SESSION FOR VOTING: TUESDAY MARCH 13, 2001 HELD AT THE FREMONT
TOWN HALL AT 295 MAIN STREET IN FREMONT NEW HAMPSHIRE
TIME: 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
Ray Bemier, Moderator at 8:00 am, opened the first session of the 2001 Fremont Town Meeting. The
town and school warrants were read. Absentee ballots that had been received by 2:30 pm were opened
and the signatures were verified. The polls closed at 7:00 pm and the counting of the ballots commenced.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Write-In votes of less than 5 will not be published in the town report, however, a report of all write-ins
is available in the Town Clerk's office.
The results of the election are as follows:
Town Clerk - 3 years
Lori A. Holmes 436
Lori A. Holmes declared the winner.
Selectmen - 3 years
Richard C. Clark 384
Richard C. Clark declared the winner.
Treasurer - 3 years
Annmarie Gilligan 367
Kimberly Mason-Dunbar 95
Ann Marie Gilligan declared the winner.
Tax Collector - 3 years
Mary A. Anderson 430
Mary A. Anderson declared the winner.
Road Agent - 1 year
Guerwood M. Holmes 415
Guerwood Holmes declared the winner.
Auditor - 1 year
Write-ins
Jack Baker 7
Jack Baker declared the winner.
Trustee of Trust Funds - 3 years
Patricia J. Martel 386
Patricia J. Martel declared the winner.
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Trustee of Library- 3 years
Matthew E. Thomas 413
Matthew E. Thomas declared the winner.
Budget Committee - 3 years - Vote for two
Judith A. Peterson 339
Thomas A. Roy 340
Judith A. Peterson and Thomas A. Roy declared the winners.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of replacing Article 2 of the 1999 Town Meeting, which enacted
Article XIU, the Growth Control Ordinance, by adopting the following Ordinance proposed by the
Planning Board as follows:
GROWTH MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE
1. AUTHORITY
This section is enacted in accordance with both RSA 674:21 and 674:22.
n. PURPOSES
The purposes of this Growth Control Ordinance are as follows:
A. Promote the development of an economically sound community, which considers and
balances regional development needs.
B. Determine, monitor, evaluate and establish a rate of residential growth in the Town that
takes into account the capacity ofTown services, including the school system and
capacity.
C. Provide a temporary mechanism when municipal services are strained or overloaded to
reduce the rate of residential growth to allow the Town time to correct any deficiencies
that have developed.
D. Protect the health, safety, convenience, and general welfare of the Town's residents.
m. FINDINGS
The Town hereby finds that:
A. The rate of population growth in the Town ofFremont has been among the fastest of
any town in the immediate area, in Rockingham County and in the State ofNew
Hampshire.
B. Unrestricted residential growth in Fremont will exceed the average rate of
growth in surrounding communities.
C. Ellis School's current enrollment has resulted in the school operating at a full capacity,
which has strained the school facilities.
IV. INDICATORS OF GROWTH IMPACT
The Town hereby determines that the presence of the following conditions constitutes an indicator of
growth impact. An indicator of growth impact occurs when:
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A. The number of building permits issued during the past five (5) years has resulted in an
increase in the Town's school population beyond the reasonable ability of the school to
service the enrollment.
B. The number of lots available for residential development will produce future enrollment
in the school system beyond the reasonable ability of the school to service the
enrollment.
C. Growth in the annual fiill value tax rate of Fremont in the last five (5) years as
reported by the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration exceeds the
average rate of the combined six (6) abutting communities ofRockingham County for
the same period.
D. The annual capital expenditures including debt service and capital outlay for combined
municipal and school department expenditures are disproportionate to the total
municipal and school department expenditures.
E. A majority of the above occurs in any one-year period.
V. ANNUAL PERMIT LIMITATIONS PER SUBDIVISION
No subdivision or other development shall receive more than five (5) building permits per calendar
year regardless of the total number available.
VI. DUTIES OF PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board is instructed and directed as follows:
A. To issue a report detailing those lots or developments which in whole or in part are
exempt from this Ordinance under New Hampshire law.
B. To periodically issue a report stating whether any of the indicators of Growth
Impact under Section IV above exist.
C. To periodically issue a Notice of Growth Impact which shall contain:
The annual, semi-annual or quarterly limit on the total number of
building permits to be issued.
To establish reasonable categories of priority with respect to the
available permits.
To establish time limits or other conditions applicable to such permits.
To establish such other conditions related to the issuance of such
building permits as the Board shall determine reasonable and/or
necessary.
The Planning Board shall hold at least one public hearing on any Notice of Growth Impact prior to the
adoption thereof The first hearing shall occur no later than thirty (30) days after the adoption of this
Ordinance.
Vn. EFFECTD/E DATE
The provisions ofRSA Chapter 676:12 shall apply to this Ordinance and except for developments
which are legally exempt from this Ordinance, the Building Inspector shall not issue any building
permits after the first legal notice of this Ordinance has been posted until the vote on this Article at the
Town Meeting and if this Article is passed, until the Planning Board has issued its Notice of Growth
Impact.
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The Building Inspector shall not accept any application for a permit for any person, who, in an attempt
to avoid the building permit limitation of this Ordinance, has failed to pay fair consideration as defined
by RSA 545:3 or any other person or entity who has the purpose of evasion of the limitations of this
Ordinance.
Vm. EXPIRATION
This Ordinance shall expire at the Annual Town Meeting in the year 2004 unless re-adopted or a
replacement shall be enacted.
The Planning Board recommends this article.
Yes 270 No 95 Article passed by ballot vote.
SECOND SESSION: SATURDAY MARCH 17, 2001 HELD AT THE ELLIS SCHOOL AT 432
MAIN STREET IN FREMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE 5:00 PM
Raymond Bemier, Moderator, called the meeting to order at 5 pm and reminded voters to register with
the Supervisors of the Checklist. Mr. Bemier requested a show of hands of non-voters and read the
results of the first session of the 2001 town meeting held on MarchlS, 2001. Mr. Bemier explained a
few guidelines that must be followed:
-There will be a 3-minute limit at the microphone.
-If there are amendments to an article, they must be made one at a time.
-The mles of the meeting were explained and Mr. Bemier asked if there were any first-time attendees
who need additional information or clarification, they should feel fi-ee to ask questions at any time.
Mr. Bemier introduced the head table.
The Board of Selectmen presented the Town ofFremont 2001 Appreciation Award to Richard
Heselton, Fire Chief Chief Heselton thanked the members of the Fire Department and the Town
Offices for their support through the years that he has served the town as Fire Chief
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one million fifty-seven
thousand five hundred dollars ($1,057,500) gross budget to construct, equip, and fiimish a new library
building on parcel 02-163, and to authorize the issuance of not more than nine hundred ninety-five
thousand five hundred dollars ($995,500) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the municipal officials to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; to authorize municipal officials to apply .
for, obtain, and accept federal, state or other aid, if any for said project, fiirthermore, to authorize the
withdrawal of forty thousand dollars ($40,000) and all accrued interest fi-om the Library Capital
Reserve Fund created for this purpose. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote required). (Other revenues for the project include fimdraising efforts).
Mary Anderson moved the article. Richard Clark seconded. Norman Martineau, Selectmen, explained
the sequence of events to the point of this article appearing on the 2001 town warrant. John Hennelly,
Library Trustee, explained the building and costs associated with the new library. Harold Wilder spoke
against the construction of the library. Brian Royea spoke against this article. Robert Wines spoke that
the results of the school meeting last week should not influence this article. Paula Wall spoke in favor
of this article. Cheryl Rowell spoke in favor of this article. Reese Bassett spoke in favor of this article
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and explained the capabilities of the current library and what can be done with a new facility. Harold
Wilder spoke again on the importance of educating our students rather than construct a new library.
Erin Taylor spoke in favor of this article and the importance of this article. Warren McLeod spoke in
favor of the construction of the library. Christine Kenneway spoke in favor of the library in an effort to
provide the needs of everyone in the commvmity. Richard Heselton spoke regarding the use of the
town hall as a library as someone previously mentioned and the reasons why the town hall could not be
used effectively as a library. Mike Miller spoke that the school should be the center of the town rather
than the library. Matthew Thomas, Library Trustee, spoke in favor of this article and spoke about the
work that the library trustees have done to bring this article before the voters. Thomas Roy, Budget
Committee, spoke in favor of the library and reiterated that the budget conimittee supported this article.
Mary Stiner spoke in favor of this article and explained the current library building and deficiencies of
that building. Julianne Minnon (non-voter, but resident) requested to speak to the meeting regarding
her work on the library project for the past 2 years. Reese Bassett requested to speak again regarding
the cost of this article and asked residents to look beyond the nominal cost of this project.
Clara Wiley called the question. Frank Wiley seconded. Voice vote too close to call. Hand vote
requested 136-yes 97-No. Passed to call the question and stop discussion. Mr. Bemier stated that
ballot voting would start at 6:20 pm and will remain open for a minimum of one hour. Mr. Bemier
called the meeting back to order at 6:45 pm and stated that the polls would remain open until 7:20 pm.
Voice vote taken and passed to continue with the meeting while the polls remain open for the required
one-hour.
Results of article 3 were announced during the discussion of article 16. Results—246 votes cast
Yes-1 64 No-82 Article passed by ballot vote.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ninety-six thousand
dollars ($96,000) to do shim and overlay on streets and highways in Fremont as follows:
a. Tavern Road from North Road to Lynette Lane; and install hot top from Lynette Lane to
house #105 at the top of the hill ($22,340)
b. Red Brook Road from Route 107 to Route 1 1 lA ($24,920)
c. Martin Road from North Road to the new section ($16,460)
d. Scribner Road from house # 55 to Abbott Road; and install a one inch wearing course from
Abbott Road to South Road ($32,280)
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded. No discussion. Passed unanimously by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand dollars
($10,000) to hire an architect and engineer to design and layout the highway sand & salt building and
future maintenance building. Said buildings would be located at 1 13 Danville Road. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Gene Cordes moved the article. Richard Clark seconded.
Gene Cordes moved to amend the article to $5,000 and explained the rationale. Lori Holmes seconded.
Amendment passed by voice vote. No discussion. Article as amended passed by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty thousand six
hundred fifty dollars ($60,650) to construct a salt and sand building with an attached bay for signs, at
113 Danville Road; and further to authorize the withdrawal of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000)
fi-om the Capital Reserve Fund for said purpose. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
this appropriation. (The total cost to be raised by taxes is $35,650). (Majority vote required).
Mary Anderson moved the article. Richard Clark seconded. No discussion.
Article passed by voice vote.
Gene Cordes moved that articles 4, 5, 6 not be brought back for reconsideration at any time
during the remainder of the meeting. Lori Holmes seconded. Passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-five thousand five
hundred dollars ($45,500) to be placed in existing Capital Reserve Funds for the following purposes.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
a. Police Cruiser $10,000
b. Radio Communication Equipment $5,000
c. Emergency Management Vehicle $3,000
d. Fire Truck $12,500
e. Property Revaluation $5,000
f. Parks & Recreation Field Development $10,000
Gene Cordes moved the article. Richard Clark seconded. No discussion. Article passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of
RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a Rescue Vehicle and to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
five hundred dollars ($2,500) to be placed in this fiind. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Gene Cordes moved the article. Richard Clark seconded. No discussion. Article passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for Library Construction. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this article if Article 3 does not pass. (Majority vote required).
Mr. Bernier noted that this article could not be acted on until after the results of article 3 have
been determined, therefore, there will be no action on article 3 at this time. (See motion to table
this article after article 17).
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand nine
hundred dollars ($20,900) to purchase and equip a new police cruiser and authorize the withdrawal of
twenty thousand nine hundred dollars ($20,900) fi-om the Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required).
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Gene Cordes moved the article. Norman Martineau seconded. No discussion. Article passed by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-five thousand
dollars ($35,000) for the purpose of site development to expand and plan for the best utilization of
existing ball fields (Joe Bonis Memorial Fields) for recreation and parks purposes; and authorize the
withdrawal of twenty-five thousand fi-om the Parks & Recreation Field Development Capital Reserve
Fund for this purpose. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required).
Mary Anderson moved the article. Richard Clark seconded. No discussion. Article passed by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars
($1,000) for the purpose of supporting the Seacoast Child Advocacy Center, a private, non-profit
agency to protect children by providing a safe environment for the evaluation of child abuse and
exploitation, and coordinating services to victims and families, and preventing fiature abuse through
community education. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Gene Cordes moved. Richard Clark seconded. Neal Janvrin, Police Chief, explained the purpose of
the Seacoast Child Advocacy Center and it's usefulness to the abused child. No further discussion.
Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 13: To hear the report of the Budget Committee and take any action the Town deems
necessary.
Lori Holmes moved the article. Mary Anderson seconded. Thomas Roy, Chairman of the Budget
Committee, highlighted the Budget Committee Report as printed in the 2001 Fremont Town Report.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one million three
hundred fifteen thousand seven hundred twenty-four dollars ($1,315,724.00) for general municipal
operations, exclusive of all other warrant articles already voted. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation.
Mary Anderson moved the article. Richard Clark seconded.
Breda Royea asked several questions regarding the library budget for 2001.
Gene Cordes explained that the winter maintenance budget for 2001 is already expended for the year
due to the extremely severe winter that we have had. Gene moved to amend the article for an
additional $61,000 to bring the new total to $1,376,724. Mary Anderson seconded the amendment.
Amendment passed by voice vote. No discussion. Article as amended passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to accept deeded title for one thousand one hundred eight-
five feet (1,185') of Bluefish Drive as designated on Plan # D-27378, from David Forman, DBL Land
Corporation of Portsmouth NH, as a town road.
Mary Anderson moved the article. Lori Holmes seconded.
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Guerwood Holmes, Road Agent, explained that this road has been built to town specifications and
should be accepted. Guerwood Holmes made the motion to add "the developer must provide a $3,000
maintenance bond for a period of 2 years. " Gene Cordes seconded. Amendment passed by voice
vote. Article as amended passed by voice vote.
Norm Martineau moved tliat none of the articles discussed prior to this not be reconsidered.
Lori Holmes seconded. Passed by voice vote.
Ray Bernier, Moderator, closed the polls for article 3 at 7:20 PM
ARTICLE 16: Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 31 :95-c to restrict all of the revenues from PoUce
Department OHRV and Town Ordinance fines and forfeitures, to expenditures for the purpose of
Purchasing OHRV Safety and Enforcement Equipment? Such revenues and expenditures shall be
accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known as the Police Department Safety and Enforcement
Equipment Fund, separate from the general ftind. Any surplus in said ftind shall not be deemed part of
the general fiind accimiulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by the legislative body to
appropriate a specific amoimt from said fimd for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fimd or
source of the revenue. (Ballot vote required)
Mary Anderson moved the article. Lori Holmes seconded.
Neal Janvrin, Police Chief, explained the purpose of this article. Mr. Don Miller explained that he
lives near the frails that the snowmobiles and 4-wheelers use. Mr. Miller suggested the town purchase
a machine to track the noise of these vehicles, as they are very loud. Len Eamshaw asked the police
chief several questions.
7:35 pm The results of Article 3 were announced at this time. 246 votes cast. Yes - 164 No - 82
Article passed by ballot vote.
Lori Holmes made the motion to not reconsider article 3. Mary Anderson seconded. Passed by voice
vote.
Ballot vote on article 16. Yes - 118 No - 9. Article passed by ballot vote.
ARTICLE 17: Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 31:95-c to restrict all of the revenues from
Library donations, to expenditures for the purpose of constructing and equipping a new library? Such
revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known as the New
Library Fund, separate from the general fuiid. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the
general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by the legislative body to
appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or
source of the revenue. (Ballot vote required.)
Mary Anderson moved the article. Gene Cordes seconded.
Matthew Thomas moved to table article 17. Annmarie Gilligan seonded. Matthew Thomas explained
that this article is no longer needed as the Library Trustees have the ability to expend up to $10,000 of
donations given to the library. Passed by voice vote to table article 17.
Mary Anderson moved to table article 9. Lori Holmes seconded.
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Article 9 tabled by voice vote.
ARTICLE 18: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Chief Heselton, Fire Chief, thanked the town for their support to the Fire Department Budget.
Ray Bemier asked to recognize the Budget Committee, Board of Selectmen, Road Agent, and Town
Office staff for the good job that they have done.





Town Meeting - March 2001
L to R: Residents Jerry Robinson with son Jerry, Dicl< Rand, Dick Heselton
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY VALUATION
Land, Improved & Unimproved 79,823,150.00








NET VALOATION FOR TAX RATE 191,404,133.00
Less Public Utilities 3,607,202.00
Net Valuation for School Education Tax Rate 187,796,931.00
STATEMENTOF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Net Town Appropriations 567,398.00
Net Local School Budget 4,837,752.00
Net Epping/Fremont Coop School Budget 0.00
Less: Adequate Education. Grant (1,285,939.00)
State Education Taxes (1,120,456.00)
" State Education Taxes 1,120,456.00
County Tax 271,119.00
, Total Town, School (Local & State), County 4,390,330.00 ^
War Service Credits -15,200.00
Property Taxes to be Raised 4,375,130.00
Total Assessment $4,375,130 divided by $191,404,133 Net Assessed Valuation
Equals Total Tax Rate $23.05 per $1 ,000.00 of valuation
LOCAL SCHOOL RATE 12.70 TOWN RATE 2.96
STATE SCHOOL RATE 5.97 COUNTY RATE 1.42
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2001
AMOUNT 1RECEIPTS EXPENDITURE UNEXP OVER
& REIMB BALANCE DRAFTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive 102,720 518,500 101,891.72 828.28 0.00
Election & Registration 2,735 84 2,743.28 0.00 8.28
Financial Administration 32,200 14,384 30,944.62 1,255.38 0.00
Cemeteries 8,790 3.100 7,942.55 847.45 0.00
Gen'l Govt Buildings 94,680 1,706 95,223.06 0.00 543.06
Personnel Administration 52,135 50,159.68 1.975.32 0.00
Reappraisal of Property 15,520 16,702.95 0.00 1,182.95
Planning & Zoning 22,590 23,600 20,264.15 2.325.85 0.00
Legal Expenses 30,000 30,793.15 0.00 793.15
Insurance 23,400 2,277 19,527.20 3,872.80 0.00
Town Reports 6,350 7,594.56 0.00 1,244.56
Advertising & Regional 4,406 4,406.00 0.00 0.00
PUBLIC SAFblY
Police Department 237,311 28,724 237.299.82 11.18 0.00
Special Details 20,000 26,275 20,740.16 0.00 740.16
Fire Department 108,215 740 99,379.62 8.835.38 0.00
Building Inspection 18,950 27,870 15,077.99 3.872.01 0.00
Emergency Mgmt 4,810 0: 3.481.22 1,328.78 0.00
Rescue Squad 14,195 13,753.34 441.66 0.00
Ambulance 3,000 3,000.00 0.00 0.00
Animal Control 6,930 6,640 6,880.88 49.12 0.00
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
Highway Maintenance 319,626 74,644 305,386.92 14,239.08 0.00
Street Lighting 2,800 2,657.41 142.59 0.00
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 71,394 1,645 90,711.65 0.00 19,317.65
Solid Waste Collection 72,340 72,339.96 0.04 0.00
Landfill Closure/Testing 6,000 7.137.57 0.00 1.137.57
HEALTH & WELFARE
Health 1,460 1,036.24 423.76 0.00
Social Service Agencies 22,809 22,809.00 0.00 0.00
Direct Assistance 5,125 16,187 5 115.82 9.18 0.00
CULTURE & RECREATION
Library 22,550 21,674.40 875,60 0.00
Parks & Recreation 32,218 9,274 31,018.05 1,199.95 0.00
Patriotic Purposes 1,850 1.494.37 355.63 0.00
Conservation Commission 1,460 1,460.00 0.00 0.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense TAN 16,000 30,046 16,136.67 0.00 136.67
Princ/lnc Long Term Bond 89,155 89,155.00 0.00 0.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Police Cruiser 20,900 20,900 20,856.00 44.00 0,00
HW Sand & Salt Building 65,650 25,000 58,860.20 6,789.80 0.00
Library 1,057,500 43,026 234,912.36 822,587.64 0,00
Parks & Recreation Fields 35,000 25,000 15,870.00 19,130.00 0,00
Capital Reserve Funds 48,000 48,000.00 0.00 0,00
TOTALS 2,700,774 899,620 1,834,437.57 891,440.48 25,104,05
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BALANCE SHEET DECEMBER 31 , 2001
ASSETS





ESCROW BONDS ON ACCOUNT
ANGEUNI BOND
MDR ROAD CONSTRUCTION/ENGINEERING BONDS
PJP/OLSON/GUPTILL ESCROW
BEARCE GRAVEL/ENGINEERING ESCROW
CL & TS MAGNUSSON GRAVEL PIT BOND
LYNETTE LANE ROAD BOND
GRISTMILL ROAD BOND
GRISTMILL ROAD ENGINEERING ESCROW
BLUEFISH DRIVE ROAD BOND
LILAC REALTY TRUST
BROWN BROOK CROSSING ESCROW
GOVERNORS FOREST ESCROW
DAKOTA REALTY TRUST ESCROW
DRIVEWAY BOND ESCROW ACCOUNTS








































POLICE DEPARTMENT OHRV ACCOUNT 225.52
UNREDEEMED TAXES
LEVY OF 1996 175.61
LEVY OF 1999 19,001.57
LEVY OF 2000 38,928.41
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
LEVY OF 2001 - PROPERTY TAX 195,150.15
LEVY OF 2001 - YIELD TAX 95.49












UNEXPENDED CONSERVATION COMMISSION FUNDS 81,653.67
ESCROW BONDS ON ACCOUNT
ANGELINI BOND
MDR ROAD CONSTRUCTION/ENGINEERING BONDS
PJP/OLSON/GUPTILL ESCROW
BEARCE GRAVEL/ENGINEERING ESCROW
CL & TS MAGNUSSON GRAVEL PIT BOND
LYNETTE LANE ROAD BOND
GRISTMILL ROAD BOND
GRISTMILL ROAD ENGINEERING ESCROW
BLUEFISH DRIVE ROAD BOND
LILAC REALTY TRUST
BROWN BROOK CROSSING ESCROW
GOVERNORS FOREST ESCROW
DAKOTA REALTY TRUST ESCROW
DRIVEWAY BOND ESCROW ACCOUNTS













































FOR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER31 ,2001
Uncollected Tax Beginning
of Fiscal Year 2001 2000
Property Tax $133,864.50
Yield Tax $120.51
Curent Use Tax $35,163.00
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Tax $4,333,675.00
Current Use Tax $16,096.00
Yield Tax $10,563.00
Excavation Tax @.02/yd. $2,539.30
Overpayment $25,831.45
Penalties $630.19
Interest-Property Tax $551.50 $888.13
Interest-Current Use Tax $36.26
Interest-Yield Tax $0.63
Interest- Excavation Tax $0.00
Returned Check Fees $100.00
Utilities $61,611.00
Total Debits $4,450,967.88 $170,702.59
Remittance to Treasurer
During the Fiscal Year
Property Tax $4,128,762.85 $54,351.00
Yield Tax $10,467.51 $120.51
Current UseTax $16,096.00 $35,163.00
Excavation Tax $2,539.30
Interest-Property Tax $551 .50 $888.13
Interest-Current Use Tax $0.00
Interest-Yield Tax $0.63 $36.26
Penalties $0.00 $630.19
Overpayments $25,831.45
Returned Check Fees $100.00








Total Credits $4,450,967.88 $170,702.59
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SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS - 12/31/2001
I certify that the above tax information reported as of 12/31/01 is true and
accurate to the best of my l<nowledge.
Mary A^nderson Tax Collector
Debits 2000 1999 1998 1996
Balance of Unredeemed Tax
Beginning of Fiscal Year $36,744.99 $12,425.27 $1,575.35
Liens Executed $82,970.05
Interst & Costs Collected After Lien $2,474.98 $4,235.01 $5,566.97 $0.00
Total Debits $85,445.03 $40,980.00 $17,992.24 $1,575.35
Credits
Redemptions $43,919.51 $17,743.42 $12,425.27 $1,399.74
Interest & Costs Collected After Lien $2,474.98 $4,235.01 $5,566.97
Abatements During the Year $122.13 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Property Deeded to the Town $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Unredeemed Liens End of Year $38,928.41 $19,001.57 $0.00 $175.61
Total Credits $85,445.03 $40,980.00 $17,992.24 $1,575.35
UNREDEEMED TAX LIENS - 2000, 1999, 1996
Lot Number 2000 1999 1996
Audette, Robert & Judy 05-041 Interest
BEC Trust 04-095 $114.73
Blok, Albert E. 07-080 $1,147.89
Butler, Michael & Mildred 03-072 $3,120.98 $2,918.28
Davis, Michael & Rosa 03-125 $753.27
Elliott, James M. & Beth A. 07-025 $1,654.23
Hayes, Robert E. 02-010 $1,269.86 Interest
Howard, Lisa M. 07-034 $3,724.70
Leduke, Edgar 06-011-1-40 $2,098.24
Lourette, Lawrence L. & Nancy 01-005 $3,369.03 $1,364.46
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc. 02-162 $4,611.31 Interest
NH Pulp & Lumber Co. Inc. 02-163.1 $1,127.24
Nicholson, Reta 01-056-2 $175.61
Owner or Owners Unknown 02-009.1 $294.07 $293.41
Owner or Owners Unknown 03-105.01 $16.15 $17.14
Owner or Owners Unknown 03-107.01 $28.45 $29.42
Phoenix Fremont Acqui. LLC 03-000 $1,025.76 $1,041.50
Phoenix Fremont Acqui. LLC 03-037 $10,852.46 $10,816.47
Placido, Thomas J. 07-018 $1,093.56
Randolph, Bruce K. 05-037 $2,496.77 $2,493.59
Reynolds, Eleanor 07-014 $62.16
Schou Jr., John T. 01-034 $67.55
Springer, Carsten E.H. 01-062 $27.30
12/31/01 $38,928.41 $19,001.57 $175.61
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March 2001 - Election Day Pictured L to R: Selectman Norman Martineau;
Moderator Ray Bernier: Deputy Town Clerk Betty Stanley; Town Clerk Lori Holmes
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
The year 2001 has seen many transitions for the Town's Treasurers' position.
From the retirement of Barbara Bassett, who held this position for 18 years and
currently remains as the Deputy Treasurer; to the election of Annmarie Gilligan in IVIarch
2001 , resigning from this position in June due to other work commitments.
The Board of Selectmen appointed me in June, being the runner-up for the
Treasurer's position in the town elections, to fulfill these duties until March 2002; after
the Deputy Treasurer declined the position, as per NH RSA 669:69. At which time the
position must be put on the ballot once again for the remainder of the two-year term.
I have enjoyed holding this position of office and plan to run in March for the
remaining two-years of this term. Although it has been a challenge with the dwindling
interest rates, which started out the year at a little more than 5% and by year-end
dropping to approximately 2%. I am optimistic that within the next year the United
States economy will gradually turn around again and that interest rates will steadily
begin to incline to yield better returns on our investments.
I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for giving me this opportunity and +o
my fellow co-workers for their patience through these many transitions and for all of
their words of support and encouragement:
Selectmen's Administrative Assistant- Heidi Carlson,
Town Clerk- Lori Holmes,
Tax Collector- Mary Anderson,
Deputy Tax Collector- Ruth Anderson,
Town Auditor- Paul Mercier, CPA,
Fremont School District Treasurer & Deputy Town Clerk - Elizabeth Stanley,
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General Fund: The balance of appropriated funds for the fiscal budget, and revenues
received to date.
Conservation Commission : Funds from Current Use penalties, 50% of any penalties
over $10,000 to be used to protect & preserve areas of Fremont.
Spaulding & Frost. Community Development Block Grant from the State of NH.
Currently being closed out due to closure of Spaulding & Frost Company.
Meeting House Restoration : (closed in 2001) funds were used for current restoration
of the Town's originall 800 Meeting House.
Escrow & Performance Deposits : Funds being held for road maintenance and
performance escrow, driveways, construction, and gravel pit restoration. This is to
insure work is done properly and is within town guidelines. When work is completed by
contractor/company funds are refunded plus interest.
39™ Army Band
September 15, 2001 - Patriotic Concert





To the Members ofthe Board ^^^ Selectmen
Town ofFremont, New Hampshire
Fremont, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Fremont,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2000. These general-purpose financial
statements are the responsibility of management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit ii. accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general-purpose financial statements are fi"ee of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose
financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group that should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State ofNew Hampshire, the Town of
Fremont, New Hampshire has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount
that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Fremont, New Hampshire, as of December
31, 2000, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its proprietary fund types and
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements and
schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Fremont, New
Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures apphed in the audit of
the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
respects in relation to the general-purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
^Ci^ V^ c/M—
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Combined Balance Sheet -All Fund Types
December 31, 2000
All amounts are expressed in American Dollars.
Fiduciary Account
Governmental Fund Tvpes Fwnd Type? Group
Special Trust And eneral Long Totals
Oenprsl Revenue Agency T?rm Debt
ASSETS
Assets
Cash and Equivalents 1,692,663 60,690 5,107 1,758,460
Investments 621,511 621,511




Amount To Be Provided For

















Reserved for Special Purposes
Unreserved
Designated for Special Purposes
Undesignated
























456,827 59,346 368,322 884,495
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LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
EXCAVATION TAX @ $.02 / yard
















LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
INTEREST ON TAXES
TAX REDEMPTIONS



























OEM WINTER HIGHWAY DEPT GRANT
SPAULDING & FROST CDBG






































STATE OF NH - WITNESS FEES
POLICE DEPARTMENT SPECIAL DETAILS












BUILDING PERMITS & INSPECTIONS









SALE OF COPIES, MAPS, CHECKLISTS








POLICE DEPARTMENT PARKING & DOG FINES
POLICE DEPARTMENT COURT FINES
POLICE DEPARTMENT COPS GRANTS
POLICE DEPARTMENT HIGHWAY SAFETY GRANT
PLANNING BOARD - SUBDIVISIONS
PLANNING BOARD - LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS
PLANNING BOARD - SITE REVIEWS
SRRDD 53-B RECYCLING GRANT




















SALE OF TOWN PROPERTY
TOWN HISTORY
OLD POLICE CRUISER













FROM CAPITAL RESERVE & TRUST FUNDS
CAPITAL RESERVE - POLICE CRUISER
CAPITAL RESERVE - PARKS & REC FIELDS EXP
CAPITAL RESERVE - LIBRARY
CAPITAL RESERVE - HIGHWAY BUILDING







TOTAL RECEIPTS ALL SOURCES 7,240,859.14
69








SEL OFFICE SUPPLIES 1 ,404.24
SEL COMPUTER SUPPL 815.15
SEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT 600.00
SEL REF/LAW BOOKS 462.82
SEL DUES & CONFERENCE 1 34.05
ADVERTISING 378.75
TOWN CLERK SALARY 20,042.10
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 2,076.71
RESTORING TN RECORDS 5,220.00
TC OFFICE EQUIPMENT 352.98
TC OFFICE SUPPLIES 1,039.33
TC POSTAGE/ENVELOPES 394.20
TC DUES & CONFERENCE 187.00
TC MILEAGE 504.96
COMMUNITY NEWSLTR 3,801.62















FICA & MEDICARE MATCH 24,525.29
WORKERS COMPENSATIOI 4,873.73
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP 0.00










DEPUTY TOWN CLERK 75.00
MODERATOR 75.00







































































TOWN REPORT PRINTING 6,913.00
TOWN REPORT POSTAGE 681 .56
TOTAL EXPENDED 7,594.56





GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
BUDGET 94,680.00 BUDGET 3,440.00
TELEPHONES 3,006.04 CLERICAL 1,263.26
ELECTRICITY 2,055.87 OFFICE SUPPLIES 118.06
GAS OIL & FURNACE REP 2,221.52 POSTAGE 772.29
MAINTENANCE PERSON 8,295.28 ADVERTISING 520.00
CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES 448.07 TOTAL EXPENDED 2,673.61
MOWING & SNOW REMOV 51.88
TOWN HALL REP/MAINT 27,313.15 INSURANCE
MEETINGHOUSE MAINT 17065.18 BUDGET 23,400.00
TOWN SHED REP/MAINT 2,151.41 PROPERTY LIABILITY 19,128.00
LIBRARY REP/MAINT 0.00 POLICE COVERAGE 399.20
HIST SOC REP/MAINT 0.00 TOTAL EXPENDED 19,527.20
SIREN ELECTRICITY 195.54
COMPLEX EMERG LITE MTI 97.54 CEMETERIES
COMPLEX ELECTRICITY 8,808.12 BUDGET 8,790.00
COMPLEX FURNACE/OIL 3,939.70 MOWING WAGES 3,825.03
COMPLEX MAINTENANCE 17,575.76 FUEL 129.25
NEW EQUIPMENT 1,998.00 MOWERyEQUIP REPAIRS 2,800.00
TOTAL EXPENDED 95,223.06 FLOWERS & PERPET CARE 10.47
LOAM SEED FERTILIZER 500.00
SPECIAL DETAILS CONTRACT HELP 100.00
BUDGET 20,000.00 SUPERINTENDENT SAL 400.00
SPECIAL DETAIL WAGES 19,646.00 ELECTRICITY 177.80
WITNESS FEES PAID 1,094.16 TOTAL EXPENDED 7,942.55
TOTAL EXPENDED 20,740.16
FIRE DEPARTMENT
BUILDING INSPECTION BUDGET 108,215.00
BUDGET 18,950.00 OFFICE & CLEANING SUPL 1,349.80
BUILDING INSPECTIONS 5,535.70 NEW EQUIPMENT 13,627.64
PLUMB & HEAT INSP 2,280.00 GAS FUEL OIL 540.06
ELECTRICAL INSPECTION 2,514.00 CHIEF ADMIN SALARY 6,388.29
DRIVEWAY INSPECTIONS 440.00 BOOKS PR SUBSCRIPT 2,181.57
FIRE INSPECTIONS 325.00 PROT GEAR & UNIFORMS 15,722.91
OFFICE SUPPLIES 209.59 INSPECTIONS & CONSULTS 283.91
BOCA/NFPA FORMS 266.00 COMMUNICATIONS 4,210.11
SEPTIC PLAN REVIEWS 2,120.00 RAYMOND DISPATCH 5,265.00
CODE ENFORCEMENT 1,387.70 TRAINING 2,588.11
TOTAL EXPENDED 15,077.99 WEEKEND DUTY OFFICER 3,120.00
HAZMAT UPDATE 1,156.08
EMERGENCY MANAGEMT HEPATITIS B 25.00
BUDGET 4,810.00 GASOLINE EXP CHIEF 314.44
TRUCK REP & MAINT 96.75 CLERICAL 2,133.56
TRAINING 590.46 TELEPHONES 973.09
OFFICE EXPENSES 240.74 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 3,909.29
COMMUNICATIONS 762.88 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS 8,716.91
EQUIPMENT 652.54 FOREST FIRES 80.63
GENERATOR MAINTENANC 500.89 VOLUNTEER STIPEND 23,350.01
MATERIALS 636.96 CONFERENCES 167.21







POLICE DEPARTMENT RESCUE SQUAD
BUDGET 237,311.00 BUDGET 14,195.00
CLERICAL 15,848.20 MEDICAL SUPPLIES 1,587.03
TELEPHONES 2,681.23 TRAINING 2,020.00
POSTAGE 140.80 COMMUNICATIONS 2,962.53
OFFICE SUPPLIES 2,187.89 FUEL 158.00
PRINTING 518.93 HEPATITIS B 588.40
EQUIPMENT 3,255.65 MAINTENANCE 36.95
COMPUTER PROGRAM 8,440.46 EQUIPMENT 1,120.41
FIREARMS TRAINING 1,414.40 COMPUTER SOFTW/SUPPl 895.00
FIREARM SUPPLIES 646.50 TELEPHONE 385.02
INSERVICE TRAINING 2,150.80 POINT PLAN SYSTEM 4,000.00
INSERVICE SUPPLIES 770.14 TOTAL EXPENDED 13,753.34
FIRST AID TRAINING 0.00
TRAINING - NEW 237.44 HIGHWAYS & STREETS
PATROL WAGES 145,347.56 BUDGET 319,626.00
CALL OUT WAGES 3,328.85 WINTER SALT 14,046.60
INVESTIGATION WAGES 10,862.97 WINTER SAND 9,620.00
MILEAGE 447.64 WINTER EQUIPMENT HIRE 84,910.35
PROSECUTION 7,750.00 PLOW & SANDER MAINT 6,631.63
UNIFORMS & SAFE lYEQP 6,448.30 SUMMER EQUIP HIRE 37,338.27
COMMUNICATION 2,550.06 SUMMER LABOR 14,423.45
OTHER EQUIPMENT 414.44 CULVERTS 0.00
FIRST AID EQUIPMENT 403.20 COLD PATCH 2,299.09
INVESTIGATION EQUIP 975.53 SIGNS & POSTS 2,084.40
UNIT 1 FUEL 1,259.32 GRAVEL STONE LOAM 5,664.83
UNIT 2 FUEL 2,796.28 HAND TOOLS 252.64
UNIT 3 FUEL 289.16 POWER TOOLS 648.90
UNIT 4 FUEL 2,746.25 COMMUNICATIONS 535.0U
OTHER FUEL 73.08 ENGINEERING FEES 1,995.00
UNIT 1 MAINTENANCE 955.31 SHOULDERS & GRAVEL RC 3,757.33
UNIT 2 MAINTENANCE 1,331.58 TREE TRIMMING 500.00
UNIT 3 MAINTENANCE 391.56 ROADSIDE MOWING 2,271.50
UNIT 4 MAINTENANCE 1 ,979.54 BEAVER CONTROL 100.00
OTHER MAINTENANCE 295.75 ROAD AGENT SALARY 3,869.10
CRUISER EQUIPMENT 8,400.00 BUILDING 9,754.00
CRUISER SETUP 325.00 USED EQUIP (CHIPPER) 10,105.00
TOTAL EXPENDED 237,299.82 WA MARTIN ROAD 15,039.83
WASCRIBNERROAD 32,280.00
STREET LIGHTING WA TAVERN ROAD 22,340.00
BUDGET 2,800.00 WA RED BROOK ROAD 24,920.00




BUDGET 71,394.00 RESIDENTIAL PICKUP 72,339.94
TURNKEY TONNAGE 74,461.84 TOTAL EXPENDED 72,339.94
RECYCLING BINS 25.00
BULK RECYCLING 12,447.84 HEALTH
RECYCLING PUBLICITY 262.97 BUDGET 1,460.00
SRRDD ADDED LEVY 3,264.00 HEALTH OFFICER SALARY 850.00
DUES 250.00 MEMBERSH & MEETINGS 36.80




DIRECT ASSISTANCE LANDFILL CLOSURE
BUDGET 5,125.00 BUDGET 6,000.00
CASE1 336.82 TESTING 6,927.57
CASE 2 1,423.08 MAINTENANCE 210.00
CASE 3 181.42 TOTAL EXPENDED 7.137.57
CASE 4 994.61
CASES 243.77 VENDOR PAYMENTS
CASE 6 0.00 BUDGET 22,809.00
CASE? 452.00 ROCK COUNTY NUTRITION 266.00
CASE 8 0.00 SEACOAST HOSPICE 800.00
CASE 9 460.85 LAMPREY HEALTH CARE 3,200.00
CASE 10 956.67 ROCK COUNTY CAP 5,706.00
ADMINISTRATION 66.60 CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES 2,500.00
TOTAL EXPENDED 5,115.82 SEACOAST MENTAL HEAL! 1,000.00
RICHIE MCFARLAND 1,650.00
PARKS & RECREATION ROCK VNA& HOSPICE 3,437.00
BUDGET 32,218.00 AREA HOMECARE & FAM S 1,600.00
SALARIES 12,732.37 A SAFE PLACE 400.00
SUMMER OPERATIONS 1,838.00 SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPT S\ 700.00
BUS & COSTUME RENTAL 945.00 NH SPCA 450.00
FIELD MAINTENANCE 2,270.67 RETIRED SR VOL PROGRAI 100.00
BALLFIELDS 10,243.18 SEA CHILD ADVOCACY CTF 1,000.00
ADMINISTRATION 124.53 TOTAL EXPENDED 22,809.00
TOWN EVENTS 806.67
FIELD TRIPS 1 ,656.00 LIBRARY
PLAYGROUP/LIBRARY HR 151.19 BUDGET 22,550.00
ELECTRICITY 250.44 WAGES 8,983.20
TOTAL EXPENDED 31,018.05 BOOKS 8,110.32
OFFICE SUPPLIES 1.108.60
ANIMAL CONTROL DUES & MEMBERSHIPS 176.45
BUDGET 6,930.00 COMPUTER UPGR/SOFTW 466.95
KENNEL SUPPUDOG FOOL 850.00 TELEPHONE 400.32
OFFICE SUPPLIES 107.92 ELECTRICITY 209.06
PATROL WAGES 4,293.67 FURNACE & OIL 374.50
MILEAGE 278.01 BUILDING MAINTENANCE 1 ,845.00
EQUIPMENT 1,351.28 TOTAL EXPENDED 21,674.40
TOTAL EXPENDED 6,880.88
DEBT & INTEREST PAYMENTS
CONSERVATION COMMISSION BUDGET 105,155.00
BUDGET 770.00 PRINC LONG TERM BOND 50,000.00
OFFICE SUPPLIES 37.00 INT LONG TERM BOND 39,155.00
DOCUMENT PURCHASES 102.00 INTEREST ON TAN 16,136.67
MEETINGS & SEMINARS 63.00 TOTAL EXPENDED 105,291.67
NHACC DUES 175.00
EXETER RIVER LAC 100.00 PAYMENTS TO CAPITAL RESERVES
CONSERVATION FUND 293.00 BUDGET 48,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDED 770.00 POLICE CRUISER 10,000.00
PARKS & REC FIELD DEV 10,000.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES RADIO COMMUNICATN EOF 5,000.00
BUDGET 1,850.00 EMERGENCY MGMTVEH 3,000.00
FLAGS 577.60 FIRE TRUCK 12,500.00
ORGANIST 100.00 PROPERTY REVALUATION 5,000.00
BAND 800.00 RESCUE VEHICLE 2,500.00






HW SALT & SAND BLDG 57,029.00
HW ARCH & ENGINEERING 1 ,831 .20
PARKS & REC FIELD DEV 1 5,870.00
LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION 234,912.36
TOTAL EXPENDED 330,498.56
TOTAL BUDGETED EXPENDITURES 1 ,834,437.57
TEMPORARY LOANS REPAID 800,000.00
REFUNDS & OVERPAYMENTS 26,335.29
PREVIOUSLY ENCUMBERED FUNDS PAID OUT
FIRE TRUCK PAYMENT 70,000.00
MEETINGHOUSE RESTORATION 6,517.52
STATE EDUC ADMIN EXPENSES 7,319.00
TRANSFERRED TO CONSERVATION
COMMISSION LAND USE CHANGE TAX FUND 20,629.50
PAID TO FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT
2000-2001 FISCAL YEAR 1,433,060.00
2001-2002 FISCAL YEAR 1,698,000.00
EPPING/FREMONT COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DiS 4,850.93
PAID TO STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 5,226.38
PAID TO ROCKINGHAM COUNTY 273,745.00
ESCROW ACCOUNT DISBURSEMENTS 2,000.00
GRAND TOTAL ALL PAYMENTS 6,182,121.19
74
2001 PAYROLL REGISTER
EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT GROSS WAGE
Robert F Allore Police Department $ 2,521.55
Mary A Anderson Tax Collector $ 12,980.79
Ruth F Anderson Deputy Tax Collector / Clerical $ 2,575.00
Barbara D Baker Police Department / Checklist Superv $ 15,837.48
David F Barker Fire Department $ 781.67
Barbara B Bassett Librarian / Deputy Treasurer $ 5,904.93
George Reese Bassett Police Dept / Animal Control Officer $ 23,312.89
Richard Belanger Police Special Detail $ 198.00
Theresa A Blades Ballot Cleric $ 75.00
Susan Boden Cemetery Maintenance $ 115.92
Meredith A Bolduc Planning and Zoning Board Clerk $ 9,326.04
Susan J Bonagura Welfare Overseer $ 1,000.00
Michelle R Boss Summer Parks & Recreation $ 997.75
Jane E Braley Summer Parks & Recreation $ 1,916.66
Kathryn Braun Trustee of Trust Funds $ 100.00
Charles Buhrman Trustee of Trust Funds $ 100.00
Maureen L Buhrman Deputy Moderator $ 75.00
Gertrude 1 Butler Health Officeer $ 850.00
Richard D Butler Fire Department $ 1,421.29
Heidi L Carison Selectmen's Office / Fire Department $ 40,391.23
Kathleen E Channell Summer Parks & Recreation $ 3,600.00
Brian P Chevalier Police Department $ 3,616.72
Richard C Clark Selectman / Elections $ 2,575.00
Phillip R Copp Sr Highway Department $ 8,496.00
Eugene Cordes Selectman / Elections $ 3,075.00
Ronald DeClercq Fire Department $ 593.61
Donald R Denney Cemetery Superintendent $ 1 ,933.89
Kimberly A Dunbar Selectmen's Office / Treasurer / CC Cleric $ 9,846.67
Mariene Emery Assistant Librarian $ 4,058.40
Wayne D Evans Sr Highway Laborer $ 240.00
Emmanuel Fardella Police Special Detail $ 198.00
Paul W Franks Fire Department $ 204.50
Harold Gardner Police Special Detail $ 198.00
Daniel N Gates Summer Paries & Recreation $ 1,084.38
Melissa R Gates Police Department $ 5,498.65
Annmarie Gilligan Treasurer (Resigned) $ 568.77
Adrienne Hen- Summer Parks & Recreation $ 1,715.33
Lisa J Hen- Summer Paries & Recreation $ 1,075.00
Richard C Heselton Fire Department $ 11,114.29
Guerwood M Holmes Highway Dept / Driveway Inspections $ 4,269.10
Lori A Holmes Town Clerk $ 20,042.10
Leon F Holmes Jr Fire Department $ 145.09
Brett A Hunter Fire Department / Rescue Squad $ 1,108.33
Carole A Janvrin Police Special Detail $ 616.00
Neal R Janvrin Police Department $ 33,802.00
75
2001 PAYROLL REeiSTER
EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT GROSS WAGE
Jason Larochelle Police Department $ 11,714.56
Jode L Lennon Fire Department $ 517.25
Joel B Lennon Fire Department $ 1,159.93
Patricia Martel Trustee of Trust Funds $ 350.00
Robert W Martin Cemetery Maintenance $ 2,202.48
Norman J Martineau Selectman / Elections $ 2,575.00
Lloyd Metevier Fire Department $ 192.06
Ryan A Milot Summer Paries & Recreation $ 1,075.75
Kyle S Murdock Fire Department / Rescue Squad $ 2,559.24
Victoria L Murdock Fire Department / Rescue Squad $ 1 ,369.76
Chad Murphy Police Department $ 3,225.21
Joseph P Nichols Fire Department $ 1,115.76
Eugene D Perreault Building Inspection $ 10,589.76
Judith A Peterson Budget Committee Clerk $ 627.01
Matthew K Pitkin Electrical Inspections $ 2,080.00
Peter Porter Fire Department $ 167.59
Charies M Rand Police Department / Fire Department $ 35,126.55
Richard E Rand Town Hall Maintenance $ 6,418.51
Arthur Reed Police Special Detail $ 88.00
Donna K Rockwell Cemetery Maintanence $ 57.96
Sandra L Roy Ballot Cleric $ 75.00
Thomas A Roy Fire Department $ 1,728.09
Rebecca Salois Rescue Squad $ 510.69
Brenda S Smith Rescue Squad $ 214.80
Ann M Stackpoie Checklist Supervisor $ 259.00
Elizabeth J Stanley Deputy Town Clerk / Fire Department $ 3,522.64
Roberta Stevens Ballot Cleric $ 75.00
Alice J Tarbox Selectmen's Office $ 5,479.83
Erin M Taylor Summer Parks & Recreation $ 1,267.50
Matthew E Thomas Checklist Supervisor $ 224.00
Stephen E Toohey Jr Fire Department $ 130.80
Stephen E Toohey Sr Fire Department / Rescue Squad $ 1,621.22
Darreli E Tumer Fire Department $ 1,006.19
Kevin M Walsh Police Department $ 4,877.83
Daniel A Whitman Police Department / Fire Department $ 23,665.92
H Denton Wood IV Police Department $ 35,749.34
Kevin R Zukas Fire Department / Rescue Squad $ 1,972.70
Total Gross Wages $405,748.96
This report shows gross wages, before deductions and taxes.




2 Way Communications 364.22
AAA Rooter & Plumbing 1 24.00
Adamson Industries Corporation 2,415.55
Advanced Recycling 1 ,921 .48
Air Heating & Cooling 1 67.00
Alarm Center 174.65
Alarmist Economy Monitoring 150.00
All Pumps & Well Co 1 ,000.00
American Express Financial Advisors 1 1 ,897.92
Mary Anderson - Reimbursement 82.06
Ruth Anderson - Reimbursement 324.73
W Angelini Inc 2,295.00
Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield 1 1 ,203.79
Anton Enterprises 552.12
Arch Paging Services 2,151.32
Area Homemaker Health Aid 1 ,600.00
Art's Auto Parts 163.83
Atkinson Historical Society 33.95
Atlantic Aquasport 589.00
Atlantic Computer Consulting Inc 515.00
AT&T 936.08
Auburn Police Association 200.00
Auburn Tire 4.00
Baker & Taylor inc Booksellers 4,168.63
Barbara Bassett - Reimbursement 238.19
G Reese Bassett 140.00
Beauregard Equipment Inc 2,220.00
Ben Franklin 2,346.41
Matthew Bender & Co Inc 106.48
Bergeron Protective Clothing LLC 12,970.16
Bert's Radiator Co 74.00
Best Buy Co Inc 501.31
Bestway Disposal Services Inc 4,200.00
Blue Book 12.30
Business Management Systems Inc 6,663.49
Building Officials and Code Administrators 232.00
John K Bolduc - Equipment Hire 8,420.00
Joseph Bolduc Jr - Equipment Hire 1 ,050.00
Kevin C Bolduc - Equipment Hire 5,040.00
Meredith Bolduc - Reimbursement 82.28
Peter Bolduc - Equipment Hire 1 ,400.00
Charles N Bolduc - Equipment Hire 6,370.00
Booklist 74.50
Bradford Business Systems 355.88
Brentw/ood Machine 212.78
Kenneth Brown - Overpayment 2,500.00
Brown's River Bindery 5,220.00
"We are bom into a vast room
whose walls consist of
a thousand doors of
possibility.
Each door is flung open
to the world outside
and the room is filled
with light and noise.





Others seem to close by
themselves,
some so quietly that we





Brox Industries Inc 102,181.74
Bruce & Garbles 320.00
Bruce Transportation Group Inc 945.00
Ricliard Butler - Fire Duty Reimbursement 451.20
Buxton Oil Co Inc 181.42
Canobie Lake Park 880.00
Joe Carder 50.00
Carparts Distribution Center 655.57
Carparts of Epping 174.78
Carriage Towne News 162.75
Casassa and Ryan 20,762.50
Caspr Library Systems Inc 200.00
Child & Family Services of NH 2,500.00 "Let our object be
Randie Champoux - Reimbursement 378.78 our country,
Kathleen Channell - Reimbursement 121.87 our whole country,
Chappell Tractor East LLC 179.90 and nothing but our country
Chase Bank - Overpayment 4,785.00
Stephen Chase - Equipment Hire 7,087.50 And by the Blessing of God,
Chief Supply 267.83 may that country itself
Churchill Security 424.25 become a
Veronica Cianciulli - Reimbursement 48.60 vast and splendid
Citgo Petroleum Corporation 230.65 monument,
Citizen's Bank - TAN Repayment 816,136.67 not of
Citizen's Bank - TTL Payments 99,906.31 oppression and terror.
Clark Color Laboratories 7.75 but ofwisdom.
Capital Lighting Service 166.72 ofpeace.
Comprehensive Micro Services Inc 650.00 and of liberty,
Comfort Suites Haverhill 633.41 upon which
Connor & Connor 500.00 the world may gaze
Consumer Reports 52.00 with admiration forever. "
Conway Associates Inc 238.34
R Cooper & Sons Paving 6,000.00 - Daniel Webster
The Copier Connection 763.17
Gordon Copp - Fire Duty Reimbursement 240.00
Cornerstone Survey Associates 1,250.00
Crafts Appraisal Associates LTD 8,750.00
D & M Construction - Overpayment 13.15
Daigneault's Sport Center 122.00
W S Darley & Company 354.75
DBL Land Corporation - Refund of Escrow 2,000.00
J & J Delahunty - Overpayment 3,308.00
Delahunty Septic Service 250.00
Bonnie Delgreco - Refund 17.00
Delta Dental 2,027.00
DEMCO Inc 511.15
Department of Agriculture 3,225.00
Devine, Millimet & Branch - Bond Counsel 1,659,67
Dick Blick Art Materials 460.67
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Digital Connections 2,397.50
Discount School Supply 58.19
Dispatch Communications Corp 2,911.80
Dollard Associates 15,716.56
Joseph Dreyer - Reimbursement 94.62
Kimberly Dunbar - Reimbursement 193.60
T & J Donuts Inc 229.56
Dunlap Highland Band 800.00
Dynamed Medical Supply 381.18
Dzioba Construction Co Inc 91,682.00
Epping/Fremont Cooperative School Dist 4,850.93
Eagle Point Gun 565.00
East Coast Lumber & BIdg Supply Inc 3,033.44
Eastern Propane Gas 325.73
North Country EMS Conference 175.00
Exeter River Local Advisory Committee 100.00
Exeter Hospital EMS Education 1 ,440.00
Exeter Locksmith Company LTD 95.00
Exeter Rent-All Company 746.40 "Life does not have
F M Piper Printing LLC 96.00 meaning through mere
HP Fairfield Inc 540.00 existence or acquisition
Ricky Felice Sr - Refund 52.00 orfun.
Fimbel Paunet Corporation 70.00
Fire Alarm & Safety Technologies 1,899.00 The meaning of life is
The Fire Barn 1,216.99 inherent in the connection
Fire Engineering Magazine 19.95 we make to others throng
Fire Tech & Safety Of New England 7,470.18 honor and obligation.
Fire Chief Magazine 54.00
Firehouse Magazine 28.97 - Laura Schlessinger
First Period Colonial 22,660.00 Ph.D
First Responder Newspaper 75.00
Forestry Suppliers Inc 277.87
Form Systems Inc 84.00
Franklin Pierce Project Biography 23.95
Freedom Tire Inc 1,199.94
Fremont Animal Hospital 600.00
Fremont Conservation Commission 369.35
Fremont Conservation Comm - LUCT 20,629.50
Fremont Fireman's Association 1,766.39
Fremont Glass and Garage Door 456.90
Fremont Motor Sales 1,340.46
Fremont Pizzeria 903.84
Postmaster Fremont 4,287.19
Fremont School District 3,131,060.00
Fritz's Tire & Disposal Inc 997.60
Gall's Inc 1,663.87
V Frank Garbouchlan - Fire Duty Reimb 240.00
Gemforms Inc 322.20
Stephen Glynn 750.00






Gregg's Plowing & Lawn Maintenance
Dr Paul Gustavson Jr
GZA GeoEnvironmental Inc
Hallmark Copier Co Inc
Paul Hammond
Hampstead Village Florist
R C Hazelton Co Inc
Richard Heselton - Reimbursements
Kendice Higginbottom - Reimbursement




George Hogan Jr - Refund
Guerwood M Holmes - Equipment Hire
Guerwood M Holmes - Overpayment
Leon F Holmes Jr - Equipment Hire
Leon F Holmes Sr - Equipment Hire





Interstate Sign Products Inc
Intertec Publishing





Richard Johnson - Fire Duty Reimb
Juno Online Services
KIDS Discover
Charles Kimball - Fire Duty Reimb
Renee King - Reimbursement
Kustom Signals Inc




Carmine LaRocca - Refund
Lawton Printing Inc











46.27 " One man with courage
373.44 is a majority.
5.00







18,906.00 "The whole of the
21,065.00 Bill ofRights is a
27.00 declaration of the right of
167.32 the people at large or
2,650.00 considered a v dividuals . .
.
8,125.00
2,087.50 It establishes some rights of
16.78 the individual as unalienable
562.00 and which consequently,
11.50 no majority has a right to
139.81 deprive them of.
200.00
75.00 - Albert Gallatin















Lennon Tool & Die 277.28
Henry J LeTourneau Jr - EMS Educator 215.00
Lexis Publishing 123.00
Library Video Company 266.95
Lifesaving Resources Inc 190.00
Lightning Locks 55.00
Lawrence Lyford 50.00
Ralph Mahoney and Sons Inc 259.65
Maintenance Concepts 175.00
Market Street Settlement Group Inc 800.00
Martco Engravers 70.92
Masune First Aid & Safety 123.85 "Gentlemen may cry,
McFarland Ford Sales Inc 166.15 peace, peace —
Memphis Equipment 87.79 hut there is no peace.
Mercedes-Benz Credit Corp 70,000.00
The Mercier Group PC 4,750.00 The war is actually begun!
Milestone Engineering & Construction Inc 164,128.65 Is life so precious.
The Millbrook Press Inc 331.15 or peace so dear.
Dennis Mires PA - The Architects 62,145.79 as to he purchased at
Peter Monty Electric 130.00 the price ofchains and
Moore Medical Corporation 1 ,829.09 slavery?
Morbark of New England 10,000.00
The Morley Company 27.22 Forhid it. Almighty God!
D F Mossberg & Sons Inc 200.00 I know not what course
Kindra Nappo 62.66 others may take, hut as
National Fire & Rescue 20.00 for me.
Neptune 6,453.19 give me liherty
New England Barricade Corp 2,615.42 or give me death!"
New Pig Corporation 1,598.60
New England Municipal Res Ctr Ltd 1,011.50 " - Patrick Henry
NE State Police Information Network 50.00
NH Association of Assessing Officials 20.00 To the Virginia Convention
NE Association of Chiefs of Police Inc 50.00
NE Association of City & Town Clerks 20.00 onMarch23,l/'/b
NFPA 404.20
NH Association of Chiefs of Police Inc 100.00
NH Association of Conservation Comm 221.50
NH Association of Fire Chiefs 35.00
NH City & Town Clerk's Association 20.00
NH Correctional Industries 42.72
NH Department of Health & Human Srvcs 140.59
NH Health Officers Association 30.00
NH Library Trustees Association 30.00
NH Local Welfare Administrators Assoc 60.00
NH Municipal Association 20,728.00
NH Municipal Bond Bank 6,000.00
NH Poster Compliance Center 82.50
NH Retirement System 15,254.37
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NH School Board's Association
NH SPCA
NH State Firemen's Association
NH Tax Collector's Association
NH Treasurer - Budget & Finance
NH Treasurer - Department of Env Srvc
NH Treasurer - DRED
NH Treasurer - Department of Safety
NH Treasurer - Parks & Recreation Div
NHL Skate at Exeter
Joe Nichols - Fire Duty Reimbursement
Norseman Plastics
Northeast Resource Recovery
Jon R Olson - Winter Sand
David O'Neal - Roadside Mowing
Carolann O'Neil - Overpayment
Our Designs Inc
Palmer Gas Co Inc
Parker Survey Associates
K Patterson Paving Co
PC Connections Sales Corporation
Russell Peirce III - Overpayment
The Penworthy Company









Public Service Of New Hampshire
Pufco
Putney Press





Charles Rand - Fire Duty Reimb
Raymond Ambulance Inc
Town of Raymond Dispatch Center
American Red Cross
Real Data Corp
Red Med Supply Inc
Red Hot Sports Promotion
D F Richard Energy
















4,826.00 " These are the times that
224.45 try men' s souls.
259.00
7,255.00 The summer soldier
250.00 and the sunshine patriot
1,099.00 will, in this crisis,
100.00 shrinkfrom the service
3,192.50 of their country;
8,692.64 but he that stands it now.
3,568.60 deserves the love and
466.32 thanks ofmen and women.
"
1,998.00
124.38 " - Thomas Paine
120.25
454.90 The Crisis Info.
80.00









300.00 Thank you to all of the
3,000.00 Men and Women








Rite Aid - Raymond 438.16
Robbins Auto Parts 548.08
Rockingham County Community Action 5,706.00
Rockingham Nutrition & Meals on Wheels 266.00
Rockingham Planning Commission 5,963.50
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds 342.57
Rockingham County Treasurer 273,745.00
Rockingham VNA & Hospice 3,437.00
Rowe's Gas Station 1,494.68
Thomas Roy - Reimbursements 513.42
Retired Senior Volunteer Program 100.00
A Safe Place 400.00
Sam's Club 2,448.03
Michelle Sanborn - Overpayment 16.42
Sanel Auto Parts 1,556.84
George E Sansoucy PE 883.67
Frank Sanra Signs 295.00 " The ultimate authority
Seacoast Chief Fire Officers Association 75.00
Seacoast Child Advocacy Center 1,000.00 resides in the people
Seacoast Newspapers 2,708.00
Sexual Assault Support Services 700.00 alone,
"
SEA Consultants Inc 1 ,280.65
Seacoast Farms Compost 288.00 " - James Madison
William & Kathleen Scholes - Overpaymt 1,074.00
Seacoast Hospice 800.00 author of the
Seacoast Tech Assist Response Team 792.20
Seaman's Electrical Distributors 392.87 Bill ofRights
Bertram Seaver 100.00
Selectperson Institute Training 100.00 in Federalist Paper
Shop & Save Raymond 1,044.61
John Anthony Simmons PLLC 7,750.00 No. 46
Seacoast Mental Health Center Inc 1,000.00
Sirchie Finger Print Labs Inc 352.50
E W Sleeper 2,125.33
Smith's Fire Equipment Inc 295.50
Kenneth & Mary Lou Sommers - Overpmt 11.55
Southeast Reg Refuse Disposal Dist 81,316.60
State Street Bank and Trust Co 69,577.50
Staples Credit Plan 5,273.70
Stark and Son Machining 310.18
Starkey Welding & Crane Service 673.50
Strandell Power Equipment 230.00
Surplus Office Supply II 875.00
Surplus Equipment - Clinton Street 5.00
Survivalink Corp 143.31
Tactical & Survival Specialties Inc 630.00
Charles Thayer - Overpayment 34.00
Matthew Thomas - Reimbursement 150.00





TMDE Calibration Lab Inc
S Tomasz Masonry
Stephen Toohey - Overpayment
Top Copy
Transmedic Transmission Clinic
Treasurer State of New Hampshire - COAF
Triangle Portable Services Inc
Ttees of Trust Funds - Emerg Mgt Veh CRF
Ttees of Trust Funds - Fire Truck CRF
Ttees of Trust Funds - Parks & Rec Fids
Ttees of Trust Funds - Revaluation CRF
Ttees of Trust Funds
Ttees of Trust Funds
Ttees of Trust Funds - Radio Equip CRF
Darrell Turner - Fire Duty Reimb
John Turner Consulting Inc




United States Postal Service Philatelic Ctr





W & W Landscaping
Wakefield Materials Corporation
Wallace Fence Company
Washington Mutual - Overpayment




West Group Payment Center
Wheels Inc - Refund
Whelen Engineering Company
The Whittier Press
Williams Communications Services Inc
Jeffrey Wilson - Refund
Lynne Witham - Overpayment
Wetland Preservation Inc













































"Be sure you put your
feet in the right place,
then standfirm.
" - Abraham Lincoln
"I've learned that success
is to be measured not so
much by the position that
one has reached in life
as by the obstacles which
he has overcome while
trying to succeed.
"
- Booker T Washington
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31 , 2001
TOWN HALL - 295 MAIN STREET
LAND AND BUILDING PARCEL 03-143 341 ,750
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 30,000
HIGHWAY SHED - REAR OF TOWN HALL 8,700
LIBRARY - 8 BEEDE HILL ROAD
LAND AND BUILDING PARCEL 03-048 71,900
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 5.500
SAFETY COMPLEX - 425 MAIN STREET
LAND AND BUILDING PARCEL 03-121 739,550
POLICE DEPARTMENT - EQUIPMENT 50,000
FIRE DEPARTMENT - EQUIPMENT 1 60,000
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT & FORMER LANDFILL SITE
LAND AND NEW CONSTRUCTION PARCEL 02-031 192,450
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT - EQUIPMENT 43,000
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 1 ,000
NEW LIBRARY - 7 JACKIE BERNIER DRIVE
LAND AND NEW CONSTRUCTION PARCEL 02-163 59,800
PARKS COMMONS AND PLAYGROUNDS 10,000
PARCELS 02-032 AND 02-035 1 26,200
PRATT MEMORIAL PARK PARCEL 03-202 17,350
OLDE MEETINGHOUSE - 464 MAIN STREET 156,550
HISTORICAL SOCIETY BUILDING - 282 MAIN STREET 58,900
VILLAGE CEMETERY PARCEL 02-001.03 1,400
CEMETERY PARCEL 03-1 15
CEMETERY PARCEL 02-128
CEMETERY PARCEL 01-072
LEAVITT CEMETERY PARCEL 06-012
SLEEPER CEMETERY PARCEL 06-037
ELLIS SCHOOL - 432 MAIN STREET PARCEL 03-1 10
LAND BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT 2,070,200
SCHOOL LAND PARCEL 02-151 148,300
SCHOOL LAND PARCEL 02-151.01 10,000
D C HOWARD CONSTR INC PARCEL 02-022.33.2 11,300
DUSTON LAND BOGGS BRIDGE PARCEL 01-036 1,000
R & S REALTY LAND PARCEL 02-077.2A 7,750
R & S REALTY LAND PARCEL 02-077.2B 2,900
TOWN FOREST PARCEL 04-009 62,500
TOWN FOREST PARCEL 04-010 39,500
TOWN FOREST PARCEL 04-011 18,000
TOWN FOREST PARCEL 04-012 33,500
WHITTIERLAND PARCEL 05-056 31,000
STONEYBROOK GREEN AREA PARCEL 06-011.01-45 10,750
STONEYBROOK GREEN AREA PARCEL 06-011.01-46 6.500
STONEYBROOK GREEN AREA PARCEL 06-011.01-61 10,100






ALL LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED BY TAX COLLECTORS DEED
PETTENGILL LAND PARCEL 02-050
KELLY LAND PARCEL 02-038
PARCEL 01-019
TORROMEO LAND PARCEL 02-147.1
HAMLIN ESTATE PARCEL 04-004
HAMLIN ESTATE PARCEL 04-016
HAMLIN ESTATE PARCEL 05-014
FORMER ABOIA PROPERTY PARCEL 07-031 .01
FORMER HILCO PROPERTY PARCEL 02-073.02
FORMER HILCO PROPERTY PARCEL 02-073.03
FORMER G & P REALTY TRUST PROP PARCEL 04-008
FORMER SANDMAN PROPERTY PARCEL 07-106
FORMER SLEEPER PROPERTY PARCEL 05-047
FORMER LYFORD HEIRS PROPERTY PARCEL 05-052
FORMER R & S REALTY TR PROP PARCEL 03-169.58
FORMER FRAPE PROPERTY PARCEL 03-167.04



















GRAND TOTAL ALL TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2001
5,085,650
March 2001 - Winter snow removal from Ellis School Roof
With help from the Fremont Fire Department, Highway Department & Police Department
L to R: Richard Butler, Leon Holmes Sr, Lloyd Metevier, Neal Janvrin
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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REPORT OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
Budget committee members, department heads, administrator, and the office of
selectmen reviewed each element of the Town's budget rationale during weekly
meetings starting in November and ending in early January. The initial school budget
was reviewed with school board and school administration members on January 9' and
continued with weekly sessions through to the end of January.
Last year saw a significant increase in each segment of our tax rate. With a year
to year increase totaling $4.59 we had a single year increase of -25% in the tax rate.
The school increase of $3.21 , a town increase of $1 .01 , and a county tax portion
increase of $.37; all tallied to produce our largest increase in more than 10 years.
Town:
The proposed 2002 budget for the Town is submitted with a net increase of
-$160,00 or a tax impact of ~$.84 per thousand - this when adjusted for asset growth
likely impact the tax rate with a ~$.75 increase in the town portion of the tax. General
government is up -9% with the majority of that being in personnel administration.
Public safety increase shows an -18% increase overall with the Police Department
making up the bulk of that increase coupled with an increase in expenses for Building
Inspection and Rescue Squad. The Fire Department budget reflects a decrease, while
adding a warrant to support the purchase of a set of "jaws of life" extrication tools.
Highway and Streets reflects a 10% decrease from last year. The Sanitation or waste
disposal budget has increased -15% with the increase largely in solid waste disposal.
Dept services have increased with the first year impact of the new library, continuation
of safety complex payment as well as the payment for new fire apparatus. A warrant
article for Parks and Recreation of -$300,000 is included for renovation to the
recreation fields. This warrant is presented as a 5 year bonded item and will not effect
the tax rate until 2003. Also proposed is a warrant to pave the parking lot at the
recreation field and state trail system, this to be reimbursed fifty percent through the
State. Capital outlays are consistent with previous years reflecting capital reserve
payments of $60,500. The Police Department has proposed a $10,500 warrant for
OHRV purchase and funding for OHRV patrols. Highway and Streets warrant of
$104,964 for work on streets and highways is similar to previous year expenses for this
purpose.
School:
The operating budget for the School increased by -$472,878 with a net increase
of -$285,566 or a projected tax impact of -$1 .45. The regular education line reflects
less than a 3% increase while special education reflects -25% increase or $237,791 of
the total operating budget increase. Other categories tally a total of $185, 354 or -14%
increase. Without consideration of warrants the overall operating budget increases
slightly more than 9%.
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A warrant to purchase abutting property is being considered for $100,000 and
would impact the tax rate an additional $.51 . A warrant to raise and appropriate $1 1 .7
million for the construction and equipping of a new middle-high school is presented
again this year. The Budget Committee does not recommend this warrant nor is it
recommended by the School Board. A supporting article for first year start up cost of
$120, 645 is also on the warrant. The Budget Committee and School Board do not
recommend this warrant. The second year financial impact considerations of a new
middle-high school continue to reflect an overall estimated tax impact greater than a
$12.00 increase to the current tax rate.
As with last year much remains at stake with the educational offerings for the
children of Fremont. A Rockingham Cooperative School District Articles of Agreement
is proposed for consideration as is the proposed contract for tuitioning middle and high
school students to the Epping School District. As the town continues to grow so does
the need for financial support for sustaining or enhancing the overall services of the
community. Significant increases in all segments of our tax structure. Town, School,
and County expenses have been on a notable rise over year 2000 and 2001 - the
projections for 2002 remain consistent with that trend.
Respectfully submitted,
Members of the Fremont Budget Committee
Thomas Roy - Chair Mary Stiner - Co-Chair
Judith Peterson - Secretary Marilyn Baker
Donald Gates, Jr Brett Hunter
Richard Clark - Selectman Representative
Mary Jo Dzioba - School Board Representative
Members of Fremont's Winter Highway Crews with the Contractor and Board of Selectmen
January 2002 - Ribbon Cutting at New Salt & Sand Building 1 1 3 Danville Road
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR
There were 144 building permits issued in 2001 . The number of permits and the
type of construction are listed below.
1. Sheds 24 10. Library 1
2. Garages 26 11. Temporary Classrooms 1
3. Bams 5 12. Pools 13
4. Porches 13 13. Assisted Living 1
5. Renovations 11 14. Additions 6
6. Mobile Homes 8 15. Chimney 1
7. New Homes 12 16. Daycare / School 1
8. Decks 19 17. Demo and Rebuild Home 1
9. Highway Shed 1
The Town is growing with the additions to the infrastructure and I am glad to be a
part of it. The addition of the assisted living units is a huge asset to the Town of Fremont
it allows the longtime residents to stay in Town after they decide to sell their homestead
and down size. The new library has been needed for years and I am sure it will be




Library Groundbreaking - September 17, 2001
L to R: Librarian Barbara Bassett; Trustees John Hennelly, Barbara Baker, IVIatthew Thomas
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission continues to review building and addition plans
for conformance with Town ordinances and State law and to advise the Town and alert
the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services to planned or actual
situations where alteration of the land, especially in wetland areas, poses danger to the
environment. There has, however, been this year a noticeable decrease in the number
of development plans and dredge and fill applications, which we surmise is due to the
Town-imposed limits on overall new building activity and also the current state and
national economic climate. We expect this relative lull in building activity to be
temporary and to pick up once national and state economic conditions recover. Those
plans that we have reviewed and made recommendations on have, as part of the review
process, been addressed through meetings with the developers, engineers, and or
homeowners and also in virtually every case extensive site walks and inspections by
commission members.
The Commission has also undertaken a major, long-range project on behalf of
the Town and its residents. The single most distinctive and valuable environmental
feature of Fremont is the area of wetlands known as Spruce Swamp, This consists of
over 2000 acres bounded approximately by North Road in the North, Route 125 in the
East, Route 107 in the South, and Beede Road in the west. Notwithstanding scattered
development around the perimeter of the area, the heart of the Swamp is a wild and
beautiful wetland complex consisting of areas of shrub swamp, emerg'^pt marsh, and
ponded open water. It is home to extensive wildlife, including a significant beaver
population, deer, and many songbirds. Spruce Swamp is a watershed area for both the
Exeter and Lamprey Rivers. It also sits atop and serves to purify and protect a large
aquifer, which will be the source of pure water for Fremont for generations to come.
The area provides residents with an experience of a rare type of wilderness,
especially hard to find anywhere in the state, to say nothing of the highly developed
seacoast region. Technically the area is termed an intermediate level fen ecosystem
and is considered one of the best examples of such in all New Hampshire. It provides
educational and recreational opportunities for children and adults alike. Old time
Fremont residents enjoy hunting there, in season. In the summer, there are places
where one can view thousands of water lilies, in immense ponds held in place by three-
foot high beaver dams.
The Commission is exploring ways to insure the conservation and protection of
^his magnificent area in perpetuity. Currently, the Swamp is divided into approximately
100 parcels. Although the obstacles to building are formidable (much of the area is
under water), the Commission sees a steady flow of proposals to dredge here, fill there.
Although the impact of any one project may seem minor, after 20, 30, or 50 years of
such projects, the Swamp area will be destroyed. Other threats exist as well, such as
the pressure to open up the railroad bed to all-terrain vehicles.
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We therefore call upon the residents of Fremont take pride in and protect their
heritage. If you are not familiar with the area, explore it. If you own land in or around the
area, give serious consideration to granting or selling a conservation easement to the
Town to protect against environmental degradation. Give some thought in your estate
planning to bequeathing an easement or the land itself to the town or to a trusted and
respected organization such as the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests. Such steps can generate cash and significant tax advantages for you.
Commission members will be happy to meet with you to further explain the benefits of








Lily pads in Spruce Swamp
Photo Courtesy of Jolin Whiteside
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REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
I started the year 2000 report with "this has been an eventfully year" and I must
state that the year 2001 has been a VERY eventful year.
The events of September 11, 2001 have changed the mission of the Fremont
Fire Department in ways that I would have never expected or believed. We now have to
train and prepare for incidents of terrorism. These incidents include biological,
chemical, nuclear, incendiary and explosives.
We had to buy over $3,000 worth of protective gear and items to safely package
any suspicious items. I though the Seacoast Fire Chief Emergency Teams, of which we
are a member, could handle any situation that might occur in Fremont. However, when
I contacted them to help with an "unknown substance" call, they had many requests
ahead of ours. This meant there could be many hours of waiting, so we purchased
enough equipment to protect four of our people. I have taken every available class that
I could in these fields. For instance, the little Town of Fremont had six (6) unknown
substance calls, two at the same time; during one ten day period. We also had several
details related to the heroes that lost their lives on 9/1 1 . Of note, there was the NH
National Guard program held at the Bassett and Peterson Farms as well as the Fremont
Safety Complex. The name of the program was Military Assistance to the Civilian
Community and it was held on September 15 and 16. The National Guard Band held a
concert on the lawn of the Safety Complex on Saturday night, September 15"^ wl. 3h
was well attended. I believe this did a lot to help people unite behind our great nation
after the unbelievable tragedy of September 1 1 , 2001
.
Another eventful thing was the arrival of our new Engine I in September. It has
taken many hours of work to get equipment mounted and learn to operate in order to
put the new engine into service.
Congratulations to those of you that finished their Firefighter I and 2 classes.
Those who completed Firefighter 1 include Victoria Murdock and Jode Lennon.
Firefighter II graduates include Kyle Murdock, Victoria Murdock, Dave Barker and Joel
Lennon.
Of note, our training room at the Safety Complex will be used Tuesday and
Thursday evenings and some weekends from February through June to host the
Interstate Mutual Aid Course on Firefighter I. It is nice to have the facilities available,
and the Town will see some money for use of the building as well.
We were able to get some financial aid from the NH Fire Academy to cover some
of our training costs. We still have people joining the Department and training them as
money allows.
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I believe we are still one of the fastest growing towns in the state and as we
grow, so do the calls for the Fire Department services to say nothing about the
administrative side. As of October 2001 , I had put in over 1 ,400 hours in all phases of
operation. I guess it is good that I am retired from my business?
Remember PERMITS are required to burn outdoors. Call Raymond Dispatch at
895-4222 and someone from the Department will get back to you. Raymond Dispatch
can always get a message to me by pager. IN CASE OFAN EMERGENCY, Dial 911.
Remember to get your STREET NUMBERS out where they can be seen! If your
mailbox is across the street from your home, please put he number on a post in front of
your home, where it can be seen from the road. This saves time when we get a call to
your home for the Fire Department, Police and Rescue to respond to. Time saves lives.
The Fire Association has signs and posts for sale. We can install them for you as well.
I wish to thanks the Townspeople, Selectmen, Police, Highway Department,
Rescue Squad, Budget committee, and last but not least, THE FREMONT
FIREFIGHTERS for their time away from family and friends on weekends, holidays,





Alarm Sounding 14 Brush Fire 6 Electrical 2
Funeral Detail 2 Haz Mat 6 MV Accident 9
Mutual Aid 11 Dumpster 1 Odor of Smoke 4
Structure Fire 7 Cooking Fire 1 MV Extrication 2
Storm Coverage 1 Illegal Burn 2 Lightning Strike 1
Assist Rescue 1 C02 Detector 2 Construction Equip 1
Heating Equipment 2 Lockout 1 Down Power Line 3
Water Rescue 2 Propane Leak 2
Note: No Chimney fires! You must be doing a good job keeping chimneys clean!
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REPORT OF THE FREMONT FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
The Fremont Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and State of NH Division of
Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Fire Department to find out if a
permit is required before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for
any open burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and surrounding
areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L: 17, the fire permit law
and other burning laws of the State of NH are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to
$2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs. Open
burning is privilege, NOT a right. Help us to protect you and our forest resources! Build
small brush piles that can be quickly burned and extinguished.
New Hampshire experienced over 940 wildland fires in 2001 . Most of the fires
were human caused, due to dry conditions fires spread quickly impacting more than 20
structures. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green
space around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and visible
from the street. Only you can prevent wildland fires. Contact the Fremont Fire
Department by calling Raymond Dispatch at 895-4222 or the Station at 895-9634; or the
NH Division of Forests and Lands website at www.nhdfl.com or call 271-2217 for
wildland fire safety information.
2001 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported through November 26, 2001)
TOTALS BY COUNTY
# of Fires & Acres
CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Belknap 89 18 Illegal 279
Carroll 62 12 Unknown 201
Cheshire 147 41 Smoking 86
Coos 53 16 Children 69
Grafton 109 99 Campfires 49
Hillsborough 198 68 Rekindle of Permit 45
Merrimack 70 20 Arson 31
Rockingham 135 90 Lightning 24
Strafford 57 54 Miscellaneous 158
Sullivan 22 10 Includes: power lines, fireworks, ashes,
railroad , debris, structures, equip, etc
TOTAL 942





REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
My thanks to all of the residents of the Town of Fremont for keeping quite happy
and healthy during the year of 2001 . However, with the events of 9/1 1 , things did
change. Bioterrorism is now a key concern.
Healthwise, Fremont did not heave contacts with the West Nile Virus. The
disease is spreading closer though, with dead birds testing positive for the virus in
Kingston and Sandown. A horse in Kingston was verified as dying from the disease. It
is therefore very important that we maintain vigilance.
The State laboratory will start soon again testing not only dead crows, but
sparrows, bluejays, or other birds that have died suspiciously. The bird must still have a
complete brain.
Please do not touch the dead bird. Call the Health Officer (679-8630), the Police
Station (895-2229), or the Town Hall (895-2226), to report the exact location of the dead
bird as soon as possible.
For this coming year, we are being warned that the "West Nile Virus" may be
spreading to Southern New Hampshire. If you see a dead crow in an unusual place,
please do not touch it. Call the Health Officer (679-8630) or the Town Hall (895-2226)
as soon as possible to report it. The State Laboratory still wants to test dead crows for
the virus so, they can track the spread of the disease.
Always use precautions for mosquitoes:
Wear protective clothing such as long pants, long-sleeved shirts, and socks if
outside during evening, nighttime and dawn hours when mosquitoes are most active.
If outside during evening and dawn hours, consider the use of an insect repellant
containing 10% or less DEBT (N, N-diethyl-methyl-meta-toluamide) for children and no
more than 30% DEET for adults, and use according to manufacturer's directions.
Mosquitoes will breed in any standing water that lasts for four days. State health
officials urge .-esidents to eliminate mosquito-breeding opportunities around their homes
by taking the following steps:
§€ Remove all discarded tires. The used tire has become the most important domestic mosquito
producer in this country.
§€ Dispose of tin cans, plastic containers, ceramic pots, or similar water-holding containers.
S€ Drill holes in the bottom of recycling containers that are left out of doors.
§€ Make sure roof gutters drain properly.
§€ Clean and chlorinate swimming pools, outdoor saunas and hot tubs. If not in use, keep
empty and covered.
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§€ Drain water from pool covers.
§€ Aerate ornamental pools or stock them with fish.
§€ Turn over wheelbarrows and change water in bird baths at least twice weekly
The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services has informed the
town that private well owners should have their wells tested for safety regularly. Only a
water quality test, by a competent laboratory can assure that your family is protected.
Drinking water from private wells in New Hampshire sometimes contains contaminants
at levels that can pose health risks. A few private wells are being monitored for Methyl
t-butyl ether (MTBE -gasoline additive) but most of the wells in Fremont contain
manganese and iron that may cause an odor and are not considered to be harmful to
your health. However, they do cause stains. Many homes in town have some sort of
filter system for their water.
The following contaminants, some occurring naturally and others man-made,
have been found in private well water in New Hampshire:
D Arsenic D Bacteria D Fluoride
D Nitrate D Radium D Radon
D Sodium D Uranium D Volatile Organic
Chemicals (VOC's)
For further information, please visit the New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services' Website at www.des.state.nh.us/wseb . and then select "fact
sheets," then 2-1.
My sincere thanks to all employees and officials of the Town that have assisted





REPORT OF THE TOWN HISTORIAN
2001 - A Year in Review
The first year of the new century started off on a rather controversial footing for
our normally placid little community. The issue of whether or not to join in a joint
middle/high school cooperative with nearby Epping, versus building our own middle/high
school here in Fremont, created considerable friction and turmoil within both
communities.
The vote on March 10"^, to have Fremont join with Epping in building a joint
Cooperative Middle/High School failed to garner the necessary two-thirds vote by just 5
votes. The combined two-town vote was 1 ,142 in favor, 579 opposed. It needed 1 147
votes to pass. Another attempt in June to reorganize a second Epping-Fremont
Cooperative Study Committee passed in Fremont, 245 to 30 votes, but failed later in the
month by exactly 100 votes in Epping. Thus ended the final attempt to form a
Cooperative School District between the two communities.
Another vote held later in the day on March 10^"^ at the annual Fremont School
District Meeting failed to achieve the necessary two-thirds vote to build a $10,900,000
High School in Fremont It failed by a vote of 137 in favor to 336 against. It needed 314
votes to win approval by townspeople.
Since June, the Fremont School Board has investigated the possibility of forming
a joint Middle/High School Cooperative with Deerfield. By late November 2001 , Candia
and Auburn also expressed interest in joining the proposed Fremont-Deerfield
Cooperative School District and thus formed the Rockingham School Cooperative Study
Committee. Voters in March 2002 will have an opportunity to approve or disapprove of
this educational option.
On a more positive note, Fremonters approved the building of a new 7,000
square foot Public Library in March. The $995,500 bond required a two-thirds vote of
approval, which was achieved, with a vote of 164 to 82, out of 246 votes cast. The
proposal needed 164 votes to pass and it landed right on the mark. Construction on the
new library began with a groundbreaking ceremony held on September 17*^. At the time
of this writing (mid-January) the shell of the building is up and work is progressing along
at a good pace.
The U.S. Federal Census reported in 2001 that Fremont's population was 3,510
in the year 2000. This made Fremont the third fastest growing community on a
percentage basis out of 37 communities that comprise Rockingham County. Fremont is
the fifteenth fastest growing community in New Hampshire according to the 2000
Federal Census.
The Attack of America which took place on the now infamous date of
September 1 1 , 2001 had a dramatic and lasting impact on Fremont as it did with the
rest of the nation. Residents were stunned by the horrific attack that killed nearly 3000
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innocent people in the two World Trade Towers that collapsed in New York city, as well
as at the Pentagon in Washington DC, and in an isolated field in Shanksville PA. The
four planes that intentionally crashed into these landmarks, created almost surreal and
unbelievable chaos, destruction, and death. Fremonters immediately rallied around the
flag and exhibited their pride and support of America by displaying flags, bunting,
bumper stickers, and other patriotic symbols on homes, businesses, vehicles,
mailboxes, trees, etc all over Town. They also dug deep in their pockets and
contributed monies to help with the various aid and rescue funds. People all over the
nation suddenly recognized how valuable and fragile life is, and started displaying
unprecedented kindness and respect toward family, friends, neighbors and even
strangers. Families even started spending more time together. Perhaps the most
noticeable act of kindness displayed by countless Americans was the courtesy drivers
instantly started displaying byways and highway of America. Even crime rates went
down significantly in many parts of the nation during the days and weeks that followed
the tragedy.
Who can forget the hundreds of cars, trucks, and motorcycles that drove around
town for days, weeks and months decorated with flags, large and small, sporting such
sayings as "These Colors Don't Run, " or "Stand Tall America, " "We Will Not Forget,"
"United We Stand," and "Kick Some America!" The patriotism displayed here in
Fremont and nationwide, was unparalled since the Attack on Pearl Harbor in December
1 941 and during the surrender of Japan and Germany at the end of World War II in
1945.
Fremonters proudly displayed their patriotism by turning a previously scheduled
NH Army National Guard Band Concert into a Patriotic Rally and Candlelight
Ceremony, held only four days later, on Saturday evening SepL?:nber 15'^, on the
common in front of the Public Safety Complex. Approximately 500 people attended,
many holding flags, balloons and candles. It was a comfortable late summer evening,
ideal for listening to patriotic and other musical selections performed by the 39'^ NH
Army National Guard Band. The Pledge of Allegiance was recited, and an opening
prayer was given at the beginning of the Patriotic Rally.
The Safety Complex was appropriately draped in black bunting and the flag on
the outside flagpole placed at half-staff. Another American flag was displayed over the
Fremont Safety Complex sign closer to the road, and was illuminated for several nights
thereafter. There was definitely no shortage of patriotism displayed in Fremont during
this sad episode in United States history. Those of us old enough to remember, will
certainly newer forget what happened on September 1 1'^ - it was truly a second day of
infamy. We salute all those outstanding Fremont men and women in the US
military who are participating in this ongoing "War On Terrorism" initiated formally
by the government on October 7"^.
Another important event that happened in Fremont during 2001 was the loss of
several longtime Fremont seniors who lived to be 100 or into their nineties. Norine
(Clement) Emerson, Fremont's holder of the Boston Post Cane, died March 13*'^ at age
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100 years, three months, and five days. Ironically, her sister-in-law Mildred (Emerson)
Hall recently turned 103 on January 16'^ She is a native of Fremont, but moved to
Raymond where she became that towns' Po£' Cane holder. Mildred has since moved
back to Fremont where she still resides. Another Fremont native, 103 year-old Ruby
(Brown) Weir, born December 29, 1898, is presently residing in Bedford NH. All three
centenarians have had the distinction of living lives that have spanned three separate
centuries.
Nellie (Davis) Bassett succeeded Norine Emerson as the Town's holder of the
Boston Post Cane in April. The Bassett Family roots stretch back in Fremont to the
early 1850's. Nellie died at age 99 on November 14'^. She ironically passed away on
the same day as two other NH Boston Post Cane Holders. An event believed
unprecedented in state history. Other longtime notable Fremont residents that passed
away this year included Helen (Preston) Seavey, aged 93, a highly respected former
teacher, post office worker and former town librarian; Pearl (Smith) Davies aged 97,
Fremont's first and only female Selectwoman back in 1966. Bessie (Brown) Healey
aged 95, served the town in many capacities. She is best know for "Bessie's Lunch," a
popular local restaurant which she and her land husband C Merton Healey operated for
many years in Raymond & Fremont. The business was later moved to Brentwood
where it still operates. Agnes (Lyford) Woods, aged 95, was a descendant of one of
Fremont's oldest families dating back to the 1760's. She was a former teacher at
Epping High School for many years, and continued to live in the Fremont area for many
years. Nellie (South) Scholes, aged 94, moved to Fremont in 1988 and was a
millworker for many years.
Other important Fremont events during 2001 include...
The 75**^ Anniversary Celebration of the People's United Methodist Church took
place on May 5"^. The presentation of a Fremont Millennium Time Capsule to be
opened on January 1,2101 was presented to the Town on May 3^"^. A new Salt & Sand
Town Shed Building was built at the old Town dumpsite on Danville Road in late
November. Joshua Purington, 22, of Raymond was killed July 29'^ in a dirt bike
accident on Paradise Drive. A severe drought, one of the worst ever in 100 years to
afflict New Hampshire and Maine, caused many wells to go dry. An early summer heat
wave did not ease up until early August. There was very little rainfall throughout Spring,
Summer and Fall. Portable classrooms were added to the Ellis School in August for the
first time. Ellis School had to be evacuated in mid-March due to the weight of snow
causing the roof to sag. NH Pulp Sawmill lost two of four buildings, in a spectacular
blaze on February 21 . An assisted-living addition, to be called Poplin Way, began
construction in October at the Colonial Poplin Nursing Home. The fabulous "Fremont
Outlaws" won the State Soccer Title in November for the second year in a row. These
kids are dynamic and have brought great pride to the Town. The exterior and interior
restoration of the 1800 Meeting House was completed in 2001 and authentic wooden
box pew seats installed to replace missing ones. The two dying maple trees planted in
1966 in front of the Meeting House were cut down in December. A canopied stairway
was built onto the rear side of the Town Hall early in the year, and the brick walkway
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built in 1987 in front of tlie Town Hall was taken up and replaced with a new concrete
walkway in early December. The Fremont Fire Department purchased a new pumper
fire truck in late summer. The first three houses in the new Brown Brook Estates on
Brown Brook Circle (off Sleeper Circle) were constructed in late 2001 . Jackie Bernier
Drive sign unveiling took place on November 25"^ with many family and friends
attending. A portion of Tavern Road, from Lynette Lane, up Sibley Hill, and South to
117 Tavern Road was paved for the first time in 2001 . Brown Brook Circle was laid
out and paved in 2001 . A large indoor horse riding rink barn with two cupolas was built
in May at 64 Scribner Road. Exterior changes were made to the east side by door on
the former 1936 Fire Station after a new Farmstand and Medical Supply business
opened in the spring. A new front door on the vestry of the People's United Methodist
Church was built on the left front side of the vestry instead of on the center where it had
been since the vestry was built on the church in early 1965. The Growth Control
Ordinance ruled invalid in 2000 in a lawsuit brought by MDR Construction was appealed
by the Selectmen in 2001 . No ruling on the appeal has been made by the court at the
time of this writing. Gasoline in early 2001 reached as high as $1 .58 per gallon at the
pumps. By early December prices were down to $.99 cents per gallon in some places
within the region.
Many new homes, additions, garages, and barns were built throughout the Town
during the year 2001 . Growth in Fremont appears to be barreling into the 21®' century at





Samuel Pratt Jr, Gold Star Mother Lillian Pratt, Tom McGall
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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REPORT OF THE FREMONT LIBRARY
Receipts
Cash on hand 12/31/00 $222.35
Donations & Lost Books 292.00
Total Receipts
Expenses
Postage & Supplies $ 93.89
Deposit to Checking Account 350.00







Tapes, Videos and Other Miscellaneous
Total Circulation 4347
416
Boston Post Cane Presentation to Nellie P Basett - April 2001
L to R: Gene Cordes, Richard Clark, Nellie Bassett, Norm Martineau, Gary Stanley
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
The year 2001 proved to be an exciting and productive year for the Fremont
Library. After 36 years in a small, one-room schoolhouse, without so much as the luxury
of a restroom, the voters of Fremont finally recognized that our growing community
needed to address its inadequate library facility and services. Townspeople last March
voted to leap into the 21^' century by approving the construction of a new 7,000 square
toot library, complete with a multi-purpose room, children's room, and yes, even
restrooms! The approval of this important step is a genuine credit to the people of
Fremont. They recognize that a library serves essential and vital purposes not only
within this community, but for anyone, anywhere . Libraries help patrons break from
the shackles of ignorance and limitation, by providing insight and knowledge, expand
horizons, and improve both personal and educational skills. Libraries disseminate
information that can significantly contribute to the over-all betterment of a more informed
society. What more useful, noble, and lofty purpose can a library, or any other public
institution have? The Fremont Library Trustees, Librarian, Fremont Friends of the
Library, and Building Committee, sincerely thank the yoters of Fremont for
making this worthy goal a priority and reality - especially in the first year it
appeared on the town warrant. The Fremont Public Library in time will grow to
become a worthy and vital asset within this proud town that will benefit all that wish to
use it.
The decision to build the new library in 2001 was a wise one in retrospect. A
special gift to Fremont taxpayers was the unexpected procurement of a 4-%% library
bond interest rate well under the expected 5-14% rate. This bit of good fortune will save
Fremont taxpayers' considerable money over the 20-year term of the bond.
The Ground-braking Ceremony for the new library down next to the former
Fremont Railroad Station on Main Street took place on September 17'^ 2001.
Approximately 40 people attended as the Trustees, Librarian, Selectmen, Architect, and
Construction Management Officials broke ground for the new library. The site work
began in early October with the laying of the concrete foundation beginning the last
week of October. In early December the library walls and roofing were constructed, and
by mid to late January the building was fully enclosed. Completion of the new Library is
expected in early to mid summer 2002.
As promised at Town Meeting, the Library raised nearly $15,000 through
fundraisers. A concert at Pinkerton Academy hosted by enthusiastic building committee
members and academy students, Julianne Minnon and Erin Taylor -featured a band
called "Recycled Percussion" raising nearly $1,000. On September 10"^, the Fremont
Library hosted a successful Golf Tournament raising $4,000. This big undertaking was
a tremendous success thanks to the commitment and generosity of many local
businesses and dedicated individuals. It is planned to make the Library Golf
Tournament an annual event. Other monies were raised through successful Friends of
the Fremont Library book sales; a $2,000 gift donation by Wal-Mart Distribution Center
in Raymond; and additional donations memorial gifts provided by many thoughtful and
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other monies were raised through successful Friends of the Fremont Library
book sales; a $2,000 gift donation by Wal-Mart Distribution Center in Raymond; and
additional donations memorial gifts provided by many thoughtful and supportive
townspeople. Fundraising efforts will continue on an annual basis as a means of
achieving and enhancing library goals.
The paved road leading by the new Library was officially named Jackie Bernier
Drive during a street sign unveiling on November 25**^. The unveiling was attended by
approximately 35 friends, family, and townspeople. Ray Bernier, our Town Moderator
and husband to Jackie, had the honor of unveiling the new street sign. At the urging of
those in attendance, Ray made several appreciative, kind, and humorous remarks in
thanking the town for honoring the memory of his late wife. Jacqueline "Jackie" Bernier
served as a dedicated, respected, and devoted teacher at Fremont's Ellis School for 25
years, as well as served for years as a Fremont Library Trustee.
The Library Trustees wish to once again thank Librarian Barbara Bassett and
Assistant Librarian Marlene Emery, for their hard work and committed efforts in serving
an ever-expanding number of library patrons. We also extend our sincere thanks to
the members of the Fremont Library Building Committee and to the Friends of
Fremont Library. The Friends sponsored several well-attended activities during the
past year, which included book sales, speakers, story-hours, and a wreath and kissing
ball craft session. This ambitious group also implemented a new tradition of presenting
Welcome Kits for each new baby born if Fremont consisting of a Library card and
children's books.
nd ithThe Building Committee still meets every 2 and 4 Wednesday of the month at
7:00 pm in the Safety Complex. The focus of meetings in the coming months will be on
planning for the moving, furnishing, decor and staffing of the new library, in addition to
planning future fundraisers. All interested townspeople are always cordially welcome to
attend and participate.
Respectfully Submitted,
John J. Hennelly, Chairman Barbara D. Baker Matthew E. Thomas
Spectators at the Library Groundbreaking - September 17, 2001
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Unveiling the Jacl<ie Bernier Drive Sign on November 25, 2001
L to R: Richard Clark, Norman Martineau, Ray Bernier, Gene Cordes
Golf Tournament Phi^.os Courtesy of Lori Holmes
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REPORT OF THE PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION
The Parks and Recreation Connmission's goal is to provide recreational programs
and activities for everyone in the community, while overseeing the maintenance and
upgrade of our parks, fields, and programs. The year 2001 was very productive with the
help of many community members. Past recreational programs were continued and a
lot of progress was made to improve the recreation facilities in town.
Some activities that continually are successful are the summer program. This is
a fun and safe six-week program for Fremont families with children between grades one
and eight. We had a lot of fun field trips, arts and crafts, and games. There were about
84 children registered last summer. We look forward to another great summer. For the
little ones in town we have a playgroup for community members with children under six.
It is great place for children and parents to socialize, play, sing, read, and have fun. We
would like to thank all the people who make these programs a success.
The other activities offered this year were the annual Easter Pancake Breakfast,
and the Halloween Party. Both events were a huge success and many community
members showed their support by attending as well as joining in with a helping hand.
You participation is greatly appreciated and hopefully will continue to grow with our
community. The Memorial Day parade was rained out, hope for sun this year.
The year 2002 will be very challenging for everyone. We will be spending a
significant amount of our time developing the Joe Bonis Memorial Fields. We have
plans for a number of new fields, a new play area, concession stand, restrooms and a
track for walking or jogging. This will be huge accomplishment, and will benefit the
entire Town of Fremont. Many people have helped us with these much-needed
improvements. We are also looking into setting up a garden club, a few bus trips, and
maybe having Santa deliver gifts to local children on Christmas Eve.
We are dedicated to continuing successful programs and seeking new ways to
build the community through additional activities and programs. With out the volunteers
from the community none of these activities would be possible. Special thanks to other
organizations such as the PTA, Fremont Athletic Association, Ellis school employees.
Board of selectmen. Town Office Staff, and everyone who supported the community
with your time. Our commission has gone through some changes this year and is now
at full capacity with five members. We would like thank our past member Margaret
(Peg) Pinkham who served on the commission for several years. She has done a great
job for the community and continues to offer support whenever needed. We would also
like to welcome two new members Jeff Rowel! and Veronica Cianciulli.
Respectfully Submitted,
Renee King Michelle Edwards Jon Benson
Jeff Rowell Veronica Cianciulli
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
2001 was a productive year for the Planning Board. The Planning Board
adopted amendments to rules and regulations as required by the State of New
Hampshire and in response to the growing needs of the community. These
amendments can be found throughout the Site Plan Review, Subdivision and
Excavation Regulations.
With the help of Rockingham Planning Commission, the Board worked diligently
to implement a Growth Control Chapter to the Master Plan. The Board also updated the
Capital Improvements Program as well as Zoning Article Amendments.
This year the Planning Board reviewed and/or acted upon:
1
.
Six Site Plan Review apphcations that included:
a. Four new business
b. One expansion to an existing business
c. One triplex unit
2. Three Subdivision applications that included:
a. Two 2-lot subdivisions
b. One amendment to an already approved thirty six lot subdivision
3. Two Lot Line Adjustments
4. Excavation
a. Seven permits renewed
b. One permit amended
I would like to thank each member of the Planning Board for their many hours of
dedicated service.
Kevin Herrmann, Vice-Chairman Leon Holmes Jr Peter Gibb
Norman Martineau, Selectman Mahlyn Baker Scott Reid
Debra Minnon, Alternate
I would like to give special thanks to the following;
Meredith Bolduc, Planning Board Secretary
Gene Perreault, Fremont Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer
If you have any input or concern that you think will benefit the Planning Board or
your community please feel free to contact the Board through Meredith Bolduc at 895-





REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Fremont Police Department has been very active during the year 2001 . We
have seen a dramatic increase in patrol activity, including 3038 calls for service, 1876
vacant house checks, and 6518 business checks. We stopped 1209 motor vehicles,
which resulted in 203 summonses being issued. We arrested 72 individuals. As the
Town of Fremont continues to grow, the strain on all emergency services will also
continue to grow
One of our major problem areas is O.H.R.V. related activity. We have received
many complaints about noise, riding on private property, riding on a public way, speed,
and general lack of courtesy when they are being operated. We responded to two
accidents, one of which was fatal. At this time, the Department does not have the proper
equipment to implement an O.H.R.V. patrol. There are many miles of trails and woods
roads that are not accessible by a standard size vehicle. The State of New Hampshire
has loaned the Police Department two three-wheeled ATVS that are no longer being
used by NH Fish and Game because they deem them unsafe and unsuitable for law
enforcement use. I also do not believe that these machines are safe and I have
requested that an article be placed on the March Town Meeting Warrant to address this
problem.
With the financial help of many of our residents and local businesses, and the
continuing cooperation and dedication of the staff at the Ellis School, High Sheriff
James D. Linehan, Lieutenant James Szeliga, and Deputy Darin Melanson, of the
Rockingham County Sheriff's Department, and Barbara Baker of the Fremont Police
Department, we were able to complete our eighth DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) Program. We have again offered the program to the 2001-2002 class.
I have listed by category the type and number of reportable offenses to which the
Fremont Police Department responded:
Rape Burglary 28
Theft 36 Motor Vehicle Theft 2
Assaults 9 Fraud 11
Recovered Property 15 Vandalism 54
Weapons Assist Fire/Ambulance 148
Drug Offenses 11 Domestic 53
D.W.I. 10 Liquor Laws 4
Untimely Death 2 Disorderly Conduct 2
Alarms 91 All Other Except Traffic 503
Juvenile 62 Motor Vehicle Accidents 69
Towed Motor Vehicles 8 Assist Other Agencies 442
Animal Control 244 V.H.C. Requests 61
Open Doors 19 O.H.R.V. Complaints 79
Police Information 90 911 Hang Up Calls 55
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As we go through our every day life, it is time to stop and look around. We should ask
ourselves, "Am I doing every thing possible to make my home a safe place for my family
or any visitors?"
• Has everyone in my house been instructed how to and when to call 91 1?
• Have I removed, to the best of my ability, any hazards to family members or
pets? Are all weapons secured in a safe manner, unloaded, and in an area not
accessible to children?
• Are all cleaning supplies and pesticides stored in a childproof container or locked
storage locker? Is there protection at the top of any stairway to prevent a toddler
from falling down the stairs?
• When was the last time my alarm system was checked? Is my alarm system
registered with the Police Department as required by Town Ordinance?
• Have I replaced the necessary batteries including those in the smoke detector? If
for some reason we have to evacuate the house, is there a plan in place for
everyone to meet in a certain area?
• Have I taken the proper steps to safe-guard my pool? Is the pool fenced so a
child cannot gain access without an adult? Are the chemicals stored in a safe
location?
• When we leave our homes some of the questions we should be asking are, have
I installed and do I use dead bolts on my doors? Are my windows locked? When
I go on a vacation or the house is going to be vacant, have I asked a neighbor to
check it? Have I gone to the Police Department and requested a vacant house
check? Has the mail and any newspaper deliveries been stopped?
• If you return home and find a broken door or window or something makes you
think your home has been entered, go to a neighbor's or use a cell phone, call
the Police Department, and let us check it. DO NOT ENTER THE BUILDING.
• In the event of a medical emergency, can I perform CPR if needed? Do I have a
basic first aid kit to control bleeding until help arrives?
As our community grows and our problems increase, the TEAM concept
becomes essential. I am once again asking the residents of Fremont for their help. Be
aware of your neighborhoods. If you see anything that makes you suspicious, call the
Police Department at 679-2225. If you have an emergency, call 91 1 for help.
To the residents of Fremont, the Board of Selectmen, Town Office Staff, the
members of the Fire Department, Rescue Squad, Highway Department and the
members of the Police Department: Barbara Baker. Lieutenant Charles Rand, Officers
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Daniel Whitman, Kevin Walsh, H.D. Wood IV, Reese Bassett, Chad Murphy, Melissa
Gates, Brian Chevalier, Robert Allore and Jason Larochelle THANK YOU for your






Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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REPORT OF THE RESCUE SQUAD
All the members of the Fremont Rescue Squad would like to take this opportunity
to thank Kevin Zukas for his many years of service as the president of Rescue. Being a
full-time Fire Fighter/EMT in Epping, a Captain and Training Officer with the Fremont
Fire Department, and a husband and father of three, it was time to lighten the load a
little. Although he stepped down from this position last year, he still remains one of the
most active members on the Rescue Squad.
Last year the Rescue Squad lost quite a few of our members to moves, job
changes, time constrains, etc. Thankfully, when we asked for help, the residents of
Fremont were there. After a posting in the town newsletter, we were greeted with 7 new
members. We now have the largest number of members in some time. With calls
coming in all hours of the day and night, and our members working all sorts of different
hours, it's important to have a great group of dedicated volunteers to help out when help
is needed. It takes a lot of people to be able to provide a decent turn out at any given
call. Daytime coverage during the week can still be a problem at times. Most of our
members have regular 9 to 5 jobs. If your job allows you to be home during the day, or
even some days, we could really use your help. Feel free to call me at home (895-
4773), talk to any of our members, or stop by our regular monthly meetings on the
second Monday of every month. Training is provided for you, so all you need is a desire
to help your neighbors in their time of need.
Last year a Capital Reserve was started for the purchase of a new rescue vehicle
to replace our 16-year-old Chevy utility truck. In January of this year, we formed a truck
committee that will look into different vehicles. We hope to come up with a decision of
what will best suit our needs, and possibly present it to the Town for 2003.
We responded to 128 emergency calls last year. We've helped people with
everything from a scrapped knee, to full cardiac arrests. People often tell us they felt
funny calling for help. That's what we're here for, and it's always better to be safe than
sorry.
As always, we would like to thank the Police and Fire Departments for their
assistance on numerous calls. Having their help is a huge asset to us, and we thank
them greatly. Also, a big thank-you to all the Rescue members for their hard work and
































Following the September 11'*' tragedy, signs of Patriotism at the Fremont Safety Complex
Photo Courtesy of Heidi Carlson
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REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
I remember being at the Highway site on September 1 1'^, staking out where the
new salt and sand building should be located. Listening to the radio and trying to
measure and drive stakes that day was very hard to do. But we never gave up, and
today we have that new building.
The building has two bays, 30 feet x 30 feet for salt and sand or mix, and a 12
foot X 20 foot utility addition for small highway equipment such as signs, posts,
barricades, and plow cutting edges.
In 2001 we shimmed and overlayed with hottop Martin road 1600 feet; Scribner
Road, Red Brook road, and Tavern Road. For 2002, we would like to shim and overlay
with hottop Beede Hill Road from the State maintained portion to Shirkin Road; North
Road from Beede Hill Road to Leavitt Road; Vetter Drive; Abbott Road; and Sunny Lane
(which is now gravel and will need three inches of hottop).
This year voters are being asked to accept three more roads, including Karlin
Road, Round Robin Loop, and Cavil Mill Road.
I believe our roads are well-maintained and our plans to keep them up is working
very well. Just take a look around. These days, you can hardly find a pothole. As we
try to maintain your roads, we are having some problems with shoulders. On soine
roads over the years, especially in subdivisions, the shoulders are getting built up. This
stops water from draining off the travel surface properly. It is aisc v^ry hard to plow the
roads without shoulders being torn up. It is for this reason that a three to four foot
gravel shoulder is maintained from the edge of pavement. If you plant grass to the edge
of pavement, you are in the Town right-of-way, and it is subject to damage. I know
everyone tries to make their yards look nice, but please try to work with us in making
sure stone, bark mulch and even flowers and trees aren't planted in the right-of-way.
Most Fremont roads are a 50 foot right-of-way, and there is approximately 13 feet on
either side of the paved travel way (24 feet wide pavement in many cases) that is Town
right-of-way. Please do not put landscaping of any kind within the right-of-way.
I want to thank all the men who plow and sand, the Town is very lucky to have, I
think, the most dedicated men to maintain your roads in the winter. In the summer
months I want to thank Philip Copp Sr. He has been doing an outstanding job and has
a lot of experience and cares a great deal.
Thank you to the Selectmen, Town Offices and Police Department; and thank





RIBBON CUTTING AT THE NEW HIGHWAY SHED
Highway Salt & Sand Building
113 Danville Road
Contractor Gary Dzioba, Selectman Gene Cordes, Road Agent Guerwood Holmes, Selectman Norman Martineau
Photo Courtesy of Mary Jo Dzioba
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Within the past year there have been many memorable occasions and events
which exemplify Fremont tradition while others clearly are a reflection of Fremont's fast-
paced growth.
The 2001 Memorial Day Service was in keeping with recent tradition and was
highlighted by a moving presentation by Fremont resident and guest speaker, Tom
McGall. As a nation and a community, we were shocked by the tragic events of 9/1 1
.
Then, almost coincidently, through the longtime efforts of our Fire and Police Chiefs and
our Emergency Management Director, we were an emotionally moved patriotic
audience of the 39*^ Army Band concert held on September 1 5'^ at the Safety Complex.
In the last twelve months the Town has placed into service the new fire truck
appropriated at the 2000 Town Meeting; constructed and occupied a new Highway
Department building utilized for the storage of sand, salt and other supplies; and broken
ground on a new library.
Throughout the summer the Town defended itself in legal cases seeking
damages resulting from the enforcement of its growth control ordinance. By the end of
the year the underlying legal case had been appealed to the NH Supreme Court. The
appeal has been accepted by the NH Supreme Court and will no doubt be scheduleo for
arguments in the months ahead.
The focus of the budget for 2002 is to keep pace with needs of our community.
In addition to warrant articles for road upgrades and reserves for equipment
replacement, there is a bond warrant article for much-needed improvements and
expansion to Town-owned athletic fields at the Joe Bonis Memorial Park.
The Fremont Recreation Commission has been working hard to develop a plan
and budget for this project. Concurrently efforts are underway to secure matching grant
money for a portion of this project.
It is commonly known that Fremont is woefully lacking in field space and that the
fields we have are generally in poor condition due to over use and lack of irrigation
capacity. The funding of Article 7 should go a long way in addressing this urgent need.
Voters should keep in mind that there are literally hundreds of boys and girls who play
baseball, softball, and soccer on these fields. Youth sports have become a cornerstone
activity in many young lives in Fremont. Through their support and volunteerism, many
families rally around their children's participation in youth sports. We urge your
attention to this need for good fields.
Again this year we want to remind voters that the solution to our middle/high
school education plan must be found. It is the single most critical issue facing Fremont.
Everyone should become informed and vote at the School District Meeting.
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The Board continues to meet weekly on a routine basis. We also have numerous
event, project, and agenda-specific meetings that are needed to take care of our diverse
responsibilities. In addition the Board has active ex officio representation on the Budget
Committee and Planning Board. Our office at the Town Hall is open daily.
We want to express our sincere appreciation to our office staff (especially Heidi
Carlson, our exceptional Administrative Assistant of almost eight years), all Town
Employees, Department Heads, Contractors, and the ever-present Volunteers. Without
all of you we could not accomplish what we do, and Fremont would not be the Town it
is. Thank you so much.
Respectfully submitted.





Selectmen and Guest Speaker Tom McGall
L to R: Richard Clark, Norman Martineau, Tom McGall, Gene Cordes
Photo Courtesy of Elaine McGall
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REPORT OF THE SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING COMMITTEE
In 2001 , the weekly household trashed was hauled by Waste Management, Inc.
under an extension of the contract originally awarded to Carl Hussey of Brentwood
several years ago. As usual, there were two collections of bulky goods, one in May and
one in October. These collections were accomplished at great savings to the town,
thanks to the efforts of the volunteer Solid Waste Committee and the many volunteers
who showed up on collection days. The continuance of the present system of bulky
goods collection was made possible by the expansion of the cleared area at the former
dump. However, by the fall of 2001 , the available space was already barely large
enough for the number of containers required.
It will soon be necessary to have a transfer station for bulky goods to
accommodate the needs of our rapidly growing population. The transfer station will
have to be supervised by a salaried town employee. The only alternative would be to
have roadside pickup of bulky goods, a method used by many local towns.
The Solid Waste Committee has been discussing the question of pay-as-you-
throw trash collection, whereby the households pay directly for their trash to be picked
up, instead of through their taxes. (Recycling would be free to residents.) Experience
has shown that in New Hampshire towns that have switched to pay-as-you throw,













Spring 2001 - Bulky Day
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REPORT OF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The purpose of the Zoning Board of Adjustment is to hear appeals from any
order, requirement, decision or determination made by an administrative official and
administer special provisions in the ordinance dealing with Appeals to Administrative
Decisions, Variances, Special Exceptions and Equitable Waiver of Dimensional
Requirements. The Zoning Board of Adjustment may grant variances, where justified,
but cannot amend the Zoning Ordinance and Map.
An application prompts the Board to schedule and meet for a Public Hearing, go
to the property for a site visit, then meet again as a continuation of the Public Hearing
for the purpose of rendering a decision.
The year 2001 saw the Zoning Board of Adjustment act upon six (6) cases with
the following results:
Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements = two (2) approved.
Special Exceptions = twelve (12) approved and five (5) denied.
Variances = twelve (12) approved and eight (8) denied.
The Board of Adjustment consists of five (5) full Board members plus a
representative from the Planning Board who acts as an alternate member. We are







Scott Reid, Planning Board Representative, Alt
Conservation Commission Member Brad Houston marking the Oak Ridge Conservation Land
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The Year In Review - From the corner office at Town Hall
It doesn't seem that any other opening is appropriate aside from "as
Americans, we stand united." The year past in retrospect, focuses on September
1 1'^, a day that changed our nation.
The September 1 1'^ tragedies hit home for everyone, without exception.
Children ask "Why?" with a look of such innocence that we are hard pressed to
answer. I find myself saying hello to more strangers, and struggling to let the
less-important items simply roll away. Just as in so many other national
tragedies, we will never forget that September day. Our world will forevermore
be a different place. Take time to remember and appreciate what is important in
your lives, and make the time necessary to enjoy and cherish it.
The rebirth of a vehement patriotism can be considered a good in all of the
tragedy. I continue to be amazed at the beautiful display of the Red, White and
Blue. Flags flying proudly on so many homes is a sight to behold.
A record snowstorm blanketed the region with up to three feet of snow
between March 5'" and 7'^ It snowed solidly for almost a full three days. Two
days later, March 9-10 another foot fell. We were fortunate that the spring melt
was slow, and avoided any major flooding. Almost one year later, at the time of
this writing, we now find ourselves in the most unfortunate position of having no
where near the snow cover needed for wells and water supplies. We have had
many reports of wells gone dry, and hopefully people are taking careful effort at
conservation. A recent State of NH report indicated some 20,000 wells across
New Hampshire are dry.
Early in 2001 , five active members of the Newsletter Committee stepped
down. It is an extremely time-consuming process to get a newsletter out to
residents on a monthly basis. Since the changing of personnel, we have been
somewhat short-handed, meaning a great deal of work has been done by a few
people. Kimberly Dunbar and Jason Schreiber have done all the edit and layout
work for the past year. 1 try and pick up the administrative pieces, lending a hand
wherever possible. I feel the Newsletter is an important and effective
communication tool for the community. The retiring members included Paula
Wall, Holly Whiteside, Ellen O'Keefe, Jo Mayer, and Marilyn Gates. Later in the
year, Bonnie Rice stepped down as well. We thank these people, as well as the
current volunteers, for all of their hard work.
Many good things happened in Fremont in 2001 . Nellie Bassett was
presented the Boston Post Cane on April 5"^. Selectmen and many members of
her immediate family met at Colonial Poplin to present a certificate and the cane
to Nellie. This was the first time in 1 1 years that the cane had changed holders.
We had a lovely visit with Nellie and her family.
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In April, our Health Officer (and former legislator) Trudie Butler proudly
shared with us the Millenium Ediiton of Recognition of New Hampshire Women
Legislators of the 2Cf^ Century 1921 - 2000. Trudie was active in the State
Legislature 1979-89, and is included in the book. Trudie remains active in local
and national Order of Women Legislators Organizations; as well as the Fremont
Republican Committee and other town and school affairs.
Shortly after Town Meeting, the Board of Selectmen instated resident Dick
Rand as the Town Hall Maintenance Man. Dick helps out with a variety of tasks
at all of the town buildings. We have found this to be extremely helpful.
In mid-April, Fremont underwent its first-ever professional audit,
completed by Paul Mercier of the Mercier Group. While all of us who keep
financial records were somewhat tentative of what we would have to provide the
auditor, it went incredibly well. This included the Selectmen's Office, Tax
Collector, Town Clerk, Treasurer, and Trustees of Trust Funds.
Mary Anderson has been keeping tax records so long, and so well, that
Paul asked her if she would be interested in teaching seminars to other tax
collectors! We all fared well through the process, and learned new things in
terms of reporting, and ways to make some of our tasks easier. You may notice
some changed and newly added financial reports in this Town Report. This is
due to the work we did with Paul, and to provide a better financial picture of the
Town of Fremont. He found no material problems with our records or
recordkeeping, and we were all pleased with the results. Anyone interested can
read a copy of the full audit report at the Selectmen's Office during normal office
hours.
We sadly said goodbye to several of our virtually lifelong Fremont
residents this year. Helen Seavey died on January 13 ; Norine Emerson on
March 13"^; Pearl Davies on March 15"^; Bessie Healey died on August 16th.
Nellie Bassett died on November 14th. These women all played vital roles in
the Town of Fremont history over the years, and will be dearly missed.
Our Memorial Day Services were moved indoors at Ellis School due to the
pouring rain. The service was different in style, but somewhat cozier in the
smaller, enclosed space. Tom McGall was, as always, a very moving and
patriotic speaker. His quiet yet deliberate way creates an air of respect and
indicates wisdom far beyond his years.
We spent some of the summer trying to catch up on policy writing and the
housekeeping chores, that get pushed to back burners during the busiest
budgeting and town meeting planning months. The Safety Committee has begun
meeting, and a policy was signed by the Selectmen in August. We have many of
these projects ongoing.
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We saw a continued high nunriber of property transfers and refinances due
to the record-low mortgage rates. We recently purchased a program to enable
us to get transfers more efficiently, and we hope, more quickly. It had been as
much as six months before we had some ownership changes! In August,
considerable time is spent on the property assessment totals for submission to
the State of NH Department of Revenue Administration for setting of the tax rate.
Construction of the new library began in September. This building and its
volumes of contents will serve the community for years to come. There are
several agencies requesting use of the old library space, but no final decisions
have yet been made by the Selectmen in this regard. There is a warrant article
for consideration at the 2002 Town Meeting, to allow the people's United
Methodist Church to use the driveway and land to enhance their parking and
access.
Once again, several people resigned or retired from different aspects of
town service this past year. This includes Marilyn Baker and Kendice
Higginbottom as Alternates to the Conservation Commission; Peg Pinkham from
the Parks & Recreation Commission. Annmarie Gilligan resigned after a short
time as Town Treasurer. Marilyn and Peg both spent several years in their
respective positions. We thank them for their dedicated service. Kevin Zukas
stepped down as the President of Fremont Rescue this fall. He continues as a
very active member of the Squad, and his efforts as the leader for the past four
years have been invaluable. There has been a surge in Rescue Squad
membership, which will help with the increasing number of calls.
Dan Whitman left the town's full-time employ in August, to pursue career
interests elsewhere. Dan was Fremont's second full-time police officer, hired in
April of 1998. We wish him the best of luck. I also sadly report that we lost a
former Fremont police officer, to a horrific traffic accident in Massachusetts. Ted
Anagnos was killed on July 31^* while jogging near his home. Ted was a bright
and articulate man, and destined to be a great police officer. He had gone to the
Salem NH Police Department only one year prior to his death. Our thoughts
continue to be with his family and friends.
In the planning stages for at least a year, was the Army National Guard
training exercise that took place in Fremont the weekend of September 14 to 16.
The Fire and Police Chiefs, with the Emergency Management Director worked
with local resident Shawn O'Brien to make this exercise a reality. Troops "moved
in" on Friday night to hold a mock civil disturbance exercise. They took up camp
at the Town Hall, Peterson Farm on Martin Road, Bassett Farm on Scribner
Road, and the Safety Complex. The weekend culminated with a terrific band
concert on Saturday night on the Safety Complex lawn, featuring the 39"" Army
Band. It came at a perfect time to lift spirits and celebrate America.
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On October 1 1*^, a quiet, short, but special ceremony was lield at tine
Fremont Safety Complex as Chief Neal Janvrin returned the flags to full-staff
after the 30 day mourning observation by Public Safety Agencies. Chief
Heselton, Heidi Carlson, and Gregg Champlin of the NH Office of Emergency
Management did some patriotic readings; and we watched and listened in awe
as Kerry Pratt played the bagpipes. Kerry is a firefighter in Raymond, and well-
know mall carrier here in Fremont. He is a member of the Professional
Firefighters of NH Pipes & Drums.
The tax collection season was a difficult one, with a $4.59 increase in the
tax rate in Fremont. Comparatively, we are back at the same level as we were in
1998 before the State Education tax was enacted. The Legislature continues to
grapple with that issue. The tax rate impact was due to many changes in Town
and School expenditures. Make sure that you get informed about the decisions
facing Fremont voters again this year, and voice your vote at School Meeting at
9:00 am and Town Meeting at 5:00 pm, both on Saturday March 16, 2002.
Jackie Bernier Drive was named, and a sign unveiled with members of the
Bernier Family on November 25"^. This street is the access to the new library,
school land, and the NH Pulp Sawmill. Jackie Bernier was a beloved teacher at
Ellis School, Library Trustee, and resident of Fremont for many years. Jackie left
us in 1999, but her strong legacy lives on. Sadly this year, her dad, Dick Frost
passed away as well, on May 29"^. Surely he would have loved to know the
street had been named after her. Special thanks to Ray Bernier for sharing this
day.
On November 27"^ Lori Holmes gave out the first set of plates under the
State of NH DMV programs for Municipal Agent Town Clerks. This service was
offered for the first time in history. Lori made other changes to the Clerk's Office
this year, expanding services, and shortly into the new year (2002), expanding
office hours to coincide with the operating hours in the Selectmen's Office.
On a very personal note, I need to offer my thanks to the many volunteers
who serve Fremont every day. As a strictly volunteer EMT and Firefighter in my
hometown, I know the sacrifice that volunteerism tolls, especially in emergency
services. That time and dedication, however, extends to all of the folks who
serve in an unpaid capacity; as well as those involved in all aspects of public
safety. The boards, commissions and various other committees who serve this
community every day, are to be commended, and thanked for their time and
service. In small towns, it is one of the vital links that keeps us moving ahead.
The tasks are varied and many; and your time and energy is deeply appreciated.
Thank you. Thank you as well to all those who serve in police work, fire, rescue,
and EMS. You are to be commended on a job, not always easy, but very well
done.
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The Town continues to look for interested residents to serve on various
committees and boards. If you are interested, check out the meeting schedules
that are posted at the town buildings and included in the monthly newsletter. You
can get more information by calling the Selectmen's Office at 895-2226.
Thank you to all who make Fremont such a special place!
Respectfully submitted,
Heidi Carlson
Administrative Assistant Board of Selectmen's Office
"There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a




Board of Selectmen - All non-holiday Thursday evenings at 6:00 pm;
Tuesday mornings at 7:00 am at the Library Construction Site (during
construction of the facility)
Budget Committee - Tuesday and Wednesdays as scheduled throughout
The year, at 7:30 pm
Fremont Athletic Association - Last Wednesday of the month
Parks & Recreation Commission - Second Monday of the month at
7:00 pm
Solid Waste & Recycling Committee - Thursday evenings as needed
at 7:00 pm
Town Hall - Basement Meeting Room
Conservation Commission - First non-holiday Monday evening of the
month at 7:30 pm
Planning Soarcf- Wednesday evenings at 7:30 pm
June, July & August - First Two Wednesdays of the month
September through May - First Three Wednesdays of the month
Zoning Board ofAdjustment - Last Tuesday evening of the month at 7:30
pm, and other Tuesdays as needed
Safety Complex Meeting Room
Fire Department- First Monday of the month at 7:00 pm
Library Building Committee - Second and Fourth Wednesdays at 7:00 pm




ROCKINGHAM VNA AND HOSPICE
Home Care Services Visits
Skilled Nursing 626













































The difference between the dupUcate client number & unduplicated number is due to payer
shifts and/or dual payers.
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ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION & MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAM
I. Types of Services provided this past fiscal year and currently.
A.' Group (congregate) meals: well-balanced, hot, and delicious noon meals that meet 1/3
the daily caloric and nutritional needs of the older person. The meals are served at the
Epping Community Church on Pleasant Street, Moriday through Fridayy.to elderly (60
years and older) Fremont residents and their spouses. ., .
B. Meals on Wheels: provides- the same well-balanced, hot meals afe the congregate
' program, but these meals are delivered to the homes of the elderly and handicapped
residents of Fremont. There are age, disability, and/or income criteria for this service.
Drivers go to each person's home, deliver the meals, perform small tasks for the person,
if needed, and report any noticeable change or problem to the site manager. The meals
are geared to the elderly and are low fat, low sodium, with diabetic substitutions
available. For Meals On Wheels clients whose situations warrant it, we can also provide
' " ' weekend meals (canned or frozen), night meals, frozen holiday meals, and canned
"Blizzard Bags" to be used during the winter when the driver is unable to deliver meals
due to inclement weather. •' ' ';
C. Transportation Services: provided by RNMOW staff and volunteers fransporting the
elderly to and from the Epping Community Church for meals.
SUPPORT SERVICES
I. Types of Services provided: . :
A. Information : refers to the information that is given to the clients via RNMOW employee, and
includes monthly menus with health tips; agency newsletters, which contain health and
elderly issue news; announcements; flyers, etc.
'
B. Referrals : made to the Visiting Nurse Association, Division of Elderly and Adult Services,
hospitals. Community Action agencies, RSVP, and' service organizations to help mobilize
resources to aid in the independent living of the client.
C. Outreach : efforts made to inform the community and the elderly about our services iii order
to reach the truly needy.
D. Activities : "extras" that are provided for the clients. These include guest speakers to cover
topics such as Medicare, Social security. Estate Planning, Nutrition, and others of interest to
our senior citizens; entertainment; remembering clients with small gifts at holiday time, etc.
: E. Service Time : time spent in direct service to clients such as brining in or opening mail,
getting newspapers, picking up prescriptions, shoveling snow, emotional support to clifents in
crisis or with special needs.
F. Home Visits : refers to the visits that the site manager makes to a client's home. All
homebound clients receive home visits. Reasons for the visits include: completion of an
intake application on a new client; completion of a predetermination assessment on a client
already receiving meals; to check on a sick client having problems, etc.
2000 - 2001 YEAR-END FIGURES
(July 1, 2000 - June 30, 2001)
Meals Units: 1,355
Social Service Units 1,077
Respectfully submitted,
Jaymie Chagnon, Program Administrator
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LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
Lamprey Health Care provides a variety of service to residents of your community.
Lamprey Health Care has been providing service for over 30 years to our communities. We are
very proud of this achievement and wish to thank the citizens of your community for your
continuing support so that we can continue to provide service to our neighbors and communities
The Senior Citizen Transportation Program operated by Lamprey Health Care is one of
the most important services provided to residents of the area. The busses provide necessary
transportation for food, shopping, for medical appointments, the pharmacy and for recreational
trips. Residents are picked up at their homes, and are assisted with bundles and with shopping if
necessary. The Senior Transportation Program is affiliated with COAST.
All seven of the busses operated by this program are handicapped accessible. Special
appointments, which cannot be incorporated into the specific routes serving your area, are
arranged through the Transportation Coordinator and a group of volunteers. The Program almost
operates as a "Friendly Callers" program in that the seniors who ride are in contact with the
program, and if not, they are checked on necessary errands for their riders if they are unable to
do them due to illness, etc. This program does a great deal toward keeping our elderly
population healthy, independent and in their homes.
The medical services provided by Lamprey Health Care include primary medical care,
health promotion, education, and social services. Licreased capacity in both our Raymond and
our Newmarket centers allows Lamprey Health Care to serve the residents of our local area in a
timely and efficient manner. Staffing for both Centers includes seven Board Certified Family
Physicians and one Pediatrician. Five Nurse Practitioners and a support staff of Registered and
Licensed Practical Nurses, a Dietician, a Diabetes Educator and Community Health Workers
round out the medical team. Medical care provided includes prenatal care, adult medicine, and
geriatric medicine, as well as, screenings and follow up for various medical conditions including
an emphasis on breast & cervical cancer through our Women's Wellness Program.
Lamprey Health Care has a primary mission to provide for the total health needs of the
residents of our service area. From prenatal to geriatric care, from primary health care to
transportation for seniors, we take great pride in the services provided to the communities we
serve.
A reminder that Lamprey Health Care provides comprehensive information and referral
through INFO-LINK available toll free at 1-888-499-2525 - Monday through Friday from 8AM
-6PM. ENFO-LINK can help local residents find the answers and support they need when they
have a question about a service or type of assistance! INFO-LINK is "your link to community
services."
We appreciate the continued support of your community for the services provided by
Lamprey Health Care.
Sincerely,
S/Ann H. Peters, Executive Director
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ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY ACTION
(Services Provided to Fremont Residents July 2000 - June 2001)
Rockingham Community Action (RCA) is a private, non-profit organization. Our
mission is to prevent, reduce, and work toward the elimination of poverty. RCA has been
addressing these needs for thirty-five years.
Greater Raymond Community Action Center is an outreach office of RCA that serves
residents of Fremont and 12 other communities, and as such acts as Fremont's central resource
for information regarding all available human services. RCA also offers intake, clinic and
distribution sites in over half of the county's thirty-seven communities for the application and
provision of various Community Action services.
Community Action provides a wide range of services that are unduplicated elsewhere in
the county. Many of our services meet immediate, critical needs, while others are designed to
help families achieve long-term economic self-sufficiency. Community Action provided the
following services to eligible residents of Fremont fi-om July 1, 2000 through June 30, 2001.
40 households received one of a group of Fuel Assistance Programs, services that
provided financial grants of up to $1,200 to low-income households to assist with energy-related
expenses through the Fuel Assistance Program (some households also receive furnace cleaning
and budget and energy counseling, and elderly support services), and grants of up to S300 for
fuel and utility emergencies for households not eligible for the Fuel Assistance Program through
the Neighbor Helping Neighbor and the Senior Energy Assistance Service.
1 household was enrolled in Workforce Development, which is the "umbrella" for a
variety of programs designed to foster long-term self-reliance: Disadvantaged Adult and
Dislocated Worker Programs; COMPASS Aduh and COMPASS Youth; Welfare to Work; The
Employment and Education Marketplace; and Wheels to Work. Each component helps clients
determine goals and develop strategies to overcome barriers to employment. Wheels to Work
offers affordable car ownership to low-income individuals moving firom public assistance to the
workforce.
41 Family Day Care children and child care providers participated in the Family
Child Care Program, which provides services that assist family child care providers and benefit
the children in their care, including training, technical assistance and sponsorship of the USDA
Child and Adult Care Food Program.
22 child care referrals were arranged through the Child Care Resources and
Referral Program, which maintains an inventory of all available child care options, provides
child care referrals to employees of participating companies and to the general public, and
expands the supply of quality child care by recruiting, training and assisting new child care
providers, including the training ofTANF participants.
48 individuals received help through the WIC or Commodity Supplemental Food
Programs: WIC provides supplemental nutritious foods, nutrition education, breast-feeding
support and health care screening/referrals to pregnant women, nursing mothers, infants, and
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children up to the age of five; the Commodity Supplemental Food Program provides monthly
allotments of commodity foods and nutrition education materials to senior citizens, postpartum
women, and 5-year-old children.
1 individual received Literacy Services, which provide high quality books and other
literacy services to low income pre-school children and their families through the library-based
Gift of Reading book distribution program and the Tales to Go traveling literacy and arts van,
and adult basic education services through the Portsmouth Adult Basic Education Program.
3 children were enrolled in Head Start, a comprehensive early childhood development
program that provides education, health, nutrition, disability, and family support services to low-
income pre-school children and their families.
1 household received services through the Homeless Outreach Intervention
Program, which conducts outreach in areas frequented by the unsheltered homeless and assists
the homeless with identifying shelter needs, arranging emergency transportation to shelters, and
assisting shelter providers in arranging alternative shelter.
39 individual food allotments were provided through the Emergency Food
Assistance Program, which distributes USDA surplus food to emergency food pantries and
homeless shelters throughout Rockingham County.
2 individuals received help through the Health Insurance Counseling, Education
and Assistance Service (HICEAS), WHICH PROVIDES THE SERVICES OF TRAINED
VOLUNTEERS TO ASSIST Medicare recipients with a wide rang of health insurance needs,
including supplemental health insurance options and Medicare and Medicaid benefits and claims.
In addition to these major programs, much of our staff time is devoted to working with
people who come to us seeking help. During the past year, we logged 244 calls or visits from
Fremont residents, many of which were crisis calls involving evictions or foreclosures, fiiel or
utility problems, the lack of food or clothing, or general financial needs. By working closely
together with local and state welfare administrators, landlords and mortgage lenders, fuel and
utility companies, other human service agencies, and interested clergy and civic groups, we are
able to link those in need with the services available to them.
The services provided by our staff, together with the programs provided by our agency,
have a direct and significant effect on Fremont's welfare budget. If our services were decreased
due to lack of fianding, the town would experience a resulting increase in requests for local
welfare assistance.
Since the services we provide greatly relieve the towns we serve of the fiall financial
burden of providing for the needs of their low-income residents, we ask every community we
serve to make a financial contribution to our agency based upon the level of service we have
provided to its residents.
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The Town of Fremont has contributed to our agency for many years, and we extend our
appreciation to you for your continued support.
Respectfully Submitted,
Amy Mueller-Campbell, Outreach Director
Rockingham Community Action
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
Child and Family Services greatly appreciates the continuing support we receive from
Fremont. Your support combined with other ftinds enables us to offer free or low cost services
to children and families who otherwise would not be able to afford them. No one is denied
service because of an inability to pay.
During the past year, we are pleased to have been able to provide 161 hours of service to
19 Fremont residents. Services available to Fremont residents include:
Family and Children's Counseling professional social workers provide counseling services that
utilize individual and family strengths to address a wide variety of problems including death,
divorce, substance use, abuse and neglect, and other social and mental health issues. Counseling
services strengthen the health of the community by assisting families in overcoming debilitating
problems that weaken the family structure and impede a child's healthy development.
Parent Education Courses are designed to help parents learn the skills necessary to address the
challenges of parenting so that they can raise healthy children in loving and respectfiil families.
Throughout the year, evening courses are held in local communities to accommodate the needs
ofworking parents.
Adoption Services help insure that children being adopted are placed in good families who are
prepared for parenting and ready for the unique joys and challenges of raising an adopted child.
Services are also available after the adoption is final for adoptive parents, their children, and
birthparents.
Early Intervention Programs provide family-centered services to infants and toddlers who
have a developmental disability, a developmental delay, or who are at risk of development delay.
Early intervention services are provided in the home or other natural settings familiar to the child
and family.
Healthy Families this is a brand new program to be offered beginning in July 2001. Healthy
Families provides medical support and social services to low-income pregnant women and their
children. Services are designed to improve the health of the baby and mother and to provide the
support families need during the crucial first months of an infant's life. Services provided by an
interdisciplinary team of medical, social work, and education professional offer support
throughout pregnancy and the first year after birth.
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Child Health Support workers assist families who have abused or neglected children to help
solve the problems that led to the abuse or neglect and to strengthen the family.
Group Home provides long-term residential care an emergency overnight shelter for youth
between ages of 13 and 18. , i
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT SERVICES
Sexual Assault Support Services is dedicated to supporting victims/survivors in their
effort to heal from the trauma of sexual; assault and childhood sexual abuse, while striving to
prevent the occurrence of sexual violence in local communities and in society at large.
This mission is accomplished by providing the following services:
• Toll-free confidential 24 hour crisis intervention hotline 1-888-747-7070;
• Outreach office for Strafford County located in Rochester at One Wakefield Sfreet
322-0775;
• Accompaniment to medical an legal (police and court) appointments;
• Information and referral to related services such as attorneys and therapists;
• Support groups for survivors, their parents and partners;
• Child sexual assault prevention education programs in area schools, recreation
,
programs, camps and scouts;
• Adolescent workshops on sexual harassment and sexual assault;
• Professional training and consultation to police departments, hospital and school
persormel and human service agencies;
• Sexual harassment in the workplace workshops to municipalities and business.
Our program is committed to providing support, education, and advocacy to all survivors
of sexual assault and sexual abuse and their parents, partners and other community members.
The primary objectives of Sexual Assault Support Services are to empower survivors, to
support them in their healing process, and to educate the community, heightening awareness of
sexual assault and its prevention. We provide prevention programs throughout the school system
in order to broaden awareness among students, teachers, and the community of the issues of
sexual assault and harassment. In addition, our staff coordinates with police departments and
hospital staff to improve response to sexual assault cases and to assure a supportive environment
for the survivors.
Sexual Assault Support Services has provided services for 22 years. Volunteers are
welcome and are utilized in all aspects of the program. For fiirther information regarding our




Includes all animal care, humane education, and cruelty investigations. $518,196.00
Total Number of Animals Surrendered 2,738
Minimum Average Cost Per Animal $ 161.73
Tovyn of Fremont
Number of Animal Surrendered 8
Number of Animals Adopted by Residents 1
6
Other Services:
humane education, low-cost rabies vaccinations, resource information & support 34
Additional Services recently added or soon to added:
• New Adoption Center opened in July 200
1
• Learning Center scheduled for Summer of 2002
• Jr. Volunteer Program
• Animal Foster Care Program
• Matchmaker Program
Budget Appropriations:
Previous Year Requested 2001 $ 450.00
Amount Requested 2002 $ 450.00
AREA HOMECARE & FAMILY SERVICES, INC.
Since 1972 Area HomeCare & Family Services has served elderly residents of Fremont.
Last year we provided almost 2,000 hours of homemakers and companion
services to the seniors of Fremont.
We look forward to a continued working partnership with you.
Thank you for your support. Area HomeCare & Family Services, Inc.
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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT 53-B
Brentwood*Freinont*Hampton*Hampton Falls*Kensington*New Castle*North Hampton*Rye*Sandown*South Hampton
This Annual Report covers the period December 2000 to December 2001 . This is in
accordance with Section 2.7 of the District Agreement, which states that the District Committee
shall hold an Annual Meeting on the first Tuesday of December each year to receive reports,
choose officers, and appoint members to the Operating Committee.
The District Agreement states that the District's fiscal year shall commence on April 1 and
shall end on March 31 of each year. The District Budget covers this fiscal period.
At the Public Hearing and Annual Meeting on
December 5, 2000, the District elected the
following Officers to serve fi-om December










COMMITTEES 2000 - 2001
Operating Committee
Virginia Raub Hampton, Chair






















DECEMBER 2000 - DECEMBER 2001
This was the tenth year the District has
conducted the Household Hazardous Waste
program for the member towns. We held
two collections - Hampton in the spring and
Brentwood in the fall.
The collection in Hampton was held on the
second Saturday in May. A total of 425 cars
attended the collection representing 419
households. On September 8 the collection
was held in Brentwood for the second time.
A total of 118 cars attended representing
150 households. The total cost for both
collections was $24,000. The per household
cost for Brentwood was $38.66. A grant
fi-om the State of New Hampshire, based on
the population of the District member towns,
in the amount of $9,076 was used to offset
the costs. The remainder was paid out of
District fiinds that had been budgeted for
this purpose.
Based on the continued positive response we
receive to these collections, the committee
feels they are a vital function of the District
and should continue. Citizens in our
member municipalities continue to become
more educated about household hazardous
waste, have become familiar with the
collections, and are willing to participate.
The District has budgeted funds in the
2002/2003 Budget to hold collections in the
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OFFICERS OF THE FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT
2001-02
SCHOOL BOARD
Joe Dreyer, Chairman Term Expires 2004
Mary Jo Dzioba, Vice Chair Term Expires 2002
Christine Kenneway Term Expires 2003
Glen Smith Term Expires 2003















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Fremont, New Hampshire, qualified to
vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the twelfth day of March,
2002, at eight o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects; (The polls may not
close before seven o'clock in the evening.)
1
.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3 To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing year.
5. To choose one School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
6. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting
Given under our hands at said Fremont this /_ day of , 2002.
FREMONT SCHOOL BOARD









STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Fremont, New Hampshire,
quahfied to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Laurence Pettengill Hall, Ellis School, in said
District on the 16th day of March 2002, at nine o'clock in the morning to act upon the
following subjects.
Please note that Article 10 will be subject to the outcome of the Annual School District
Meetings of Auburn, Candia and Deerfield. Please note that Article 11 will be subject to
the outcome of the Second Session Annual Epping School District Meeting.
1
.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen and pass any
vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate, up to and not to exceed, the sum
of Eleven Million, Seven-Hundred Thousand Dollars ($11,700,000) for the
construction and original equipping of a new middle-high school building, and said
sum to be offset by state building aid of 30% over the term of the bond, and to
authorize the school board to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if
any, which may be available for set project and to comply with all laws applicable to
such project, to authorize the balance to be raised by the issuance of bonds or notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), and to
authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof (2/3 Ballot vote
required)
(Not Recommended by Fremont School Board)
(Not Recommended by Fremont Budget Committee)
3. Submitted by Citizens' Petition. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate, up to and not to exceed, the sum of Ten Million, Nine-hundred-fifty
Thousand Dollars ($10,950,000) for the construction and original equipping of a new
middle-high school building, and said sum to be offset by state building aid of 30%
over the term of the bond, and to authorize the school board to apply for, obtain and
accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be available for set project and to
comply with all laws applicable to such project, to authorize the balance to be raised by
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the issuance of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), and to authorize the school board to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and
other terms thereof (2/3 Ballot vote required)
(Not Recommended by Fremont School Board)
(Not Recommended by Fremont Budget Committee)
4. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred-Twenty
Thousand, Six Hundred-Forty-Five Dollars ($120,645) for administrative staff and
associated costs to develop curriculum, purchase equipment, hire staff, and the like
during the completion of the new middle-high school building. This article is to be
tabled if Article 2 is defeated. (Majority vote required)
(Not Recommended by Fremont School Board)
(Not Recommended by Fremont Budget Committee)
5. Submitted by Citizens' Petition. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred-Twenty Thousand, Three Hundred-Thirty-Four Dollars
($120,334) for administrative staff and associated costs to develop curriculum,
purchase equipment, hire staff, and the like during the completion of the new middle-
high school building. (Majority vote required)
(Not Recommended by Fremont School Board)
(Not Recommended by Fremont Budget Committee)
6. To see if the District will appropriate up to the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000)
to add to the expendable general fund trust known as the Ellis School Building and
Grounds Maintenance Fund. This appropriation is to be funded with available surplus
audited funds at the close of the 2001-2002 school year on June 30, 2002. If the
surplus audited funds are less than the requested appropriation, the trust fund
appropriation will be reduced to that amount. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
7. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000) for the purchase of property located at 17 Beede Hill Road, legal,
real estate, demolition, and other associated costs. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
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8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Thousand
Dollars ($70,000) as a deficit appropriation for the 2001-2002 fiscal year to cover
higher than anticipated expenditures for special education. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
9. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obhgations of the District. This article does not include
appropriations voted in other warrant articles. (Majority vote required)
1100 Regular Education $2,703,078
1200 Special Education 1,184,578
1300 Vocational Education





2150 Speech & Audiology 82,249
2160 Physical & Occupational 64,678
2210 Improvement of Instruction 27,104
2220 Educational Media 138,950
2310 School Board 52,511
2320 Offices of Superintendent 135,337
2330 Special Educ. Administration 92,554
2400 School Administration 204,325
2600 Operation of Plant 199,959
2700 Student Transportation 294,424




TOTAL APPROPRIATION $5,51 4,999
65.851
($5,514,999 Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
($5,5 14,999 Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
10. Shall the school district accept the provisions of RSA 195 (as amended) providing for
the establishment of a cooperative school district, together with the school districts of
Auburn, Candia and Deerfield, in accordance with the provisions of the proposed
articles of agreement filed with the school district clerk? (Majority vote required)
Yes No
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(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
The amended Articles of Agreement are on file with the Auburn, Candia, Deerfield and
Fremont school district clerks and are included in the school warrant for this annual school
district meeting. Such vote to be contingent upon acceptance of a similar warrant article by
the Auburn, Candia and Deerfield School Districts at their respective annual school district
meeting.
Rockingham Cooperative School District
Articles of Agreement
As Approved by the Cooperative School District Plaiming Board
Article 1. The school districts of Auburn, Candia, Deerfield and Fremont shall be
combined to form a cooperative school district servicing grades 6-12 with middle school(s)
and high school(s), which shall be named the Rockingham Cooperative School District,
hereinafter to be known as RCSD pursuant to RSA 195.
Article 2. The RCSD School Board shall consist of nine members, two from each
community and one member-at-large elected at the organizational meeting to be held
pursuant to RSA 195:18.
District # ofMembers Initial Terms End
Auburn 2 2004, 2006
Candia 2 2004, 2005
Deerfield 2 2004, 2006
Fremont 2 2005, 2006
Member-At-Large 1 2005
All members of the RCSD School Board shall be elected by use of the non-partisan ballot
system imder RSA 671. All members elected subsequent to the organizational meeting
shall be elected for three-year terms.
Article 3. Educational facilities necessary to operate the RCSD, shall be constructed
within the confines of the RCSD.
Article 4. The RCSD Board shall form a curriculum committee, site committee, building
committee and any other committee(s) as the RCSD School Board deems necessary and,
whenever possible, each committee formed shall be comprised of an equal number of
residents from each town. The committees formed shall make recommendations to the
RCSD School Board.
Article 5. The operating and capital expense of the RCSD, payable in each fiscal year,
shall be apportioned among the preexisting districts based on one hundred percent (100%)
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equalized valuation, with utilities included, fron^ the second preceding year of each
preexisting district of the RCSD as published by the Department of Education on the form
titled, "Valuations, Property Tax Assessments and Tax Rates of School Districts", or the
equivalent report from another state agency (ie; The NH Department of Revenue
Administration).
Article 6. The RCSD School Board shall estabhsh a schedule of payments and may revise
the payment schedule as necessary.
Article 7. After the date(s) of operating responsibility, the state aid to which each district
would be entitled for students grades 6-12, were it not part of a cooperative school district,
shall be credited to each district's share of the total operating budget.
Article 8. The RCSD shall provide transportation for all students of the cooperative school
district.
Article 9. Any capital reserve accounts are to be retained by the preexisting school district.
Article 10. The newly elected RCSD School Board shall be allowed to call for a special
meeting to raise and appropriate operating fimds while the cooperative is being organized
and incurs costs relating to the planning and design of any proposed new school facility.
Article 11. It is the specific intention of the voter to ratify these Articles of Agreement so
as to create the RCSD as a new legal entity. The RSCD School Board shall establish a new
contract covering the terms and conditions of employment and not fund any existing
collective bargaining agreements.
Article 12. These Articles ofAgreement maybe amended by the RCSD consistent with the
provisions of RSA 195:18 HI (i), except that no amendment shall be effective unless the
question of adopting such amendment is submitted at a cooperative school district meeting
after reasonable opportunity for debate in open meetings, and unless a 2/3 majority of the
voters of the RCSD who are present and voting shall vote in favor of adopting such
amendment. Furthermore, no amendment shall be considered except at an annual or
special meeting of the RCSD and unless the text of such amendment is included in an
appropriate article in the warrant for such a meeting. The revision of the payment schedule
in Article 6 is excluded from this process. The RCSD School Board shall hold a pubHc
hearing concerning the adoption of any amendment at least ten (10) days before such
annual or special meeting and shall cause notice of such hearing and the text of the
proposed amendment to be pubhshed in newspapers having a general circulation in the
district at least fourteen (14) days before such a hearing. Until the date of operating
responsibility is assumed, the RCSD School Board is empowered to call a special district
meeting under the procedures outlined above for the purpose of amending the Articles of
Agreement. Any amendment must be approved by the State Board of Education prior to
voting.
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Article 13. The date(s) of operating responsibility of the RCSD will be July 1 of the year
that the RCSD educational facilities open for operation.
Article 14. Students in grades 11 and 12, at the time the district assumes operating
responsibility, will remain the responsibility of the sending district.
Article 15. The RCSD herein established shall terminate and the Articles of Agreement
shall be null and void in the event that the RCSD has not adopted a bond for financing
construction of educational facilities on or before the last day of June, 2005.
Article 16. In the event any article herein is found to be invalid, the remaining articles
shall continue in full force and effect to the maximum extent possible.
11. To see if the District will approve the proposed middle and high school tuition
agreement between the Epping School District and Fremont School District. Please
note that this article will be voided if the Epping School District defeats their article to
build a new high school and/or the article to approve the tuition agreement at their
annual meeting. (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
12. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.




A true copy of warrant - attest:
FREMONT





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Sckool District: Fremont
Appropriations ana Estimates oi Revenue tor the Fiscal Year From July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2003
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
l.Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
area. This means the operating hua^et ana all special and individual warrant articles must he posted.
2. Hold at least one puhlic hearing on this hudget.
3. When completed, a copy of the hud^et must he posted -with the warrant. Another copy must he placed
on file with the school clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the ahove
address.
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REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
1300-1349 Tuition 9 13,549 10,000 10,000
1400-1449 Transportation Foes 9 9,627
1500-1599 Earnings on Investments 9 5,674 3,000 4,000
1600-1699 Food Service Sales 9 39.184 47.692 49.951
1700-1799 Student Activities
lBOO-1899 CornmunitY Services Activities
1900-1999 Other Local Sources 9 4.165 n n
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3210 School Building Aid 9 9.556 9.556
3220 Kindergarten Aid
3230 Catastrophic Aid 9 40,220 82.223 125.000
3240-3249 Vocational Aid
3250 Adult Education
3260 Child nutrition 9 1.349 1.400 1,400
3270 Driver Education
3290-3299 Other State Sources
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4100-4539 Federal Program Grants
4540 Vocational Education
4 550 Adult Education
4560 Child Nutrition 9 12,275 14 500 14 500
4570 Disabilities Programs
4580 Medicaid Distribution 9 24,679 25 000 25 000
4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810}
4810 Federal Forest Reserve
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5221 Transfer from Food Service-Spec .Rav. Fund
5222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Ftands
5230 Transfer from Capital Pro-ject Funds
5251 Transfer from Capital Rosorvo Funds
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Budget - School District of Fremont FY 2002-03 MS-27
Acct.# SOURCE OF REVENUE
ESTIMATED
WARR. Actual Revenues Revised Revenues REVENUES
ART.# Prior Year Current Year ENSUING FISCAL YEAR
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES CONT. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds
5253 Transfer from Non-Expendable Trust Funds
5300-5699 Other Financing Sources
5140 This Section for Calculation of RAN's
(Reimbursement Anticipation Notes) Per R5J
198:20-D for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing
RAN, Revenue This FY less
RAN, Revenue Last FY
-NET RAM
Supplemental J^propriation (Contra)
Voted From Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes 189,290 10,998






SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriati-ons Reconmended (from page 3) 5,514,999 5,514,999
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) 10,000 10,000
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 4) 170,000 170,000
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 5,694,999 5,694,999
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above) 5,455,592 5,455,592
Less: Amount of Coat of Adequate Education (State Tax/Grant)* 2,896,923 2,896,923
Estimated Amount of Local Taxes to be Raised For Education 2,896,923 2,896,923
*1, 412, 976 grant 1,145,693 tax
Maximum Allowable Increase to Budget Committee's Recommended Budget per RSA 32:18: 6 , 264,499
(See Supplemental Schedule With 10% Calculation)
'Note: You will also be required to pay a State Education Tax RSA 76:3 and you may be required to pay an additional
excess education tax in the amount of $ .
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BUDGET COMMITTEE SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE
(For Calculating 10% Maximum Increase)
(RSA 32:18, 19, & 32:21) Revised 2000
VERSION #1: Use if you have no Collective Bargaining Cost Items or RSA 32:21 Water Costs
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL UNIT: Fremont FISCAL YEAR END 2002-03






2. Principle: Long-Term Bonds & Notes n
3. Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
4. Capita! Outlays Funded From Long-Term Bonds &Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b.
5. Mandatory Assessments
6. Total exclusions (Sum of rows 2 - 5) < >
7. Amount recommended less recommended
exclusion amounts (line 1 less line 6) 5,694,999
8. Line 7 times 10% 569,500
9. Maximum Allowable Appropriations (lines 1 + 8) 6,264,499
Line 8 is the maximum allowable Increase to budget committee's recommended budget. Please enter
this amount on the bottom of the posted budget form, MS7, 27, or 37.
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Fremont School District Meeting Minutes
March 10, 2001
The Fremont School District Meeting was called to order by Gusti Buhrman at 7:20 PM.
Delay in opening the meeting was due to the high number of residents in attendance,
therefore check-in was slow.
There were 473 Fremont residents in attendance at the Ellis School Laurence Pettengill
Hall.
In attendance were:
Barbara Munsey, SAU Business Manager
Robert F. Bell, Superintendent
Gusti Buhrman, Moderator
Sue Miller, Clerk
JoArm Boddy, Fremont - Ellis School Principal
Mike Miller, Fremont School Board - Chairman
Mary Jo Dzioba, Fremont School Board - Vice Chairman
David Nichols, Fremont School Board
Glen Smith, Fremont School Board
Peter Karamourtopoulos, Fremont School Board
Guests:
Terry Lorber, Provane & Lorber - Engineers
Frank Marinace, Architect
Audrey Karamourtopoulos, Plan B Budget Representative
Mrs. Buhrman began by reading the rules of the meeting, then she read the official
warrant.
ARTICLE 1- To hear reports ofagents^ auditors, and committees or officers chosen and
pass any vote relating thereto.
Mike Miller - motion to accept
Glen Smith - second
A discussion of the overcrowding of Ellis School began by Mike Miller along with a
review of Plan B. Terry Lorber and Frank Marinace discussed the engineering and
architectural issues pertinent to the plan. Peter Karamourtopoulos discussed the
proposed curriculum; Glen Smith reviewed distance learning or VHS (Virtual High
School); Audrey Karamourtopoulos reviewed the budget/ tax impact of Plan B. Glen
Smith reviewed the availability of grants.
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Motion was made to accept reports - Glen Smith.
Second - Mike Miller
Article 1 passed by majority.
Article 1- To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate, up to and not to
exceed, the sum of Ten Million, Nine Hundred-Fifty Thousand Dollars ($10,950,000) for
the construction and original equipping ofa new middle-high school building and said
sum to be offset by state building aid of30% over the term of the bond, and to authorize
the school board to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, ifany, which
may be a vailable for setproject and to comply with all laws applicable to such project,
to authorize the balance to be raised by the issuance ofbonds or notes in accordance
with theprovisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), and to authorize
the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds ornotes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof (2/3 Ballot vote required).
(Recommended by Fremont School Board) (Not Recommended by Fremont Budget
Committee)
Motion to accept made by Glen Smith.
Second - Mike Miller
Discussion from the floor began.
Neal Janvrin made a motion to call for the question, seconded by Joe Dreyer.
Polls were declared open at 9:20 PM by Moderator Gusti Buhrman.
Polls closed at 10:20 PM.
Yes: 137; No: 336; Total 473
Article defeated - 2/3 majority was not obtained.
Motion made by Joe Nichlazzi not to reconsider, seconded by Lauren Kohlhoffer.
Motion passed by majority vote.
Article 3 - 7b see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate, up to and not to
exceed, the sum ofOne Million, Four-Hundred-Seven Thousand Dollars ($1,407,000) for
the construction and original equipping ofa new eightroom addition to the Ellis
School, and said sum to be offset by state building aid of30% over the term of the bond,
and to authorize the school board to apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other
aid, ifany, which may be a vailable for set project and to comply with all la ws applicable
to such project, to authorize the balance to be raised by the issuance ofbonds or notes in
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accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), and to
authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate ofinterest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof Warrant article
submitted by citizen petition. (2/3 Ballot vote required) (Not Recommended by
Fremont School Board) (Recommended by Fremont Budget Committee)
Motion made by Dave Nichols.
Second - Mike Miller
Discussion on Article 3 was opened to the floor.
Peg Pinkham (petitioner of Article 3) discussed briefly the need for the addition to Ellis
School. She requested Mr. Bell to ask the State if they could get the "earmarked" dollars
for kindergarten that the Epping-Fremont Cooperative School Board had asked for
since the Co-op failed. Mr. Bell said he would look into that.
Catalina Bakas submitted a petition to the moderator from the abutters of the EUis
School. The petition was read to the district. It outlined abutter concerns about
potential runoff issues, etc., related to the proposed addition. More discussion
followed.
Mr. Ray Bernier called the question.
Linda Zukas - second
10:10 PM - Polls open
12:10 PM - Polls closed
Yes: 146; No: 104; Total 250
2/3 majority needed - Article failed.
Article 4 - 7b see if the Distiict will raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Hundred-
Twenty Thousand, Three Hundred-Thirty-Four Dollars ($120,334) for administiative
staffand associated costs to develop curriculum, purchase equipment, hire staff and
the like during the completion of the new middle-high school building. (Majority vote
required) (Recorrunended by Fremont School Board) (NotRecommended byFremont
Budget Committee)
Motion to table by Glen Smith; Second- Mike Miller. Tabled as the related article
(Article 3) was defeated.
Article 5 - To see if the Distiict will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofOne
Hundred-Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000) to provide staffsalaries and benefits,
supplies, and student transportation for a kindergarten program. Warrant article
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submitted by citizen petition (Majority vote required) (NotRecommended byFremont
School Board) (Recommended byFremont Budget Committee)
Motion to table - Glen Smith; Second - Mike Miller. Tabled, as the related article
(Article 3) was defeated.
Article 6 - 7b see if the District will appropriate up to the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000) to add to the expendable generalfund trustknown as the Ellis School Building
and Grounds Maintenance Fund. This appropriation is to be funded with available
surplus audited funds at the close of the 2000-2001 schoolyear onJune 30, 2001. If the
surplus audited funds are less than the requested appropriation, the trust fund
appropriation will be reduced to that amount (Majority vote required)
(Recommended by the Fremont School Board) (Not Recommended by the Fremont
Budget Committee)
Motion to accept - Mary Jo Dzioba
Second - Mike Miller.
No discussion. Passed by majority vote.
Article 7 - To see if the District will vote to approve the cost item included in the
collective bargaining agreement reached between the Fremont School Board and the
Fremont Education Association, wliich calls for the following increases in salaries and
benefits:




And further to raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Hundred-Ten Thousand, Two
Hundred-Thirty-Four Dollars ($110,234) for the 2001-2002 fiscalyear, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits
over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in theprior fiscalyear.
(Majority vote required) (Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
(Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
Motion to accept - Mary Jo Dzioba
Second - Mike Miller
Passed by majority vote.
Article 8 - 7b see what sum ofmoney the District will raise and appropriate for the
support ofschools, for the payment ofsalaries for school district officials and agents,
and for thepayment ofstatutory obligations of tlie Disttict This article does not
include appropriations voted in other warrant articles. (Majority vote required)
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1100 Regular Education $2663,719
1200 Special Education 935,897
1300 Vocational Education





2150 Speech & Audiology 96,861
2160 Physical & Occupational 62,573
2210 Improvement ofInstruction 22,075
2220 Educational Media 79,845
2310 School Board 41,391
2320 Offices ofSuperintendent 131,456
2330 SpecialEd Administration 70,734
2400 SchoolAdministiation 195,105
2600 Operation ofPlant 172,907
2700 Student Transportation 240,508
2900 Support Benefits 91,037
4000 Facilities 55,001
5100 Debt Service
3100 Food Service 63,592
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $5,038,065
($5,038,065 Recommended by the Fremont School Board)
($4,730,041 Recommended by the Fremont Budget Committee)
Motion to accept - Glen Smith
Second - Mike Miller
Discussion from the floor began.
Glen Smith asked the legislative body to accept an amendment to reduce the budget to
$4,921,887 as the Winnacunnet High School placement costs were in the original budget
request and the Winnacunnet High School placement had not passed.
Amendment passed by majority vote.
Mr. Roy made a motion to reduce the budget further to $4,730,041 to reflect the Budget
Committee recommendations.
Judy Peterson seconded.
Discussion followed. Yes: 68; No: 71; amendment failed.
Final school budget of $4,921,887 was voted upon and passed by majority vote.
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Article 9 -To see if the Fremont School District will vote to require that a detailed list of
payments be included in the Annual Report of the Fremont School District This
detailed list ofpayments shall include, but not be limited to: all wages, salaries,
stipends, incentivepay, signing bonus, severance pay, contract buy-outs, or other
compensation. All employees, consultants, sub-contractors and vendors will be listed.
Motion to accept - Peter Karamourtopoulos
Second - Mike Miller
Discussion followed.
Petitioner of warrant article, Keith Stanton, discussed the article. Further discussion
followed.
Article 9 passed by majority vote.
A motion was made from the floor not to reconsider any articles decided upon by Gary
Dzioba, seconded by Mike Miller.
Article 10 - 7b transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
Mike Miller made a motion to accept.
Second - Peter Karamourtopoulos
Article 10 passed by majority vote.





Fremont School District Board
Special Meeting Minutes
Ellis Elementary School, 432 Main Street FremontNH 03044
5 Tune 2001
I. Call to Order Fremont School District Moderator Gusti Bvihrman called the Meeting to order at 7:14 pm.
She instructed that all voters must check in and receive a voting card.
n. Petitions: Moderator Buhrman was approached with two petitioiis, signed by Fremont registered voters
at 7:18 pm. (See both attached signed petitions) Moderator Buhrman requested that five (5) registered
voters who had signed each of these petitions come to the podium to be verified in order for her to consider
the petition according to RSA 40-4:A. Five voters were verified by her.
III. Meeting Rules: Moderator Buhrman explained the Meeting rules:
1. You must be a registered voter in Fremont in order to vote.
2. The Moderators job is to be fair so if someone does not understand anything or cannot hear to raise
your hand and it wiU be addresses.
3. AH remarks shall go through the Moderator.
4. If you would like to speak, raise your hand until recognized, then approach the microphone, state
your name and question.
5. There will be no name calling, threatening, or profanity or you wiU be removed from the meeting.
6. There shall be no an:iendments to amendments accepted. One amendment at a time will be handled.
7. Do not raise yovi hand if you have already spoken until everyone has had a chance to speak.
IV. Introduction of the Board: Member Glen Smith, Acting Chairperson Mary-Jo Dzioba, (Absent due to a
death in the family. Chairperson Joe Dreyer), Member Chris Kenneway, Member Peg Pinkham,
Superintendent Robert Bell, Asst. Superintendent, SAU Legal Council Gordon Graham, and
Secretary/Qerk to the Board Kimberly Dimbar.
V. School Warrant Moderator Buhrman read to the pubHc the proposed School Warrant dated 15 May
2001 (See Attached) Acting Chairperson Dzioba made a Motion to move Article 1. Member Kermeway
seconded the motion. Motion passed (4-0-1).
Member Keimeway addressed the public stating that the passage of the artide would institute a study
conunittee.
• It will enable the Fremont School District to study with the Epping School District if Epping passes a
similar article on June 21, 2001.
• If both committees have passed, Epping and Fremont would then form a joint plaiming board and
Articles of Agreement would be written.
• These articles would then be taken to the State Board to be approved.
• If approved, the articles would then be taken to the Fremont and Epping School Districts Boards for
approval.
• If approved a Cooperative School Board would then be formed and elections would be held.
• The Board would then bring a proposal for a Cooperative High School before the voters March 2002.
VI. Floor Opened: Moderator Biihrman opened the floor for discussion at 7:29 pm.
Catahna Bakas - "According to your flyer,(see attached) that this is to see if the Fremont School District will
form a Cooperative Planning Committee. She was under the impression that before a cooperative





Member Kenneway responded, "Yes, It is up to the Fremont Cooperative Committee and the Epping Cooperative
Committee to decide who they would hke to plan with. The Cooperative issue is the only issue that they would be
planning. Epping can ask other communities, which also have cooperative committees to join in"
Ms. Bakas, " It sounds like the committee already has its mind made up to go to Epping, because you caimot present
yourself in March 2002. 1 know it takes at least a year to come up with operating costs, and evaluate everything else.
How can you possibly present something else together besides the plan that has already been done with Epping by
March 2002?"
Member Kenneway ansv^ered, "Until the conmnittee is formed it really cannot be said what would be in the
Articles of Agreement. The possibilities of these two boards is that it has been worked on for so long that it
can be expedited because it was worked on for so long and the people have a general awareness of what is
going on now and what has gone on in the past. Given the fact that the Board was given strong support for
tiie passage of a new cooperative high school that the Board would be able to move forward quickly with
that, if that is what the two committees decided to do."
Ms. Bakas, "Your saying that they we would reevaluate and rewrite the Articles of Agreement when
Epping has already been stating that they would not be changing anything and would be using the same
agreement as they had in the past.
Moderator Btihrman stated that this would be the end of this discussion.
Acting Chaix Dzioba stated, "I think Catalina is right In the Warrant, it does state that we are forming a
planning committee. The committee will consist of three people. Epping has to vote on this by ballot
because they are SB2 and they wiU not be voting until June 21, 2001. If Epping's ballot is defeated and they
do not go for a cooperative planning committee, we (Fremont) will still have our cooperative planning
committee to be able to go and try to speak to somebody else. People need to keep this in mind because this
is important for us to have whether Epping has theirs or not. Other tovms do have cooperative planning
committees, which are appointed for three years in case they need to talk to other towns. You cannot speak
to another town or go into a cooperative venture with another town unless they legally have a committee in
place.
Mr. Paul Laskowski, " Regarding the question that was just answered by Mary Jo, wiU we be having
discussions with other towns having planning committees? In the Articles it only states forming with just
Epping."
Acting Chair Dzioba, "As it is right now, we know that we can talk to Epping if they have a planning
committee on the 21^'. Like Chris (Kermeway) said, Epping can come to us or we can go to them and ask
them if they want to talk again, but the way that the warrant reads it doesn't necessarily have to be Epping,
but the other communities that you go speak to have to have a cooperative planning committee in place or
you caiuiot talk to them at all.
Mr. Laskowski, "During earlier conversation when talking about the cooperative is this existing solely for
the High School or is the middle school under consideration?"
Acting Chair Dzioba, "What happens with the planning committee is that the plaiming committee forms
the Articles of Agreement. Lf they went with Epping, they would take the existing Articles of Agreement
and they can change them or amend them in any way or they could stay in the same form they are in today.





Phil Nutton, "I just wanted to ask the School Board, Considering the situation, I would like to hear from
them, is the cooperative as it stands the best thing for us (Fremont)?"
Member Pinkham, "Are you asking us as a School Board if we have taken a vote yet or are you asking for
the individual School Board Members opinion? For the cooperative or to form a cooperative plaiuiing
committee?"
Mr. Nutton replied, "individually, on forming a cooperative planning committee."
Member Pinkham took the opportunity to thank those that supported her in the past election.
Member Pinkham, "As far as my position v/ith the cooperative, yes, everything that 1 have had the
opportunity to see over the last four to five years teUs me that the cooperative is going to offer us the
educational choices in the most positive efficient maimer. It is going to give the children a greater ability to
succeed in Ufe, because there is a lot more exposure to learning life skills outside the educational class being
a larger group."
Member Kenneway, "I too support the cooperative, and I do believe that it is the best plan that we have for
our community. It is educationally sound. It is the best plan financially for our commimity. It offers us a
way to educate our children without straining the commixnity financially and we vnR be able to save tax
money because of it. I have worked on this for a long time and I have a strong belief in it."
Acting Chairperson Dzioba, "This is my sixth year on this Board and for six years I have had to sit back and
watch this school become more over crowed, more over crowed and more overcrowded every single year.
It is time we do something with not only our high school situation but it is time to do something about our
middle school situation. Our middle school kids have nothing. They have no industrial arts and they have
no home economics. They have nothing. Never did I think, when I had kids, that I would have had more
in junior high than what they have today. I think the coop financially because we cannot just think about
the people that can afford to live in this town. We need to think about the people who can't even afford
that. No matter what we do it is going to be costly but it's really time we do something to give these kids
the education ttiey deserve.
Member Smith, "I personally feel unhappy about the critical situation amongst our town vnSx
overcrowding and our education. Actually, where our kids stand from a test score assessment, we need to
do some dramatic changes. So my opinion on this committee, is that the Warrant Article states the fact that
we can be open-minded to speak with everybody and anybody. If that committee chooses to lean towards
supporting Epping with no changes, I personally do not support that. I feel that in this town we do need a
strategic plan to change the curriculum. I think we need to build new fields in this town, I am just very
concerned about that, and we get close-minded into that going into this Epping Cooperative will do
nothing for Fremont. I am not going to be supportive of that. I hope this committee sticks to the Warrant
Article and does evaluate options and hopefully they come up with something very successful for us in
Fremont."
Mr. John Daly, Jr., "From what I have seen so far, we are just rehashing the same issues that we've gone
through. This has been two plus years. People are educated and they understand the ramifications of what
is coming up. This is for the children, plain and simple, as far as I can see. Let's just get something done and




Ms. Debbie Nutton, "I was just wondering if people were aware of the test score assessments for Epping
and I believe they were low. What we can do to improve the curriciilum and the test scores? "
Moderator Buhrman, "Excuse me, we are voting on an Article to form a coop study committee. I am not
sure that this is" apropos at this time. There is one Article to form a cooperative study comrnittee only."
Ms. Nutton, "So this can be right? We would need this in order to form a cooperative with Epping. "
Moderator Buhrman, "The Article does not state a cooperative with Epping it is to form a coop committee
only."
Ms. Nutton, "Oh, it was my understand that we were pushing the public to form with Epping,"
Moderator Buhrman, "No"
Jill Laskowki, "I have a two fold question. Are any the School Board members aware of the state's master
plan to turn 125 into a four-lane highway over the next 10 years? Also, that a Wal-Mart and Home Depot
will be at the intersections of 125 and 101. How do they think that this will affect the school and kids
traveling back and forth?
"
Moderator Buhrman, "Let me reiterate, this is not a special school district meeting to be voting on a coop
district. This is a special school district meeting to form a committee. AH these questions are not apropos to
forming a study committee."
Ms. Armmarie GiUigan, "I would like to move the question."
Moderator Buhrman, "There has been a motion to move the question. The motion has been seconded (by
Lori Holmes) . To move the question sigiufy by saying aye. Opposed signify by saying nay. The ayes have
it. The question is moved."
The voting for Article I began at 7:42 pm. Voting ended at 8:13 and ballots were counted.
At 8:35 pm, the results were read by Moderator Buhrman, yes 245 and no 30. Article I passes.
A committee will need to be formed as quickly as possible. One member must be from the School Board
and two registered voters. If you are interested please contact Moderator Buhrman by telephone at 895-
4202, write a letter and send it to 29 Scribner Road, or you may e-mail her. This should be received by June
25,2001.
Mrs. GUligan, "I would like to make a motion to adjourn this meeting."
Moderator Buhrman, "Motion to adjourn the meeting has been seconded (by Kim Martineau). All of those
who wish to adjourn the meeting signify by saying aye. Opposed signify by saying nay. The ayes have it.
Meeting is adjourned" The meeting adjourned at 8:38 pm.
Respectfully submitted by. y
Kimberly Dunbar •' Q
Fremont School District Board
Recording Secretary/Clerk
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Fremont School Board Report
The 2001-2002 year began with two new board members. The board welcomed
Joseph Dreyer and Margaret Pinkham and recognized the dedication of Michael Miller
and Peter Karamourtopolous for their service to the Fremont School District. In April of
2001 a letter of resignation was received by the board from David Nichols. The board
accepted this letter and appointed Christine Kenneway to serve in his position until
March of 2002.
Mrs. Joann Boddy was hired as principal for the 2001-2002 school year and the board
accepted the resignation of Vice Principal Melanie Faulkner. Melaiiie was a part of the
Ellis School family for 9 years. Mrs. Louise Tuohy was hired as interim Vice Principal
for the remainder of the school year.
Portable classrooms were added to the Ellis School to accommodate the 5^^ grades.
They are rental units and the lease is for 2 years.
The board spent many hours this past year gathering information to present the town
with options at March meeting. The following options will be presented:
A. Warrant Article for Fremont to build its own middle school on the land located on
Main St. . .
B. Articles of agreement for Fremont to join a Cooperative School District with Candia,
Deerfield, and Auburn
C. A 10 year tuition agreement with the town of Epping should they vote to build a new
high school.
Financially the district ended the year in July with a $10,998.00 surplus. A major roof
repair was made after the heavy snowfall last year left us with damage to niany trusses
throughout several rooms of the school. The total cost was $53,079.00. After meeting the
insurance deductible and other costs not approved by the insurance adjuster the cost to
the district was $2,574.00. Other upgrades made to the school include a new phone
system, library automation system, the purchase of a new John Deere tractor, and a new
septic pump.
The board would like to thank the Ellis School P.T.A for the hours that they dedicate
to our children and our school. Many programs would not be presented to our children
without this organization. The P.T A coordinates events such as the book fairs, The
Giving Tree, and The Artist in Residence Programs. All of their time and effort is
appreciated by all.
We would also like to thank the staff, parents, and the community for all' of their




Fremont School Board Vice Chair
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ELLIS SCHOOL OPENING DAY ENROLLMENT - 2001
Grade 1 50 Grade 5 49
Grade 2 53 Grade 6 54































This has been quite a year for the Ellis School Community. There is a new principal,
a new assistant principal, a new guidance counselor, five new teachers and new
classrooms. There was the stormy winter, the roof crisis, the school play, Explorers Day,
the Greek Festival, winter and spring concerts, sports, the Washington D.C. trip,
graduation, incoming first graders, students leaving, new students, and the list goes on
and on.
Ellis School has continued to grow during the past year. At first glance you will see
the two portable classrooms in the back that arrived late last summer. Sixth grade has
also become a three-class grade. There were new staffmembers this fall and changes in
the class schedules. Through grant money we added more computers to our classrooms
and lab to continue raising our students' proficiencies. Now every classroom is
networked and soon report cards and health records will be on the ofBce computers.
The staff is now working on curriculimi changes in social studies and writing to better
meet the high standards ofthe state assessment. New textbooks and workbooks were
purchased to support these changes. During the next year we envision an expanded
middle school curriculum, with algebra and Spanish, to help our students meet the
challenges ofhigh school. The elementary staffhas begun studying the New Hampshire
state assessment and how we can build upon our curriculum to improve the students'
knowledge for these state standards. All primary teachers are using the Project Read
ciuriculvim to enhance our language arts skills. We continue to see improvement in
reading and the goal now is to improve the students' writing.
The art curriculum is now aligned with the state standards, the music program has
been expanded to middle school and we are introducing a new spring sport to the middle
school. The state's computer proficiency skills are being met in class and the Ellis School
Web page is being developed, making class news and homework available to everyone in
the commxmity.
The staffand I have made the commitment to Fremont to continue this positive
momentum to help Ellis School meet the challenges ofa growing community and higher
standards for quality education. I am very proud of Ellis School. I truly believe we have
a quality school, professional staff and concerned community. I also believe there is






DETAILED EXPENDITURE 8b REVENUE DATA FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION (HANDICAPPED/DISABLED ONLY) (ALL FUNDS)










Adequate Education (State) $222,181
Catastrophic Aid (State) $55,314
Medicaid (Federal) $31,558




















DETAILED EXPENDITURE 8b REVENUE DATA FOR SPECIAL













No expense/revenue reported for culturally deprived and gifted/ talented.
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2150 Speech 85 Audiology
2160 Physical & Occupational
2210 Improvement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board
2320 Office of Superintendent
2330 Special Educ Administration
2400 School Administration
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This is Mrs. JoAnn Boddy's first fiill >ear as principal of Ellis School. Mrs. Bodd> was the guidance
director for man\ > ears and has the advantage of knowing the staff, students and conununit> . She has
very strong inter-personal skills and has helped to improve the climate at Ellis School contributing to an
open and positive atmosphere.
At the beginning of the year our assistant principal. Melanie Faulkner, accepted a position at the Stratbam
Middle School and we began the process of finding a replacement for her. Mrs. Faulkner was at the Ellis
School for nine years as both a teacher and assistant principal. She did an outstanding job and was
respected b> students and parents. After our search the position of interim assistant principal was offered
to Mrs. Louise Tuoh>. a longtime fifth grade teacher. Due to the &ct that Mrs Tucrfi> has been at Ellis
School for man\ \ears. she has uiside knowledge of the communit> and students. Mrs. Tuoh> bnngs to
diis position a great deal of competence and strength in the areas of special education and curriculum.
She presentl\ is m the process of working on aligning the state language arts standards with our lai^uage
arts curriculum. I believe that all of the students of Ellis School will benefit from her background and
knowledge.
The administration and the school board have presented the budget to the Budget Committee and thev
have accepted our recommendation for the 2002-2003 school vear. The mam increase in this vears
budget is in special education. The increase is due mainly to several students who have entered the
district and require out-of-district placements. The cost oftheir tuition and transportation has contributed
to some of the major budget increases. The school board has also provided $10,000 in tiie budget for
architectural fees to studv the needs of Ellis School and possiblv present an addition in the v ear 2003-
2004.
Our present 8* grade class is the last class that will attend Epping under the present tuition agreement.
The school board, through warrant articles, will propose several options to solve the middle school and
high school problem. One article will be for the town of Fremont to build their own middle/high school.
This proposal was presented last > ear and was defeated; the proposal this v ear is exactlv the same as last
years The bond would be for $1 1.750.000 and if approved by the voters the school would be ready for
occupancv in the 2003-2004 school v ear Another warrant article is for a long-term tuition agreement
between the Fremont and Epping School Districts, this is a ten-v ear tuition agreement. In order for this to
be approved the Epping School District would also have to pass the tuition agreement and vote in favor of
a $16,500,000 bond for the construction of a new high school. In September of 2003 Fremont High
School students would attend the new Epping High School and all Fremont 6 . 7 and 8 grade middle
school students would attend the Epping Middle School (the present Epping Middle/High School). A
third option is for a possible cooperative agreement between the towns of Fremont Deerfield. Auburn and
Candia. If this agreement passes the four towns will have three years to present a construction project
consisting of a new cooperative high school and two cooperative middle schools. A Cooperative School
Board would present a plan and costs within a vear for construction which would have to be voted on b>
all four towns. For approval the project would have to receive a 2/3-majoritv vote of the combined
electorate of the four towns.
The Fremont School Board has held several mformational sessions to inform the community of the
different options that will be presented at this vears school district meeting It is important that vou
become well informed about all of the issues in order to make a wise decision for the future of the




NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
AND
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT No. 14 MEETING
A Public Hearing and a School Administrative Unit No. 14 Meeting on this proposed budget for School
Administrative Unit No. 14 will be held on Monday, December 3, 2001, 7:30 p.m. at the Epping
Middle/High School Media Center, Epping, NH.
School Administrative Unit No. 14 includes the School Districts of Chester, Epping and Fremont.
2002-2003
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT No. 14 BUDGET
EXPENDITURES:
10-2320-1 10-00 Officers
10-2320-1 1 1-00 Administrative Salaries
10-2320-1 15-00 Staff Salaries



















10-2320-580-00 Outside Unit Travel
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Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street « Concord » New Hampshire » 03301-5063 » 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTA UDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Fremont School District
Fremont, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Fremont School District
as of and for the year ended June 30, 2001 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose
financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New
Hampshire, the Fremont School District has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets.
The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Fremont School District as of June 30, 2001, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
of the Fremont School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Fremont School District.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general
purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation
to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.




Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Group
June 30, 2001
Governmental Fiduciary Accoynt Grpup
Fund Tvoes Vmi Types General Total
Special Trust and Long-Term (Memorandum
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Agencv Debt Onlv)
Assets
Cash and Equivalents $ 37,885 $ 10,189 $ 22,657 $ $ 70,731
Receivables
Accounts 50,845 50,845
Intergovernmental 3,628 12,811 52,712 69,151
Interfund Receivable 17,935 17,935
Other Dehit?
Amount to be Provided
for Retirement of
General Long-Term Debt 58,660 58.660
TOTAL ASSETS
AND OTHER DEBITS $110,293 $ 23,000 $ 75,3M $58^660 $ 267.322
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilitie?
Accounts Payable S 63,133 $ $ $ $ 63,133
Intergovernmental Payable 20 20
Interfund Payable 17,935 17,935
Due to Student Groups 22,657 22,657
Deferred Revenue 36,108 36,108
Compensated Absences Payable 58.660 58.660
Total Liabilities 99.241 17.955 22,657 58.660 198.513
Equitv
Fund Balances
Reserved for Endowments 5,000 5,000
Reserved for Special Purposes 47,712 47,712
Unreserved
Designated for Special Purposes 5,045 5,045
Undesignated 11.052 11.052
Total Equity 11.052 5.045 52,712 68.809
TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND EQUITY $110,293 $ 23.000 S 75.369 $ 58,660 $ 267.322





















































































































































Young, Jocelyn , $22,107.28
Young, Randy $12,137.10
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VENDOR HISTORY - VENDOR TOTALS
Sequenced By Vendor Number
Vendor Range = First to Last
Documents Included = All Documents
ONLY
Starting Period: July 2000
Vnd# Vendor Name City/Town St Class Type
Ending Period: June 2001
Purchases Invoiced Discounted Payments
000092 DIRECT/CHIME TIME LANDISVILLE
000110 ABC SCHOOL SUPPLY INC. ATLANTA
000115 ABILITATIONS MILWAUKEE
000120 ACADEMIC BOOK SERVICES ATLANTA
000132 ACADEMIC THERAPY PUBLICATIONS NOVATO
000136 ADIRONDACK DIRECT
000137 ACTIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS
000140 ADVANCED MAINTENANCE PROD. CO.
000142 ADVENTURELORE
















000190 AMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE MINNEAPOLIS
000200 AMERICAN SCHOOL BOARD JOURNAL MERRIFIELD
000210 RUTH ANDERSON FREMONT
" 000215 Antec Mobile Calibration No. Brattleboro
000236 ASCD BALTIMORE
000238 ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY INC.
000239 ASSETT
000240 AT&T
000241 ATLANTIC GYMNASTICS TRAINING
000242 ATiT
000243 Attainment Company
000244 BMI Educational Services Inc
000245 BACKUS MEYER SOLOMON ROOD
000246 AWARD EMBLEM MFG. CO.





















































211.56 0.00 0.00 o.oo
339.06 458.59 0.00 458.59
134.18 200.08 0.00 200.08
1,029.60 2,058.72 0.00 2,058.72
0.00 38.50 0.00 38.50
0.00 347.79 0.00 347.79
0.00 67.20 0.00 67.20
834.60 732.88 0.00 732.88
0.00 1,430.00 o.oo 2,780.00
0.00 1,215.00 0.00 1,215.00
0.00 350.73 0.00 350.73
0.00 249.50 0.00 249.50
0.00 1,106.23 0.00 1,124.93
0.00 242.75 0.00 242.75
0.00 14.00 0.00 14.00
0.00 65.98 0.00 65.98
0.00 49.00 0.00 49.00
0.00 114.00 0.00 114.00
118.00 118.00 0.00 118.00
0.00 122.85 0.00 122.85
599.95 609.95 0.00 609.95
160.00 1,182.00 0.00 1,182.00
0.00 42.58 0.00 42.58
0.00 0.00 0.00 200.00
0.00 167.95 0.00 167.95
154.56 144.90 0.00 144.90
49.63 52.42 0.00 52.42
0.00 202.25 0.00 202.25
0.00 646.25 0.00 646.25
0.00 86.38 0.00 B6.38
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 618.00 0.00 618.00
0.00 18.00 0.00 18.00
0.00 206.00 0.00 206.00
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000330 BEVERLY SCHOOL FOR DEAF
000350 DICK BLICK
000355 BOISE CASCADE OFFICE PRODUCTS PITTSBORGH
000360 JOANN BODDY
000370 BODWELL'S
000400 TROY BOLDUC GRADING
000420 BOSTON GLOBE






000499 BUREAU OF EDUCATION & RESEARCH BELLEVUE
000501 LAWRENCE A. BUSWELL, JR. ,P.C
000502 KRISTEN BUTLER
000504 C T B
000505 CALLOWAY HOUSE, INC.
000550 CARRIAGE TOWN NEWS
00055B CASCADE SCHOOL SUPPLIES
000560 CAROLINA BIOLOGICAL CO.
000563 CARSON DELLOSA




000589 CENTER OF OPTIMUM LEARNING


































0.00 250.20 0.00 250.20
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 180.00 0.00 180.00
0.00 1,253.38 0.00 1,435.17
0.00 503.09 0.00 503.09
0.00 52,793.90 0.00 52,793.90
88.15 300.50 0.00 300.50
97.18 97.18 0.00 97.18
71.55 402.75 0.00 402.75
0.00 1,290.00 0.00 1,290.00
0.00 439.90 0.00 439.90
0.00 880.00 0.00 880.00
0.00 4,417.20 0.00 4,417.20
3,230.89 4,493.57 0.00 4,493.57
0.00 18.00 0.00 18.00
0.00 255.44 0.00 255.44
148.04 138,098.92 0.00 138,390.48
30.38 272.02 0.00 272.02
1,681.00 1,695.75 0.00 1,695.75
0.00 437.50 0.00 437.50
0.00 18.00 0.00 18.00
769.88 0.00 0.00 0.00
90.10 533.05 0.00 533.05
O.OO 995.00 0.00 995.00
0.00 1,760.46 0.00 1,760.46
0.00 902.07 0.00 902.07
1.96 132.84 0,00 132.84
0.00 107.75 0.00 107.75
18.30 18.30 0.00 18.30
0.00 18.00 0.00 18.00
0.00 1,193.60 0.00 1,193.60
0.00 31,076.50 0.00 31,211.50
0.00 134.64 0.00 134.64
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Documents Included = All Documents
ONLY
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Vnd# Vendor Name City/Town St Class Type Purchases Invoiced Discounted Payments
000600 CENTER FOR KEDROPSYCHOLOGY NASHUA NH
OOOeiO CENTRAL PAPER PRODUCTS MANCHESTER NH
000650 CHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT EPPING NH
000655 CHILDCRAFT LANCASTER PA
000660 CHILDCRAFT EDUCATION CORP. MILWAUKEE WI
000665 CHURCHILL SECURITY PLAISTOW NH
000670 CITY CREEK PRESS SANDY UT
000682 CLASSROOM DIRECT.COM BIRMINGHAM AL
000689 CLEARBROOK COUNSELING SERVICE LONDONDERRY NH
000700 CANDACE CLEMENTS EPPING NH
000707 COASTAL PRINTING SALISBURY MA
000709 CATHERINE COCONIS RAYMOND NH
000762 COMPUMASTER KANSAS CITY MO
000765 COMPUTER RESOURCES, INC. HARRINGTON NH
000767 CONNEY SAFETY PRODUCTS MADISON WI
000768 CONNECTICUT VALLEY BIOLOGICAL SOUTHAMPTON MA
000775 JENNIFER CONNOLLY PORTSMOUTH NH
000780 CORPORATE EXPRESS CHICAGO IL
000789 DAVID CORRISS ROCHESTER NH
000792 COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILD RESTON VA
000820 CREATIVE PUBLICATIONS ALSIP IL
000836 CREATIVE CLASSROOMS RAYMOND NH
000840 CREST VISUAL MONTGOMERY AL
000849 CURTIS MONTGOMERY AL
000915 DATA COMM WAREHOUSE BOSTON MA
000920 DAVIS PUBLICATIONS WORCESTER MA
000925 Decker Equipment Auburn Hills MI
000930 DELTA EDUCATION NASHUA m
000960 D&G SIGN & LABEL NORTHFORD CT
000965 DEREY NEWS DERRY NH
000970 DIDAX ROWLEY .MA
000980 DISCOUNT SCHOOL SUPPLY SPRECKELS CA
000981 WENDY DOWNING FREMONT NH
0.00 105.00 0.00 105.00
0.00 1,460.30 0.00 1,460.30
0.00 4,320.20 0.00 4,320.20
686.15 1,045.31 0,00 1,045.31
0.00 1,547.36 0.00 1,547.36
0.00 24.95 0.00 24.95
154.80 154.44 0.00 154,44
0.00 546.08 0.00 545,08
0.00 450.00 0.00 450,00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 869.00 0.00 869,00
16,85 132.74 0.00 132,74
0.00 0.00 0.00 756.00
0.00 328,00 0.00 328.00
541.51 592.01 0.00 592.01
0.00 250.70 0.00 250.70
100.00 116.70 0.00 116.70
0.00 535.45 0.00 535,45
0.00 15.00 0.00 15,00
318.00 159,00 0.00 159.00
854.94 1,782.65 0,00 1,782,65
40.00 40,00 0.00 40,00
61.30 61.30 0.00 61.30
372.16 599.95 0.00 599.95
397.14 1,223.11 0.00 1,223.11
0.00 25.50 0.00 25.50
148.90 137.98 0.00 137.98
62.25 438.12 0.00 438,12
98.85 263.95 0.00 263,95
0.00 328.36 0.00 328,36
43.51 42.85 0.00 42,85
66,90 0.00 0,00 0.00
0,00 34.00 0.00 34.00
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000994 DZIOBA CONSTRUCTION CO. , INC. DERRY
000995 MARY JO DZIOBA FREMONT
000996 E.T.A. Vernon Hills
000997 THE EAGLE TRIBUNE LAWRENCE
000998 Early Chime Time Landisville
000999 EARLY CHILDHOOD DIRECT MILWAUKEE
001000 EASTER SEAL SOCIETY MANCHESTER
001010 EBSCO SHREWSBURY
001105 ECKERD YOUTH ALTERNATIVES CLEARWATER
001107 ECONOMY HANDCRAFTS WOODSIDE
001110 EDCS INC WOODSTOCK
001130 Educators Publishing Services CAMBRIDGE
001140 EDUCATION RESOURCES, INC. MEDFIELD
001155 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA CORPORATION MINNEAPOLIS
001159 Educated Resources Elgin
001160 ELAN PUBLISHING COMPANY MEREDITH
001169 Ellis Elementary Activity Acct Fremont
001170 FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT FREMONT
001172 PETTY CASH- ELLIS SCHOOL LUNCH FREMONT
001180 EMERGENCY BATTERY MAIHT. CHESTER
001200 CAROLYN EMMONS HAMPTON
001209 Epping Elementary School Epping
001210 EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT EPPING
001215 EPPING WELL k PUMP CO EPPING
001224 ETA/CDISENAIRE CHICAGO
001231 JANIS EUSTIS BARRINGTON
001251 EXETER LOCKSMITH EXETER
001278 MELANIE FAULKNER FREMONT
001280 EXETER REGION COOP SCHOOL DIST EXETER



































114.50 102.40 0.00 102.40
O.-OO 34.00 0.00 34.00
29.63 0.00 0.00 34.00
208.45 208.45 0.00 208.45
0.00 40,145.97 0.00 40,145.97
0.00 385.45 0.00 385.45
83.83 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 357.30 0.00 357.30
86.74 0.00 0.00. 0.00
0.00 273.60 0.00 273.60
0.00 4,175.00 0.00 4,175.00
0.00 559.32 0.00 559.32
0.00 6,451.35 0.00 6,451,35
66.75 125.34 0.00 125.34
0.00 660.00 0.00 6^0.00
0.00 4,040.55 0.00 4,040.55
0.00 500.00 0.00 500.00
0.00 91.18 0.00 91.18
376.60 0.00 o.oo 0.00
0.00 383.95 0.00 383.95
4,551.94 6,120.34 0.00 6,120.34
979.63 1,394.15 0.00 1,793.53
0.00 975.47 0.00 975.47
0.00 512.45 0.00 512.45
195.09 790.09 0.00 1,019.59
2,150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 704,269.66 0.00 706,895.91
0.00 75.00 0.00 75.00
0.00 82.34 0.00 82.34
0.00 0.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 3,880.00 0.00 3,880.00
0.00 365.71 0.00 365.71
0.00 10,844.82 0.00 10,844.82
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
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00128S FLAGHOUSE, INC. HASBROUCH HEIGHTS NJ 15.12 1,285,79 0.00 1,285.79
001290 FLEET GRAPHICS KENSINGTON NH
001298 FOLLETT LIBRARY RESOURCES MCHENRY IL
001299 FOLLETT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES WOODRIDGE IL
001300 FOSTERS DAILY DEMOCRAT DOVER NH
001301 FOLLETT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES CHICAGO IL
001335 FREMONT ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION FREMONT NH
001341 FREMONT GLASS i DOOR FREMONT HH
001344 FREMONT MOTOR SALES FREMONT NH
001347 FREMONT PIZZERIA FREMONT NH
001350 KRISTY FROMISANO EXETER NH
001351 GARELICK FARMS - LYNN LYNN MA
001360 G St HEATING AND AIR COM) HOOKSETT NH
001367 GATEWAY 2000 NORTH SIOUX CITY SD
001368 GATEWAY COMPANIES, INC. HARTFORD CT
001369 GENERAL BINDING CORPORATION CHICAGO IL
001400 MICHELLE GIGUERE EPPING NH
001405 AMHMARIE GILLIGAN FREMONT NH
001406 KATELYNN GILLIGAN FREMONT NH
001408 GLS BRAINERD MN
001409 Glenco/MoGraw-Hill Columbus OH
001410 DEBORAH GOBEIL FREMONT NH
001440 GOPHER SPORT MINNEAPOLIS MN
001450 JAMES GOUGH FREMONT NH
001453 DEBORAH D. GRAY EPPING NH
001454 GRAINGER MANCHESTER NH
001465 LOU ANN GRISWOLD LEE NH
001470 GYMNASTICS (S BRENTWOOD COMMONS; BRENTWOOD KH
001475 MARY HALE YORK ME
001478 HALLSMITH-SYSCO FOOD SERVICES WOBURN MA
001490 J.L. HAMMETT WOBURN MA
001505 HARBOR SCHOOLS t FAM SERV NEWBURY MA
001510 HARCOURT BRACE CHICAGO IL
0.00 200.00 0.00 200.00
14,457.63 12 ,065.37 O.OO 12,065.37
314.01 72.50 0.00 72.50
0.00 584.15 0.00 584.15
0.00 285,18 0.00 285.18
0.00 400.00 0.00 400.00
351.00 1,,658,23 0.00 1,658.23
0.00 70.00 0.00 70.00
0.00 55.00 0.00 55.00
0.00 18.00 0.00 18.00
0.00 6 ,386.65 0.00 6,446.12
0.00 240.00 0.00 240.00
1,111.00 14 ,200.00 0.00 14,200.00
0,00 1 ,111.00 0.00 1,111.00
0.00 154.20 0.00 154.20
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 267.12 0.00 350.00
0.00 200.00 0.00 200.00
1,269.97 1 ,573.29 0.00 1,573.29
4<i.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 2 ,022.00 0.00 2,022.00
0.00 40.80 0,00 40.80
68.40 68.40 0.00 68.40
0.00 870.00 0.00 1,507.50
65.85 0.00 0.00 0.00
0,00 72.00 0.00 72.00
0.00 1 ,026.00 0.00 1,026.00
0.00 65.34 0.00 65.34
0.00 15 ,561.75 0.00 15,561.75
0,00 99.84 0.00 99.84
0.00 41 ,635.66 0.00 47,153.49
0,00 9 ,882.01 0.00 9,882.01
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001511 HARCOURT BRACE & CO
001519 HATCH
001520 HATCH PRINTING COMPANY





00155 Holt, Rinehort & Winston
001550 HERTZ FURNITURE SYSTEMS
001560 HIGHSMITH COMPANY
001563 HILLYARD




001621 WB HUNT CO INC
001635 INDUSTRIAL WIPER & PAPER
001652 INSTITUTE FOR FAM & LIFE LEARN DANVERS
001663 INTERSTATE MUSIC




















































0.00 9,540.00 0.00 9,540.00
o.oo 18.20 0.00 18.20
540.69 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 105.00 0.00 105.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
13.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
171.36 625.75 0.00 625.75
1,461.79 3,950.50 0.00 3,950.50
0.00 360.00 0.00 360.00
678.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
740.53 1,361.14 0.00 1,361.14
0.00 5,950.00 0.00 5,950.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 39.48 0.00 39.48
1,088.20 1,088.20 0.00 1,088.20
0.00 16,491.87 0.00 16,491.87
2,443.95 2,390.95 0.00 2,390.95
0.00 97.35 0.00 97.35
o'.oo 1,010.16 0.00 1,080.16
0.00 33.60 0.00 33.60
0.00 1,072.50 0.00 1,072.50
354.37 706.73 0.00 706.73
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 2,453.50 0.00 2,453.50
0.00 1,182.50 0.00 1,182.50
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 900.00 0.00 2,100.00
O.OO 2,129.42 0.00 2,129.42
0.00 348.00 0.00 348.00
756.79 1,106.92 0.00 1,106.92
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001836 CAROLYN LAMPRIS
001843 LANDIS MEAT CO.
001845 LANDMARK SCHOOL
001846 MICHELLE LANG
001847 LANGUAGE CIRCLE ENTERPRIZES
001850 NANCY LATHROP
001855 LAUREATE
001859 LAUER ARCHITECTS, PA
001862 LEAGUE SCHOOL-GREATER BOSTON
001866 LEARNING IINKS, INC.









001930 LORMAN EDUCATION SERVICES
001943 LRP PUBLICATIONS
001956 WILLIAM HACGILL & CO.
001963 ANGELICA MAHONEY
001980 MARCO PRODUCTS, INC.
001990 MAR-DON PRINTING





002030 MCGRAW-HILL SCH. PUB. CO.
002032 MCGRAW-HILL COMPANIES
002035 AMANDA MCLEOD









NEW HYDE PARK NY
























0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 65.20 0.00 65.20
0.00 27,850.00 0.00 27,850.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 490.00 0.00 490.00
0.00 1,534.27 0.00 2,246.27
295.00 306.00 0.00 306.00
0.00 2,175.70 0.00 2,175.70
0.00 39,723.70 0.00 39,723.70
490.56 0.00 0.00 0.00
25.20 1,403.79 0.00 1,403.79
0.00 512.30 0.00 512.30
984.74 984.74 0.00 984.74
260.80 1,570.71 0.00 1,940.03
168.83 1,327.62 0.00 1,327.62
0.00 1,707.15 0.00 1,707.15
285.72 886.15 0.00 886.15
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
152.31 196.45 0.00 196.45
199.00 423.00 0.00 423.00
165.00 330.00 0.00 330.00
44.52 272.34 0.00 272.34
48.83 48.83 0.00 48.83
0.00 24.45 0.00 24.45
0.00 136.40 0.00 136.40
0.00 8,380.00 0.00 8,380.00
o.oo 0.00 0.00 186.60
0.00 IB. 00 0.00 18.00
65.00 63.80 0.00 63.80
187.00 1,604.40 0.00 1,604.40
839.32 2,429.42 0.00 2,429.42
0.00 777.88 0.00 777.88
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 795.00
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002080 URSOLA MILDE FREMONT NH 0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
002081 MICHAEL MILLER

























002164 NATIONAL ASSOC. ELEM. PRINCIPAL ALEXANDRIA
002168 NATIONAL BUSINESS FURNITURE MILWAUKEE
002194 NEW BRIDGE EDUCATIONAL PUBL. LITTLETON
002212 NFI NORTH, INC. CONCORD
002227 NHASEA LONDONDERRY
002230 NHASP CONCORD
002240 NH DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONCORD
002250 NHMA MEMBERSHIP CONCORD
002260 NHMA HEALTH INSURANCE TRUST CONCORD
002251 NH MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION MANCHESTER
002270 NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM BOSTON
002280 NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM BOSTON
002285 NH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS ASSOC PENACOOK
002300 NHSBA CONCORD







































0.00 603.50 0.00 603.50
0.00 295.00 0.00 295.00
34.95 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 616.23 0.00 616.23
O.OO 47.96 0.00 47.96
0.00 145.04 0.00 145.04
138.04 134.90 0.00 134.90
0.00 1,204.00 0.00 1,204.00
0.00 6,600.00 0.00 7,000.00
0.00 111.68 0.00 111.68
0.00 0.00 0.00 940.00
28.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
141.50 291.79 0.00 291.79
0.00 61.40 0.00 61.40
0.00 339.75 0.00 339.75
0.00 1,266.10 0.00 1,266.10
0.00 1,360.53 0.00 2,348.63
95.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1,795.00 1,075.00 0.00 1,075.00
0.00 557.00 0.00 557.00
0.00 66.99 0.00 66.99
0.00 187,198.68 0.00 187,198.68
397.18 35.00 0.00 35.00
0.00 5,223.60 0.00 5,223.60
0.00 33,767.78 0.00 33,767.78
0.00 668.70 0.00 668.70
0.00 3,331.67 0.00 3,416.67
0.00 9,987.00 0.00 9,987.00
0.00 1,604.00 0.00 1,604.00
0.00 802.00 0.00 802.00
28.00 185.35 0.00 185.35
0.00 392.79 0.00 392.79
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002360 NORTHERN BUSINESS MACHINE BURLINGTON
002365 NORTHWEST TEXTBOOK DEPOSITORY PORTLAND
002391 OCCUPATION THERAPY ASSOCIATES WAKEFIELD
002406 1004 EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS
002408 ONE STEP AHEAD
002410 PATRICIA O'REGAN





002415 ORIGINAL CRISPY PIZZA CRUST CO AUBURN
002418 KATHRYNE M OSTROWSKY
002429 Paula Rohr
002435 AMANDA JOSIAH PAGE
002436 PALMER GAS CO., INC.






002451 PARTS t PIECES UNLIMITED NASHUA
002453 P.C.I. EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING SAN ANTONIO
002454 PEARSON EDUCATION CHICAGO
002455 PEDIATRIC PHYSICAL THERAPY KITTERY POINT
002460 PENGUIN BERKLEY GROUP NEWARK
002470 J.W. PEPPER & SON, INC. PAOLI
002475 NANETTE PERRY FREMONT
002478 VICTOR PETZY E. KINGSTON
002480 PERFECTION LEARNING CO. LOGAN
002500 Phoenix Learning Resources St. Louis
002520 KATHLEEN PICONE FREMONT
002530 PINKERTON ACADEMY DERRY
002533 SUSAN PIPITONE EPPING
002540 PLANK ROAD PUBLISHING INC WAUWATOSA
002570 PLODZIK & SANDERSON CONCORD
002571 POCKET FULL OF THERAPY MORGANVILLE
002575 CONNIE POLIQUIN RAYMOND
002578 POSTIVIE PROMOTIONS FLUSHING
002580 PORTSMOUTH HOSPITAL PORTSMOUTH


































0.00 8,618.42 0.00 8,618.42
106.38 106.38 0.00 106.38
0.00 3,025.00 0.00 3,025.00
0.00 655.90 0.00 655.90
0.00 110.90 0.00 110.90
0.00 3,780.00 0.00 3,780.00
0.00 39.95 0.00 39.95
0.00 2,905.38 0.00 2,905.38
0.00 70.00 0.00 70.00
28.40 47.63 0.00 47.63
0.00 2,620.00 0.00 2,690.00
0.00 660.06 0.00 693.24
0.00 1,264.08 0.00 1,264.08
0.00 650.00 0.00 650.00
143.25 275.14 0.00 275.14
23.70 3,124.80 0.00 3,124.80
0.00 3,075.00 0.00 3,075.00
0.00 314.48 0.00 314.48
575.91 397.15 0.00 397.15
0.00 3,059.49 0.00 3,059.49
0.00 151.51 0.00 151.51
103.53 301.51 0.00 301.51
16.74 19.45 0.00 19.45
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 449,550.57 0.00 450,502.94
15.95 15.95 0.00 15.95
88.92 91.90 0.00 91.90
0.00 3,000.00 0.00 3,000.00
49.95 189.19 0.00 189.19
0.00 117.88 0.00 117.88
76.79 76.45 0.00 76.45
0.00 2,063.00 0.00 2,063.00
0.00 32,812.50 0.00 32,812.50
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0.00 505.00 0.00 505.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
24.51 0.00 0.00 33.74
0.00 28.50 0.00 28.50
0.00 3,518.00 0.00 3,518.00
496.00 492.80 0.00 492.80
0.00 62,770.47 0.00 62,770.47
0.00 17,419.12 0.00 17,737.12
0.00 43.50 0.00 43.50
338. 6S 1,033.69 0.00 1,033.69
0.00 34,040.50 0.00 36,823.89
1,552.S6 1,549.45 0.00 1,549.45
0.00 1,041.35 0.00 1,041.35
0.00 3,900.00 0.00 3,900.00
0.00 200.00 0.00 200.00
0.00 42.80 0.00 42.80
0.00 130.73 0.00 130.73
15.07 15.07 0.00 15.07
0.00 6,672.60 0.00 6,672.60
0.00 41,665.80 0.00 41,665.80
193.25 428.26 0.00 428.26
641.00 1,445.96 0.00 1,445.96
995.90 995.90 0.00 995.90
53.85 385.35 0.00 585.35
0.00 300.00 0.00 300.00
0.00 13,666.93 0.00 13,666.93
S84.50 1,834.33 0.00 1,834.33
0.00 186.15 0.00 186.15
200.00 1,049.75 0.00 1,049.75
0.00 316.00 0.00 316.00
0.00 49.92 0.00 49.92
0.00 595.00 0.00 595.00
0.00 19.00 0.00 19.00
0.00 10,000.00 0.00 10,000.00
002600 POSTMASTER FREMONT FREMONT
.002607 NOREEN POOLIOT RAYMOND
002510 PRENTICE HALL DES MOINES
002612 PRESIDENT'S EDUCATION AWARDS ALEXANDRIA
002615 PRIMEX CONCORD
002627 Pro-Ed Austin
002648 PROVAN 4 LORBER, INC. CONTOOCOOK
002650 PROVIDER ENTERPRISES FREMONT
002655 PSYCHIATRIC EDUCATION SERVICES DUXBDRY
002657 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CORP. CHICAGO
002660 PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY MANCHESTER
002667 PUBLISHERS QUALITY LIBRARY SV GROVE CITY
002680 QUILL CORPORATION PALATINE
002685 VIRGINIA QUINN SCHMIDT MANCHESTER
002690 RAM PRINTING INC. E. HAMPSTEAD
002703 ELIZABETH RAND FREMONT
002705 RADIO GROVE HARDWARE RAYMOND
002708 RAY SUPPLY, INC. QUEENSBURY
002727 RAYMOND SCHOOL DISTRICT RAYMOND
002740 REGIONAL SERVICES fi EDUCATION AMHERST
002750 REMEDIA PUBLICATIONS, INC. SCOTTSDALE
002762 RE-PRINT CORPORATION BIRMINGHAM
002763 RESILITE SPORTS PRODUCTS, INC. SUHBURY
002765 MARY JO REYNOLDS FREMONT
002766 RESULTS SWIM & FITNESS EXETER
002780 D.F. RICHARDS DOVER
002790 RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING COMPANY CHICAGO
002796 ROADWAY EXPRESS CHARLOTTE
002829 JAMES R. ROSENCRANTZ i SONS E. KINGSTON
002830 ROTO ROOTER MANCHESTER
002840 ROWES GAS STATION FREMONT
002841 RSL LAYOUT AND DESIGN, INC RAYMOND
002842 ROYAL FIREWORKS PUBLISHING UNIONVILLE
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002847 SADDLEBACK EDUCATIONAL
002850 SAFEWAY TRANS. SERVICES, INC.
002855 SAGEBRUSH LIBRARY SERVICES
002859 SAMMONS PRESTON
002867 SANBORN COMPANY









002946 SCHOOL SPECIALTY, INC.
002950 SUZANNE SCHRADER, PHD
002955 KATHY SCHRIEBER
002960 SDE REGISTRATIONS
002970 SEACOAST ANALYTICAL SVC.
002975 SAEDC
002980 SEACOAST EDUC. SVC.




003032 SHARP ELECTRONICS CORP.
003040 SHIFFLER EQUIPMENT SALES, INC. DERRY
003050 SHIFFLER EQUIPMENT SALES
003070 SIMPLEX TIME RECORDER COMP
003076 JANE SLADE
003077 SLOSSON EDUCATIONAL PUB



































0.00 104.29 0.00 104.29
0.00 4,300.00 0.00 4,500.00
52.65 44.57 0.00 44.57
0.00 218.05 0.00 218.05
27.54 83.50 0.00 83.50
0.00 0.00 0.00 33,148.58
0.00 330.00 0.00 330.00
0.00 6,834.00 0.00 6,834.00
0.00 112,123.64 0.00 112,835.10
0.00 3,048.90 0.00 3,048.90
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
67.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2,006.70 4,301.06 0.00 4,301.06
0.00 4.21 0.00 4.21
70.00 1,099.96 0.00 1,099.96
0.00 3,750.00 0.00 3,750.00
0.00 135.00 0.00 135.00
717.00 617.00 0.00 617.00
0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00
0.00 25.00 0.00 25.00
0.00 2,302.55 0.00 2,302.55
0.00 74,785.24 0.00 74,815.24
0.00 3,214.58 0.00 3,214.58
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
320.00 320.00 0.00 320.00
10,011.00 2,709.00 0.00 2,709.00
3,561.16 465.00 0.00 465.00
0.00 3,510.37 0.00 3,510.37
0.00 2,645.50 0.00 2,645.50
0.00 3,380.00 0.00 3,380.00
44.80 44.00 0.00 343.60
0.00 272.25 0.00 272.25
0.00 34.53 0.00 34.53
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003100 SOCIAL STUDIES SCH. SERVICE
003130 SOULE, LESLIE, KIDDER,
003140 SOUTHEASTERN REGIONAL
003178 SPEECH LANGUAGE HEARING CENTER DURHAM
003179 SPORTIME
003180 S.P. i R. TRANSPORTATION
003185 SPRINT




003239 STAPLES CREDIT PLAN
003240 STAPLES CREDIT PLAN
003270 M D STETSON COMPANY
003303 SUNDANCE PUBLISHING
003306 SUPER DUPER SCHOOL CO.
003307 SUPERIOR FIRE PROTECTION
0033 08 SURPLUS DISTRIBUTION SECTION
003330 SYVERTSEN CORPORATION
003359 TEACHERS VIDEO COMPANY
003362 TEACH & LEARN SHOP
003365 THE HERMITAGE ART COMPANY, IN. CHICAGO
003370 THE TREE HOUSE
003372 THE TEACHERS ROOM
003380 THERAPRO, INC.
003397 THERAPY SKILL BUILDERS
003400 A. W. THERRIEN CO., INC.
003405 TIMBERLANE REGIONAL SCH. DIST. PLAISTOW
003406 MATTHEW THOMAS











































0.00 400.00 0.00 400.00
0.00 124.80 0.00 124.80
0.00 7,050.00 0.00 7,050.00
0.00 2,929.57 0.00 3,167.13
0.00 1,110.00 0.00 1,110.00
0.00 277.60 0.00 277.60
0.00 79.38 0.00 79.38
0.00 86.05 0.00 86.05
656.74 1,384.73 0.00 1,428.21
0.00 3,510.52 0.00 3,510.52
1,560.70 6,299.54 0.00 6,299.54
573.72 ,575.24 0.00 575.24
0.00 617.60 0.00 617.60
0.00 152,015.30 0.00 152,015.30
0.00 155.00 0.00 165.00
0.00 9,187.54 0.00 9,187.54
0.00 406.07 0.00 406.07
168.68 218.96 0.00 218.96
111.00 95.95 0.00 95.95
2,020.00 188.20 0.00 188.20
0.00 84.52 0.00 84.52
55.88 274.20 0.00 274.20
54.88 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 695.80 0.00 695.80
0.00 6,300.00 0.00 6,300.00
0.00 86.38 0.00 86.38
0.00 40.00 0.00 40.00
0.00 315.00 0.00 315.00
0.00 950.00 0.00 950.00
0.00 1,150.00 0.00 1,500.00
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003415 TOP COPY EXETER NH
003462 TREASURER, STATE OF N.H. CONCORD NH
003463 TRIARCO PLYMOUTH MN
003464 TREASURER STATE OF NH MANCHESTER NH
003465 TRIARCO PLYMOUTH MN
003466 TREASURER STATE OF NH CONCORD NH
003468 TROLL EDUCATIONAL CATALOG MAHWAH NJ
003474 TRUSTEES/TRUST FUND FREMONT NH
003502 UNH BUSINESS SERVICES DURHAM NH
003503 UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE DURHAM NH
003504 SPEECH LANGUAGE HEARING CENTER[ DURHAM NH
003509 UNH THERAPEUTIC RIDING DURHAM NH
003510 UNION LEADER CORP. MANCHESTER NH
003514 UNITED HEALTH SUPPLIES LAS VEGAS NV
003533 US GAMES DALLAS TX
003536 EDWARD VALLEE BRENTWOOD NH
003539 VERIZON ALBANY NY
003560 LAURIE WALLER BRADFORD MA
003565 RENEE WALSH FREMONT NH
003570 WASTE MANAGEMENT OF NH BALTIMORE MD
003580 Web Solutions of America Kittery ME
003585 MICAH A. WELLS PORTSMOUTH NH
003595 DEIDRE WHALL DOVER NH
003600 KATHRYN WHITEHOUSE FREMONT NH
003605 VIVIAN WICKER DANVILLE NH
003608 WILLIAMS COMMUNICATIONS SERV STRATHAM NH
003609 MARILU WILSON BEDFORD NH
003617 HENRY S. WOLKINS CO. TAUNTON MA
003618 JARED WOODMAN FREMONT NH
003620 WORLD ALMANAC EDUCATION CLEVELAND OH
003626 W.W. GRAINGER, INC. MANCHESTER NH
003627 YMCA CAMP LINCOLN KINGSTON NH
003629 RANDY YOUNG DERRY NH
003630 ZANER-BLOSER COLUMBUS OH
0.00 449.54 0.00 449.54
0.00 297.00 0.00 297.00
34.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 1 ,969.10 0.00 1,969.10
0.00 39.55 0.00 39.55
0.00 340.00 0.00 340.00
0.00 76.07 0.00 76.07
0.00 10 ,000.00 0.00 10,000.00
155.00 90.00 0.00 90.00
0.00 1 ,050.00 0.00 3,150.00
0.00 920.00 0.00 920.00
0.00 1 ,360.00 0.00 1,360.00
0.00 3 ,343.49 0.00 3,343.49
0.00 95.21 0.00 95.21
0.00 54.38 0.00 54.38
0.00 18.00 0.00 18.00
0.00 5 ,795.25 0.00 5,795.25
0.00 189.00 0.00 189.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 1,,490.51 0.00 1,580.75
532.00 532.00 0.00 532.00
0.00 1 ,100.00 0.00 1,100.00
0.00 595.00 0.00 595.00
159.00 184.20 0.00 164.20
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 537.00 0.00 537.00
0.00 197.84 0.00 197,84
0.00 2 ,043.99 0.00 2,043.99
0.00 700.00 0.00 700.00
83.95 78.39 0.00 78.39
0.00 65.85 0.00 65.85
0.00 0.00 0.00 505.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 287.89 0.00 287.89
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003631 ZELIN 4 MCCORMACK
00797 C.P. BUILDING SUPPLY
00820 ROYAL FIREWORKS PRESS
00836 CREATIVE CLASSROOMS
00996 EASTERN MUSICAL SUPPLY
02658 THE PSYCHIATRIC GUIDE SERIES
10/230 PAMELA MURPHY
100000 FLEET BANK
100101 NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
100102 NH RETIREMENT SYSTEM
100120 SERVICE CREDIT UNION
100200 SAU #14
100300 NHMA
100403 AMERICAN EXPRESS FINANCIAL ADV MINNEAPOLIS
100405 COLONIAL LIFE & ACCID.INS.CO
100407 COLONIAL LIFE INS CO
100410 FIDELITY INVESTMENTS
100411 FRANKLIN LIFE INS. CO.
100412 GALIC DISBURSING COMPANY
100414 MASSMUTUAL - PANORAMA
100416 PUTNAM INVESTOR SERVICES
100419 TEMPLETON FUNDS DIST.INC.
100421 VALIC
100425 WADDELL & REED, INC.
100505 HORACE MANN LIFE INS. CO.



























0.00 3,118.51 0.00 3,118.51
455.54 270.00 0.00 270.00
16.80 0.00 0.00 0.00
90.00 90.00 0.00 90.00
184.55 184.55 0.00 184.55
0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00
0.00 34.00 0.00 34.00
0.00 387,997.33 0.00 391,878.11
0.00 6,160.00 0.00 6,166.23
0.00 57,054.01 0.00 57,254.08
0.00 33,070.00 0.00 33,245.00
0.00 143.20 0.00 129.98
0.00 39,783.03 0.00 39,831.16
0.00 7,262.16 0.00 7,564.75
0.00 667.54 0.00 650.19
0.00 196.44 0.00 213.79
0.00 5,200.00 0.00 5,200.00
0.00 5,200.00 0.00 5,200.00
0.00 12,945.00 0.00 13,014.00
0.00 1,300.00 0.00 1,300.00
0.00 2,800.00 0.00 2,800.00
0.00 5,200.00 0.00 5,200.00
0.00 3,935.00 0.00 3,935.00
0.00 3,640.00 0.00 3,640.00
0.00 460.57 0.00 480.57
0.00 12,155.16 0.00 12,155.16
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EPPING SCHOOL DISTRICT TUITION AGREEMENT
FOR FREMONT SCHOOL DISTRICT
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into by and between the Fremont School District, located in the
county of Rockingham and State of New Hampshire, and the Epping School District located in
the county of Rockingham and State ofNew Hampshire.
WHEREAS said Fremont School District does not maintain a middle school or high school and
is desirous of having its students, grades 6-12 who seek a middle school and a high school
education, attend middle school and high school in said Epping School District and authorized its
School Board to enter into a contract thereof on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth;
and
WHEREAS said Epping School District maintains Epping Middle School and Epping High
School, a middle school and high school approved by the Department of Education of the State
ofNew Hampshire, and, through its School Board and, at its sole discretion, is vvdlling to receive
students from outside the District and to afford them the complete course of instruction now
given in its middle and high schools.
WHEREAS the Fremont School District "(hereinafter Fremont)" and the Epping School District
"(hereinafter Epping)" desire that this Agreement shall replace and supersede the contract
entered into on March 21, 2001 ; and
WHEREAS Epping is willing to receive the pupils and afford them such courses of instruction at
a tuition to be determined annually on the basis of the per pupil cost of current expenses of
operation and debt;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and of the mutual covenants and
agreements hereinafter set forth it is mutually covenanted and agreed as follows:
1
.
If the Fremont School Board elects, Epping shall accept from Fremont all Fremont middle
school (grades 6, 7 and 8) and high school students under the terms hereinafter set forth,
provided, however, that any student that Fremont has approved to attend a public high school
other than Epping High School for the 2002-03 school year may continue to attend that high
school until they graduate.
2. Epping agrees to accept Fremont students for high school programs being offered for 2002-03
through 201 1-2012. Epping agrees to accept Fremont students for middle school programs being
offered for 2003-04 through 2011-2012. (See paragraphs 5 and 9 for phase-out and continued
high school attendance.)
3. Fremont approves the Epping Middle School and the Epping High School as the permanent
placement of each Fremont student unless preempted by law, the student's leaving the Fremont
School District or conditions set forth and agreed to herein.
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4. All Fremont students attending Epping schools shall be subject to the rules and regulations
pertaining to Epping students.
5. The term of this contract shall commence with the school year beginning July 1, 2002 and
terminate with the school year ending June 30, 2012, unless sooner terminated by mutual
agreement of the parties, uncontrollable circumstances or disaster or other conditions make it
impossible to carry out the terms of this agreement, provided, however, that in any school year
after 2009-2010, Fremont may determine to reassign its students in grades 6-10 if, and only if, it
has given prior written notice to Epping of its intent to do so on or before April 1, 2009. If
Fremont provides such notice, Fremont high school students in grades 1 1 and 12 will be phased-
out during the 2010-201 1 and 201 1-2012 school year.
6. Ttiition and Costs:
A. Tuition. Regular education tuition shall be based on the per pupil cost of the middle or high
school plus student debt charge for the middle and high schools as described hereui. Special
education tuition shall be based on one and one half times the regular education tuition set for
the middle and high schools.
B. Per Pupil Cost. Per pupil cost shall be determined by using the DOE-25 middle school and
high school cost per pupil calculations determined by the SAU and submitted to the NHDOE.
Per pupil cost is based on the educational cost of the middle or high school divided by the
average daily membership of students in attendance at the middle or high school. The high
school cost per pupil calculation shall be adjusted for vocational ADM (average daily
membership). The average daily membership for the high school will be reduced by 50% of
the high school students attending vocational school. (Vocational students receive one half
of their education at the Epping High School and one hadf of their education at the vocational
school.) For example, if 40 high school students attend vocational school, the high school
ADM count for that school year will be reduced by 20 students.
Tuition shall be based on the per pupil cost of two years prior. For example, middle school
tuition for the 2003-2004 school year shall be based on the middle school DOE-25 per pupil
cost for the 2001-2002 school year. The high school tuition for the 2003-2004 school year
shall be based on the high school DOE-25 per pupil cost (revised for vocational ADM) for
the 2001-2002 school year.
C. Debt Per Pupil Charge. Debt per pupil charge shall be determined by dividing the net debt
for the tuition year (principal and interest minus school building aid for middle and/or high
school renovation/construction) by the total middle school and high school fall enrollment
figures for all students attending on October 1 provided to the NHDOE for the year
preceding. For example, debt per pupil charge for the 2003-2004 school year shall be based
on the principal and interest payments less school building aid for the 2003-2004 school year
divided by the October 1, 2002 (2002-2003) enrollment for both the middle and high schools.
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D. Financial Records. Fremont or its representative shall be provided with access to the
accounting of all records, data, reports and all materials of any nature used to calculate or
finalize costs billed to the School District under this agreement. The Epping School Board
on the DOE25 will report its middle school and high school expenditures separately from its
other schools, defining the high school and middle school costs.
• E. Tuition 2002-2003. For the 2002-2003 school year only the regular high school tuition rate
shall be held at the 2001-2002 regular tuition rate of $7,350. Special education tuition
students shall be charged one half the regular tuition rate, $3,675, in addition to the regular
tuition rate of $7,350.
F. Tuition Payment. Fremont agrees to pay tuition for students authorized to attend Epping
Schools in advance quarterly. Should a Fremont student leave an Epping School prior to the
end of the quarter, tuition will not be refunded.
G. Special Education. Special education tuition students shall be charged one and one-half the
tuition rate), however, that any supplemental costs for special education including, but not
limited to, individual aides, special equipment, outside evaluations or services, special
programs, out-of-district placements or the cost of due process appeals will be added to the
cost and be the responsibility of Fremont. Catastrophic aid will be credited to the student's
district of residence.
7. On or before November 1 of each year Epping shall supply to the Fremont School Board a
written determination of regular and special tuition for the next succeeding school year. Regular
tuition shall be based on per pupil cost and debt per pupil charge as described herein. Special
tuition shall be based on one and one half the regular tuition.
8. Initial student count of incoming students or transfer students must be received by the Epping
School Board not later than November 15*'' for the succeeding school year.
9. Epping agrees to allow the continued attendance through graduation of those students initially
accepted at Epping schools who exhibit appropriate citizenship, attendance, and academic
progress. (Example: 9'*' grade students entering in the year 201 1-12 may be allowed to complete
four years at Epping High School and graduate with the class of 2014-15).
10. Epping School District Accreditation - Epping agrees that during the term of this contract, it
will provide a course of studies for grades 6-12 and such facilities and equipment so that at all
times during the term of this agreement, Epping schools (1) qualify as a comprehensive middle
school and high school according to New Hampshire statutes (RSA 194:23-a and Ed. 306) and
(2) the high school is accredited by the New England Association of Secondary Schools and
Colleges, Inc. by the Commission on Public Secondary Schools.
If Epping Middle School or Epping High School fails to meet the minimum standards for public
school approval (adopted 1996) and is unapproved or is not accredited by the New England
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges, this contract may be renegotiated at the end of
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the year that the school is considered unapproved by the NH Department of Education or not
accredited by the NEASC.
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Foreign Exchange Students - Each year Epping agrees to accept a maximum of two (2)
foreign exchange students residing in the Fremont District. The number of foreign exchange
students so enrolled will not be used in the calculation of the number of students for tuition
purposes.
12. School Board Meetings - The parties agree that the School Boards will meet at least two (2)
times each year at Epping and at such other times as the parties shall agree, so that the Epping
School Board may have the benefit of the suggestions and recommendations of the Fremont
School Board on curriculum, financial matters and policies of the Epping middle and high
schools. The Epping School Board will allow one school board member from the Fremont
School Board to act in an advisory capacity on the Epping School Board, and be entitled to
participate in all public school board meetings concerning the operation of the middle school and
high school.
13. Career Guidance Services - Career Guidance Services by Epping shall be available to all
pupils of Fremont as will grade placement and subject placement services available at the Epping
schools.
14. Report Cards -Epping shall provide Fremont with report cards and attendance records for
the pupils enrolled under the provisions of this contract to the extent permitted by law.
15. Discipline -Epping will be legally responsible for student discipline while students are under
the jurisdiction of the District, and any matters arising out of such discipline, including any
alleged violations of students' rights, will be the sole responsibility of Epping.
16. Plaiming Committee - From time-to-time, Epping may borrow money to construct or
reconstruct buildings. A Planning Committee shall be formed composed of at least two (2)
Fremont School Board members, if Fremont students will be affected by the building project.
The Planning Committee will study the needs for such capital expenditures and will participate
in the plaiming for such capital expenditures. The final decision regarding any capital
expenditure will be that of the Epping School Board and the voters of Epping.
17. Construction - This agreement is contingent upon Epping adopting a plan for undertaking
the fmancing and construction of a high school facility on or before the first day of April 2002.
This agreement shall be terminated and declared null and void in the event that Epping fails to
raise, and appropriate a sum sufficient to complete construction of a high school facility at the
Epping 2002 einnual meeting, in which event the parties will still operate under the contract
entered into on March 21, 2001 and in effect until June 30, 2003. If due to legal issues with the
Official Ballot Law (SB2), Epping fails to subsequently issue a bond in a sum sufficient to
provide the financing and construction of a high school facility on or before the first day of
August 2002 this contract may be renegotiated. Further, Epping agrees that if voters approve
construction of the high school it will undertake, in good faith, the prompt completion of the
building project to enable occupancy by Epping and Fremont students as soon as practicable.
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18. State Board of Education Approval - The parties agree that this contract shall be binding
after approval of the contract by Fremont and the approval of the contract by Epping at the
aimual school district meetings and approval by the State Board of Education pursuant to RSA
194:22.
19. Student Transportation -Fremont will be responsible for transporting students to and from
Fremont and the Epping Middle and Epping High School.
20. Contract Dispute - The parties further agree that in the event of any dispute regarding the
performance or interpretation of the contract, or any statement of expense of any computation
called for under this contract, such dispute shall be referred to arbitration before the
Commissioner of Education, designee or such other person as agreed to by the parties in
accordance with the provisions of NH RSA 542. The decision of the Commissioner of
Education in such matters shall be binding upon the parties, subject to appeal to the State Board
of Education pursuant to RSA 542. This clause shall be enforceable in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 542. The Commissioner of Education shall be authorized to award against
the breaching party the actual damages, past and projected, of the other party and that parties
attorney fees and cost.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Epping School District has caused this Agreement to be executed by
its duly authorized officers, and the School Board of the Fremont School District has^,ex^cuted
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Robert Hayes 110 Heather Circle
(Auburn School Board Representative)
Tom Kellett 24 Lovers Lane
Candia School District Representatives
Edward Caito 76 Hook Road
(Candia School Board Representative)
Karen Smith 625 North Road
Richard Snow 127 Depot Road
Deerfield School District Representatives
Larry Lassins 1 1 Meetinghouse Hill Road
Paul Murphy 52 South Road
Gary Roberge 326 North Road
(Chairperson) - (Deerfield School Board Representative)
Fremont School District Representatives
Paul Caristi 81 South Road
Annmarie Gilligan 300 Main Street
Christine Kenneway 81 Rowe Drive














Rockingham Cooperative School District Planning Board
On Wednesday night, December 5th, 2001 , the towns of Auburn, Candia, Deerfield and Fremont formally
joined to form the Rockingham Cooperative School District Planning Board. This action was the first joint
step by the four towns in the legal process of establishing a cooperative school district. The enthusiasm
shared that night, by this board, about the opportunities that this partnership represents, is even stronger
now than it was then. This combination of four neighboring small towns will allow us to equitably share the
costs of providing a superior level of education in a cost-effective manner. We will be able to provide
facilities that will be under our control, large enough to offer a comprehensive curriculum, while still
maintaining the atmosphere of a small school.
Each of the four communities come to the table with a rich history of active support of their local schools.
Each town is now paying tuition costs for its high school students and sending them out of town. Each
town faces a tuition agreement that ends in 2003. Each town owns and operates an elementary school
servicing either grades K-8 or 1-8. Auburn, Deerfield and Fremont are currently using modular
classrooms to deal with overcrowded buildings. While Candia has not yet had to resort to modular
classrooms, they are using modulars for storage and have had proposals before their school district
meeting for modular classrooms and for tuitioning their middle school students to Auburn.
Each town is primarily a bedroom community with no public water or sewer, minimal commercial /
industrial tax base and each town uses the town and school district meeting form of local government.
None of them come under the SB2 law. They share a sense of urgency based on the current
overcrowding in their schools and the termination of current high school tuition contracts. Each town
overwhelmingly supported the investigation of a cooperative proposal.
Our first job as your RCSD Planning Board was to produce Articles of Agreement for your approval at your
annual school district meeting this March. The Articles of Agreement document is the contract that
establishes the terms and conditions for governance when the district is formed. Your vote this March,
approving the Articles of Agreement, will legally establish your Rockingham Cooperative School District,
servicing grades 6-8 and 9-12. Your next step will be to elect school board members to your Rockingham
Cooperative School Board sometime in April or May of 2002. That cooperative school board's first action
should be to formulate the budget, for your approval as a voter in the newly formed cooperative school
district, that will allow them to develop the formal plans and specifications for building the facilities
necessary to educate the children in grades 6-8 and 9-12 within the RCSD. Each individual preexisting
school district's school board will remain active and in governance over their budget and their facilities until
the July 1 of the year that RCSD facilities are built to accommodate our 6-8 and 9-12 students.
The Articles that we are presenting for your approval were unanimously approved by your cooperative
planning board. They were then formally approved by the NH Board of Education. We are confident that
they will serve all of us well. We have also worked to develop recommendations for the cooperative
district's master plan, estimates of capital costs for the building of facilities, and operational costs for those
facilities, based on averages within the state. We have held Public Hearings and informational forums in
each of the four towns, with the goal of giving you the clearest picture that we can of our
recommendations for the future of education in our towns. Your vote, approving the Articles of
Agreement, will give us the opportunity to move forward and form the Rockingham Cooperative School
Board that can take our recommendations and cost estimates and your suggestions to formulate a
building proposal. Your support for that future proposal will make our shared dream of enhanced
educational opportunities for all our children a reality.
The members of your Rockingham Cooperative Planning Board team has spent many hours over the last
several months gathering, deciphering and reformatting an enormous amount of information for your
review. We understand that you will have a great deal of information presented to you on a variety of
options. We hope that we have provided information that is clear, concise and comprehensive so that you
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